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Preface

In today’s unpredictable world, demonstrating resilience and responding to external
shocks is becoming a key imperative. At the individual and organizational level,
collaboration and collective actions provide an important advantage to bounce back
from adverse situations. Most of the organizations rely on sophisticated collections
of strategies, tools, and processes to manage risks and reduce the impact of external
threats. Yet, any strategic dashboard or individual effort might be inadequate if
changes are as unpredictable as the ones we are witnessing with climate change,
social change, and global terrorism.

Highly networked individuals, teams, and communities sustain positive relation-
ships with others and use their social capital to master turbulence. Collaborative
Innovation Networks (COINs)—as self-organizing emergent social systems—are
primary building blocks of innovation for coping with external change. As small
cyberteams of intrinsically motivated individuals, COIN members get together to
innovate in domains they are passionate about and to respond to unexpected events
and opportunities. Developing and supporting networks has been recognized in
literature as a key process to minimize excessive risks and reduce the stress on the
system.

The interdisciplinary nature of the book offers a unique opportunity to frame the
discussion around resilience using a multiplicity of perspectives, including social
innovation, anthropology, leadership, change management, and big data applica-
tions. The book and its nineteen chapters describe how COINs enable resilience in
four sections: Entrepreneurship, Healthcare, Society and Culture, and Open Dia-
logue and Creativity.

The Entrepreneurship section covers topics such as the impact of U.S. venture
capital on start-up success and the importance for Chinese entrepreneurs to connect
with foreign and domestic venture capitalists.

The Healthcare section discusses how COINs of team of patients, family mem-
bers, doctors, and researchers support patients with chronic diseases and how infant
mortality can be reduced by forming groups of mothers, social workers, doctors, and
policy makers who work together.
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The Society and Culture section includes contributions on the role of COINs in
promoting food sharing networks, protecting bird species in New Zealand, analyzing
the evolution of world cultures through epic stories and finding the “Truth of Tribes”
through social media.

Last, the Open Dialogue and Creativity section explores the impact of peer
learning on creativity and the role of story writing to improve daily conversations
and generation of new ideas. Combined these sections provide the reader with
specific, concrete examples of COINs in action around the world and the real impact
they are having today.

Resilience is particularly important in healthcare. For example, COINs of
patients, family members, doctors, and researchers are formed to develop together
new, innovative ways of dealing with chronic diseases and improving patient and
caregiver quality of life. Another area in healthcare where COINs build resilience is
reducing infant mortality by forming COINs of mothers, social workers, doctors, and
policy makers to provide mothers with the support necessary to give their newborns
a better future than they had themselves. In internal healthcare processes, COINs act
as an enabler for process change, representing a novel approach to human resource
management by nurturing free exchange of ideas and a rotating leadership style.

A second area for resilience is in industry, where COINs can strengthen adapt-
ability and transformability to leverage uncertainty as a competitive advantage. Inside
large corporations, COINs can form spontaneously and with minimal management
intervention to creatively react to new risks and external threats. COINs might appear
in well-established firms as a bottom-up response to find new applications for
emerging technologies, thus flexibly adapting to change and anticipating competi-
tors’ next moves. COINs will also be tremendously useful to start-ups, offering new
self-organizing and entrepreneurial forms of leadership, where all stakeholders,
including founders, early employees, customers, suppliers, and business partners,
collaborate to develop new and innovative products, services, and business models
for an ever-changing environment.

Resilience through COINs is also necessary in social innovation and sustainable
entrepreneurship. COINs can help align practice with policy and provide leadership
in seeking funding from diverse sources. In urban areas such as for example Detroit
and other postindustrial cities, social innovation through COINs has turned crisis
into opportunity as cities become a source of inspiration and solutions for other
challenged American cities looking for innovative new models of urban governance.

Creating COINs of students will build resilience in an educational setting, where
self-organizing student teams might collaborate over long distance to solve complex
problems. Students might also engage in rotating leadership behavior inside the
classroom, thus increasing resilience against bullying and for better learning. Sim-
ilarly, COINs of faculty and researchers promote resilience and reshape the higher
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education environment by reimagining the future of collaborations across depart-
ments and institutions.

Boston, MA Francesca Grippa
Covilhã, Portugal Joao Leitão
Detroit, MI Julia Gluesing
Detroit, MI Ken Riopelle
Cambridge, MA Peter Gloor
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Analyzing VC Influence on Startup Success:
A People-Centric Network Theory
Approach

Beth Hadley, Peter A. Gloor, Stephanie L. Woerner, and Yuhong Zhou

Abstract We study the impact of venture capitalists on startup success using social
network analysis. Using multiple sources, we compile a unique dataset of 3199
US-based technology startups and their board members, from which we generate and
analyze the interlocking directorates network (formal network) and the Twitter
activity network (informal network). We define three metrics of success: startup
funding (collected from Crunchbase), annual sales (collected from OneSource), and
return-on-investment (annual sales/funding). We find that startups with more VCs on
their board are more centrally located in the formal network, tend to receive greater
funding, have greater annual sales, yet a smaller return-on-investment. We also find
that VCs are significantly more central in the Twitter network than non-VCs, and
they have greater Twitter popularity (number of followers/number of people they
follow). Interestingly, VCs tweet significantly less than non-VCs. Our results indi-
cate that VCs carry a significant amount of capital, both financially as well as
socially, which they transmit to the startups they become involved with, yet they
tend to invest disproportionately to startup revenue (hence lower ROI).
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1 Introduction

There is much uncertainty involved with early stage startups. Venture capitalists are
faced with literally million dollar questions as they seek to evaluate startups, to
determine the potential of an investment. Likewise, entrepreneurs are faced with
equally valuable questions as they seek venture capitalists from whom to not only
gain funding, but also support and mentorship.

Fundamentally, we aim to investigate the question of how venture capitalists
influence the success of a startup, and how this is manifested in people-centric
networks. To answer this broad question, we adopt a network theory approach, in
which we construct social networks of the board members of each startup. We
choose to study the board of directors of a startup, as board directors have a great
deal of influence over a startup due to their financial, intellectual, and social capital
resources. Furthermore, board members often sit on multiple boards, and therefore
may share their resources with multiple startups. The resulting network formed by
board membership represents a communication network, through which critical
resources flow.

Collaborative Innovation Networks (COINs) are self-organizing social systems in
which self-motivated individuals collaborate to achieve a common goal (Gloor
2005). We believe the board membership network bears some similar traits to a
COIN network—within this network, multiple players, namely VCs and entrepre-
neurs, strive to create something new—a new venture and financial gain. That said, it
remains an open question the extent to which such a network is actually “collabo-
rative”, and specifically, to what extent the venture capitalists in this network
contribute to the overall success of the entrepreneurs and their startups.

To investigate these questions, we first construct a formal network, an
interlocking directorates network composed of companies (the nodes) and links
between two companies who share at least one board member (Mizruchi 1996).
We look at the position of successful startups in this network and compare this to the
position of startups with many VCs on their boards. Secondly, we construct an
informal social network composed of the Twitter activity of the individuals in our
formal network, and look at the behavior of venture capitalists in this network. By
looking at venture capitalists’ influence in these networks, we develop evidence that
informs our response to the ultimate research question—how do venture capitalists
influence the success of startups.

2 Background and Related Work

Venture capital (VC) is well established as one of the key driving forces in the
American entrepreneurial ecosystem. According to the National Venture Capital
Association, in 2015 nearly $60 billion in venture capital was deployed across 4380
deals. More than 30% of those deals were to companies receiving venture investment
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for the first time (Franklin and Haque 2016). That said, research studies have not
provided consistent conclusions regarding the impact of VC investments on entre-
preneurial firms, and whether this impact is a net positive or negative. Although the
answer is likely, “it depends”, the question is worthy of continued rigorous analysis.

Advocates for the positive influence of VCs claim that VCs serve three main roles
to identify and promote successful startups:

1. “Screening”: VCs choose to invest in high quality companies with promising
potential. They are experienced at selecting for certain criteria that predict
success, such as technical expertise and founder commitment (Chan 1983;
Amit et al. 1998).

2. “Monitoring”: VCs track the status of their portfolio companies, comparing
investments with market trends and opportunities. They protect the value of
their investments by adding credibility and prestige to those companies they
invest in (Lerner 1995; Kaplan and Strömberg 2003).

3. “Coaching”: VCs provide advice and support to their portfolio companies with
the intent of improving their chances of success and, in return, the return on their
investment. This may include connecting the firm with resources (networking),
assisting with recruitment, and providing experience, advice, and mentoring
(Hellmann and Puri 2002; Hellmann 2000).

Multiple studies have demonstrated the correlation between VC involvement and
startup success: VC-backed firms have faster growth, faster times-to-market of their
products, more patents, higher productivity, greater innovation, higher efficiency,
and are more to have a successful exit (IPO or acquisition) (Wright and Robbie 1998;
Bernstein et al. 2015; Chemmanur et al. 2008). That said, many studies fail to
disentangle the influence of the VC themself on the startup, as it is often difficult
to decouple the effects of screening from those of monitoring and coaching (Lahr
and Mina 2016).

However, reasons and explanations abound which indicate just the opposite; that
venture capitalists can and do have a negative influence on startups and their
entrepreneurs. Foremost, a large body of research exists regarding conflicts between
startup entrepreneurs and VCs. Prior research has identified three main areas of
VC-CEO conflicts: conflicts of interests and unfavorable attributions, conflicts of
inefficient collaboration, and conflicts of VC-CEO mismatch (Khanin and Turel
2013). Conflict does not necessarily have a negative impact on the success of a
startup (Higashide and Birley 2002). However, at high levels of occurrence and
intensity, conflict is generally considered to be costly to those involved (Reve and
Stern 1989). Furthermore, the negative impacts of VC investments have been
demonstrated analytically for a number of geographies external to the US, including
China, France, and Singapore (Xi and Su-Sheng 2016; Pommet 2017; Wang et al.
2003), although to the authors’ knowledge no studies in the US have reached similar
conclusions. Furthermore, there seems to be a growing sentiment emanating from
Silicon Valley that entrepreneurs must be dubious, or at a minimum cautious, of
venture capitalist investment (Mullins 2014).

Analyzing VC Influence on Startup Success: A People-Centric Network. . . 5



In this research, we attempt to disentangle the conflicting messages coming from
academia and industry regarding the impact of VCs on startup success. By applying
a unique approach, namely a network theory analysis of the board membership
network and Twitter social network, we believe our work provides a unique contri-
bution to the literature.

3 Data and Methods

3.1 Network Construction

To construct and analyze our VC-startup networks, we compiled a unique dataset
from multiple sources. We limited the scope of our study to tech startups founded in
the US in the past 5 years. We extracted 3199 startups from the S&P Capital IQ
database (https://www.capitaliq.com), including a list of the board members of each
startup as well as whether each individual was a VC or not. We constructed the
interlocking directorates network based on the 8474 total board members, resulting
in a network with 3199 nodes (1 per startup) and links between startups that share at
least one board member. We used the Condor software tool (www.galaxyadvisors.
com) to calculate three centrality measures on this network: betweenness, degree,
and closeness.

We also constructed an informal social network with which to compare against
the formal network, as well as inform our understanding of VC communication
behavior. We chose Twitter as the source of this network as Twitter is the social
media platform most extensively used by startups and investors, and broadly used by
the business community (Wu et al. 2015). We foremost wrote python scripts to query
Twitter’s Search API to identify the corresponding Twitter handle (ID) for the 8474
people in our formal interlocking directorates network. Our query searched for users
by name who included one of their associated company names in their Twitter
description or included the keywords “vc”, “capital”, or “partner”. This resulted in
1271 matched individuals, whose accuracy was manually verified on a 10% sample
and found to be 87.4% accurate. We found that 15% of the interlocking directorates
network was composed of VCs, whereas 23% of the Twitter network was composed
of VCs. We believe this representation of VCs is reasonably similar, and relatively
realistic.

We used Condor to automatically generate the Twitter network. Links in this
network exist between a person who has tweeted to another person, or a person who
has retweeted another person’s tweet. We limited the network construction to only
the users’ past 100 tweets. This produced a network of 45,521 nodes and 168,326
links. We analyzed the Twitter network using standard centrality algorithms includ-
ing betweenness, degree, closeness, and reach-2 (the number of nodes the ego can
reach in 2 steps).

6 B. Hadley et al.
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3.2 Startup Success Metrics

We defined three metrics of success as the dependent variables with which to
evaluate startup success. Foremost, we collected information about the total amount
of funding (venture capital or otherwise) that the startup has received since its
founding using Crunchbase (www.crunchbase.com). Secondly, we collected infor-
mation about the startup’s annual sales from OneSource (www.onesource.com). We
found total funding information for 1514 of the startups extracted from Capital IQ,
and annual sales information for 525 of these startups. Finally, we defined our third
success metric as return-on-investment, or annual sales/total startup funding. This is
effectively a measure of the efficacy of a startup in transforming dollars of invest-
ment into revenue. We consider these three success metrics separately, however we
did observe a positive correlation between startup funding and annual sales
(c ¼ 0.513, p ¼ 1.166E-36, n ¼ 525). We observed no significant correlation
between ROI and total funding.

Note that one of the fundamental challenges of conducting this kind of study is
not only in determining a good metric of startup success, but also acquiring accurate
data. We acknowledge that our metric choices (startup funding, annual sales, and
return-on-investment) are not absolute measures of startup success, yet we are
confident in the accuracy of our data and we are also confident that they at least
partially reflect overall startup success in a meaningful way.

4 Results

Using the dataset previously described, we conducted an analysis to measure the
impact of VC networks on startup success. We discuss a number of research
questions to inform our investigation of this question.

4.1 VCs in the Formal Interlocking Directorates Network

Foremost, in order for us to make any conclusions regarding startup success, we
needed to locate successful startups within our networks. Therefore, we investigated
the question: are more successful startups more centrally located in the interlocking
directorates network?

To answer this question, we looked for correlations between the various centrality
measures and our three dependent variables (funding, annual revenue, and ROI). We
observed strong positive correlations between total funding and annual sales and all
three centrality measures (see Table 1).

Startups central in the interlocking directorates network have board members who
are highly connected, likely highly connected venture capitalists sitting on multiple

Analyzing VC Influence on Startup Success: A People-Centric Network. . . 7
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boards. We tested this hypothesis using a standard Pearson’s t-test and did indeed
find VCs to be more central than non-VCs in our network (see Table 2).

VCs not only have on average more connections, but also much higher between-
ness centrality than non-VCs. Combined with our earlier observation regarding
successful startups being more centrally located, we therefore made the hypothesis
that the more VCs on a startup’s board, the more successful the startup in terms of
total funding and sales. Indeed, we found positive correlations between VC board
membership and total funding (c ¼ 0.29, p ¼ 6.02E-12, n ¼ 525) and between
annual sales (c ¼ 0.21, p ¼ 1.99E-06, n ¼ 525). This is not surprising, as venture
capital firms that invest in startups often negotiate for board representation, so a
correlation between total funding and VC board membership is to be expected.

We then looked at VC board membership and ROI, defined as the ratio of revenue
to funding. Surprisingly, we observed a negative correlation between board mem-
bership and ROI (c ¼ �0.10, p ¼ 0.02, n ¼ 525). We verified these results with a
Welch Two Sample t-test, where we broke the dataset into two groups: startups with
VCs on their board, and startups without. All t-tests proved statistically significant
with p < 0.005. We found that startups with VCs on their board earn on average
$6.81M more annually in revenue than startups without VCs on their board, and
receive $15.7M more in funding. However, startups without VCs conclusively
experience higher ROI, on average 191% higher than startups with VCs. When
sorted by ROI, the top 20% of startups have on average 18% VC board membership,
whereas the bottom 20% of startups have on average 31% VC board membership.
This is statistically significant (t-test p ¼ 0.0037, n ¼ 525)

On the other hand, startups with high ROI seem to have less VC members on their
board. These startups likely did not receive large amounts of funding, yet are
generating a disproportionately large amount of sales. Because they did not receive
a large amount of startup funding, they were not in a position to need to accept VCs
onto their board. This does seem to lead to the logical conclusion that startups
without VCs—and therefore without VC funding—seem to do better in terms of
ROI, at least in the first 5 years. This concept has been written about in a number of
entrepreneurship blogs and articles, with the underlying recommendation (as one

Table 1 Correlations between centrality measures and funding and sales in formal network

n Log of total funding n Log of annual sales

Betweenness 1514 0.217** 525 0.232**

Degree 1514 0.312** 525 0.298**

Closeness 1514 0.220** 525 0.197**

**p < 0.001

Table 2 T-Tests on formal network centrality measures: VCs vs. Non-VCs

VCs Non-VCs n p-value

Mean betweenness centrality 1662.56 149.8 7350 9.13E-11

Mean degree centrality 3.40 2.87 1124 6.79E-09

8 B. Hadley et al.



article put it): “If you are looking towards more measured growth for your startup,
want to keep control or you’re simply not established yet, you probably want to
avoid VCs” (Jee 2016). The evidence is clear—avoid VC investment if possible.

4.2 VCs in the Informal Twitter Social Network

We now turn to an analysis of the informal network, the Twitter network, as we
hypothesized that by analyzing a different, more informal, network of communica-
tion, we would likely reach new insights regarding the influence of VCs on the
success of startups.

We began our analysis by first comparing the formal network with the informal
network, as both networks were composed of the same people. Interestingly, we
found little to no statistically significant correlations between these two networks,
neither in terms of centrality measures nor in terms of overlap of core individuals
(only three people were among the most central in the top 100 of both networks
ranked by betweenness centrality and degree centrality). These top three individuals
(Jon Sakoda: New Enterprise Associates, Roger Lee: Battery Ventures, Peter
Levine: Andreessen Horowitz LLC) are all venture capitalists with a long history
in the tech startup industry, sit on 12 or more boards (as compared to the average
number of boards someone sits on in our dataset which is 3.92) and have an above-
median number of Twitter followers.

Our comparison of the formal network with the informal network demonstrated
that the two are very different networks, with no clear correlation between individ-
uals’ position within each. That said, in our continued attempt to ascertain the
influence of venture capitalists on the success of startups, we reasoned that an
investigation of venture capitalists’ behavior and location in the Twitter network
would inform our understanding of their communication patterns and influence on
startup success.

From our previous study, we found venture capitalists to be centrally located in
the interlocking directorates network. This held true for our smaller network com-
posed of only the 1271 people we found Twitter usernames for. We expected venture
capitalists to be centrally located in the Twitter network as well.

Using a two-tailed unequal variance t-test, we observed VCs are indeed more
central in the Twitter network. We measured statistically significant differences in a
number of centrality measures among VCs and non-VCs, with the VC group
consistently more central than the non-VC group (see Table 3).

Given our observation that VCs are more central in the Twitter network, we were
curious to determine what about their Twitter behavior—and by extension their
communication behavior—influenced their network centrality.

We conducted t-tests between VCs and non-VCs on a number of Twitter usage
characteristics, including the number of followers the user has, the number of public
lists the user is on, the number of tweets the user has made, and the number of people
the user is following. To prevent distortion from outliers with very many and very
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few followers, we performed our analysis on a truncated mean dataset sample
(we sorted the dataset by number of followers, and removed the top and bottom
5%). As a measure of the “popularity” of the user, we took the ratio of the number of
users the person is following to number of followers the user has. The lower this
number, the more followers the user has in proportion to the number of users the user
is following, and thus the more “popular” the user.

The results of this analysis are provided in Table 4. Generally, we discovered that
VCs truly are more “popular” than non-VCs (the popularity ratio differs by 23%
between the two groups, with a significance of 0.012). Furthermore, VCs have 22%
more followers than non-VCs (although this result only has a statistical significance
of 0.077). Additionally, VCs appear on 31% more public lists than non-VCs.

VCs appear to have greater social capital on Twitter than non-VCs. Interestingly,
VCs tend to tweet less than non-VCs (VCs post and repost 38% less than non-VCs).
However, they have a strikingly higher Twitter popularity ratio as compared to
non-VCs (a higher ratio indicates lower popularity). This means that VCs truly
do—at least in the digital social networking space—have a higher social capital
than non-VCs.

4.3 Network Centrality and Financial Success

These results lead us to the conclusion that VCs are truly popular people—guardians
not only of money but also social status and information. Clearly, this bears
implications on the success of the startups they fund and sit on the boards of. To
this end, we wondered if we could determine a clear correlation between centrality in
the Twitter social network and some measure of financial success—either their
personal income and/or the funding of the startup(s) they are affiliated with.

Table 3 T-Tests on formal and informal network centrality measures: VCs vs. Non-VCs

n ¼ 1271 p-value T-Test Mean for VCs Mean for non-VCs

Betweenness centrality (ID network) 4.19416E-06 4298.5847 614.7755

Degree centrality (ID network) 2.4368E-07 4.3431 3.0514

Closeness centrality (ID network) 4.78385E-16 0.0001 0.0001

Betweenness (Twitter network) 0.012260342 2243375.0498 1980369.7281

Closeness (Twitter network) 0.029473497 0.0036 0.0035

Degree (Twitter network) 0.011655465 65.8159 60.2025

Reach 2 (Twitter network) 2.48729E-07 918.0084 670.8886

Two-tailed unequal variance t-tests are reported
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4.3.1 Network Centrality and Income

Foremost, we investigated the correlation between an individual’s’ position in the
network and their income, as measured by the average income of their residential zip
code (we extracted this data from the public US IRS dataset from 20141). We looked
at both the formal and informal networks. We found that generally, the more central
someone is located in either the formal or informal network, the higher his or her
income. This was especially true with the measure of reach-2 in the Twitter network
(r ¼ 0.14, p ¼ 0.000) (Table 5).

This would imply that VCs, who are generally more central in both networks,
tend to have greater income. That said, we did not find a statistically significant
difference in income between VCs and non-VCs (t-test p ¼ 0.25, n ¼ 830). Clearly,
VCs are not the only individuals in our networks who are generating personal
wealth.

Additionally, from our earlier analysis, we demonstrated that VCs have a signif-
icantly higher social capital than non-VCs. We reasoned that perhaps this ratio
would correlate with residential income. Indeed, we found just that. We found a
significant negative correlation between an individual’s’ income (on the logarithmic
scale) and their ratio of # following/# followers. Because this ratio is inversely
proportional to social capital, the greater someone’s Twitter social capital, the
greater their income (c ¼ �0.105, p ¼ 0.00018, n ¼ 1172). Therefore, by transitive
reasoning, we conclude that VCs are not only socially prominent people—their
prominence is rewarded financially.

Our analysis so far enabled us to determine that as individual VCs are more
central in both the formal and informal networks, which correlates with greater
income and a higher social capital.

Table 4 T-Tests on Twitter characteristics: VCs vs. Non-VCs

Description T-test
Mean
(VCs)

Mean
(non-VCs)

The number of followers this account currently has 0.0773 4032.16 3302.95

The number of public lists that this user is a member of 0.0127 194.05 148.48

The number of tweets (including retweets) issued by the
user

0.0004 1844.6 2963.41

The number of users this account is following 0.3864 794.3 681.26

Twitter popularity (# following/# followers). Lower number
is more popular

0.0119 0.454 0.5875

1https://www.irs.gov/uac/soi-tax-stats-individual-income-tax-statistics-2014-zip-code-data-soi
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4.3.2 Network Centrality and Startup Funding

Next, we investigated whether an individual’s’ position in the Twitter network was
indicative of the financial success of the startup to whom that person is affiliated. We
hypothesized that those individuals who are more central in the network—those with
higher personal income—would be affiliated with more highly funded startups.

The CapitalIQ database contained a listing of all the companies each individual is
affiliated with—either as a board member or employee. If a person was affiliated
with a startup we analyzed in our dataset of 1514 startups (from the formal
interlocking directorates network), we had a funding amount for that startup. In
total, we found funding information for at least one affiliated company for 830 people
in our dataset. Less than 10% of these people were affiliated with another startup for
which we had funding data, so we decided an accurate and comparable measure
would be to take the maximum startup funding of all startups for which we had data
for each person. We looked at the correlation between our centrality measures and
the log of the maximum affiliated startup funding for the 830 people with such data.
We found significant positive correlations between centrality measures and startup
funding, as seen in Table 6.

All centrality measures except closeness exhibit a significant positive correlation
with their max affiliated startup funding. However, reach-2 displays the largest
correlation, at 0.24. A possible explanation for this is that in real life, people are
very likely to share leads and opportunities with their close friends (1 degree) and
their friends of friends (2 degree). Degree is correlated (at 0.109) with funding, but
significantly less correlated than reach 2 (which is 0.24). We reason that degree is
less strongly correlated than reach 2 because people really do use their friends-of-
friends network and don’t depend merely on their closest contacts. Using simply
degree to indicate funding misses out on the real-world events that happen due to
friends-of-friends. Thus, the friends-of-friends network (reach-2) is really a much
better representation of how information and opportunities spread throughout the
network. It’s not who you know that counts, it’s who your friends know. This finding
is supported by the academic world; in fact, the strength of weak ties (indirect

Table 5 Correlations between network centrality measures and somone’s income

Correlation with
Log of average income
r p

Betweenness (Twitter network) 0.079** 0.005

Closeness (Twitter network) 0.038 0.173

Degree (Twitter network) 0.079** 0.005

Reach 2 (Twitter network) 0.145** 0.000

Betweenness centrality (ID network) �0.012 0.670

Degree centrality (ID network) 0.053 0.061

Closeness centrality (ID network) 0.066* 0.018

*p < 0.05
**p < 0.01
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connections, or friends-of-friends) was first presented in Granovetter’s seminal work
“The Strength of Weak Ties” (1973). With over 40,000 references to date, in his
paper Granovetter presents his theory regarding the prevalence of weak ties and their
efficacy in a variety of contexts. Our research appears to affirm that the VC-startup
context is yet another domain where weak ties dominate.

5 Conclusion

In our study of the influence of venture capitalists via formal and informal networks,
we have determined that VCs play a central role in the success of a startup. Startups
with VCs as board members are consistently more central in the networks, and
startups central in the network receive more funding and have greater revenue. That
said, startups with more VCs have lower ROI, which bears implications on the
startups’ long-term success. We found that people central in the formal network are
not necessarily central in the informal network, although VCs in general have greater
centrality in both. VCs can be considered the keepers of funding and information,
and therefore hold considerable power and influence in the tech startup ecosystem.
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Resilient Community and Economic
Development Through Collaborative
Innovation Networks

Jacob Leppek, Jen Bruen, and John Schweitzer

Abstract A single organization or individual is almost always unable to provide
completely satisfactory solutions to a community problem. Collaborative Innovation
Networks (COINs) provide a method in which entities capitalize on existing human
capital to spur cooperative innovation in community and economic development.
This report details the successful experience of the U.S. EDA University Center for
Regional Economic Innovation (REI) at Michigan State University in utilizing a
COIN as a resilient economic and community development strategy. This method is
successful as it allows for the resilience and adaptability of decentralized networks
while retaining access to a large resource base.

1 Introduction

During Michigan’s recovery from the 2008 recession, the U.S. Economic Develop-
ment Administration funded a University Center for Regional Economic Innovation
(REI) at Michigan State University for a 5-year period from 2011 to 2016. REI’s
stated mission was to build a new economic development ecosystem in Michigan by
leveraging higher education assets to support the creation and application of inno-
vative economic development strategies to yield high-growth entrepreneurship and
job creation throughout the state.

These goals were accomplished through the creation of a Collaborative Innova-
tion Network (COIN). Named the REI Network, this model is successful in over-
coming the usual obstacles to economic and community development by creating a
resilient self-organizing system that can operate in any environment. Networks allow
for growth to transcend organizational boundaries, encourage inclusive social inno-
vations, and build on local knowledge to create efficient solutions (Van Dijk 2012).
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This report details how collaborative innovation networks can operate successfully
in the community and economic development industry by crowdsourcing innovation
while retaining access to a resource base to facilitate action. Within the bourgeoning
field of research on social innovation, this analysis seeks to remedy the lack of
literature applying social innovation techniques to the ecosystem of economic
development and individual empowerment, and to encourage future studies on the
topic. This report is also meant to provide further quantitative evidence on the topic
of how a mission of social innovation is applicable and successful in economic
development, and that collaborative innovation networks are an excellent method to
achieve that goal.

Furthermore, this report advances a method to utilize COINs in the context of
community and economic development. This report also describes the structure of
the REI Network to relate how this facilitation process works. It offers an overview
of how REI utilizes its network to find and fund research. Methods of communica-
tion and implementation are reviewed to understand how ideas flow from conception
to publication. Lastly, it reviews the results of REI’s first grant cycle (2011–2016).

2 Background

REI operates within a context of community and economic development on local,
regional, and state levels. It is necessary to understand the various objectives and
obstacles to fully appreciate how COINs offer a resilient solution to typical barriers
faced by community and economic development organizations.

2.1 Community and Economic Development in Michigan

Michigan’s economy was severely damaged by the 2007–2009 recession, and it still
had not fully recovered due to the loss of jobs, lack of qualified candidates, not
enough incentives for companies to operate in Michigan, and several other supple-
mentary factors by 2011 (Chiteji and Danziger 2011). While the overriding objective
for the development industry is to spur Michigan’s recovery and future growth,
multiple methods exist to accomplish each organization’s primary aim.

Community development and economic development are overlapping categories;
the former utilizing an empowerment, resident-centric approach whereas the latter
generally increases the tax base. Each of these approaches has strengths and weak-
nesses. Community development emphasizes internal growth, capitalizing on
existing resources and strengthening human capital. Economic development orga-
nizations create an enticing environment for incoming and new businesses. These
approaches require a wealth of knowledge and expertise, leading to limited coordi-
nation between the two as organizations became more specialized.
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Michigan is a fairly diverse state in terms of community and economic develop-
ment needs. With a population of nearly 10 million people, the state has a high rate of
income inequality, large rural areas, and many economically distressed urban areas.

This has resulted in a massive number of development organizations which
specialize in certain aspects of development with varying scopes. Public agencies
affiliated with cities, municipalities, townships, regions, and the state are frequently
working toward parallel objectives as third-party non-profit organizations. Smaller
scopes are seemingly more manageable, especially with limited funds and actors,
whereas large scopes improve coordination across geographical areas or resources,
among other aspects. Larger cities, such as Detroit, Grand Rapids, or Lansing,
typically have a higher concentration of development organizations, while rural
areas receive less attention. As an example of differing aims, some organizations
focus exclusively on singular skill-based development, and others more generally on
improving workforce competitiveness of Michigan. This results in overlapping
initiatives in which collaboration does not always occur.

2.2 Common Obstacles to Development

What is important to understand is the current patchwork of community and eco-
nomic development organizations and public agencies in Michigan often target
different communities, geographical areas, and aspects of economic development,
simply because of limited resources. Limited funds force organizations to operate
with few full-time staff members, instead relying on volunteers. Grant funding is
incredibly competitive, and private donations are an inconsistent source of funding.
This prevents many non-government funded organizations from achieving concrete
goals. While objectives of these organizations and communities frequently overlap,
communication is often lacking, resulting in a knowledge, access, and sustainability
gap. The infrastructure for communication between the large number of develop-
ment organizations is lacking, creating high costs in finding community leaders,
activists, and knowledgeable experts. It is quite possible that two organizations could
be working on the same issue in different areas without knowing, and the chances
that solutions and strategies are shared among community members is low.
Top-down solutions are limited in their ability to spur economic development.

A major issue in community and economic development is empowering the
locals by providing resources necessary to achieve certain goals, and coordinating
these goals to encourage inclusive growth (Wilson 1996). While locals better
understand what is lacking in their communities, it is often necessary to provide
them with monetary funds, methods to fix the problem, and connections with
experts.
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2.3 Understanding Innovation in Collaborative Networks

Collaborative networks have been applied in many settings to great success. Col-
laborative Innovation Networks are virtual groups of intrinsically motivated actors
that collaborate on specific issues, bringing differing perspectives, knowledge, and
abilities to solve problems (Gloor 2006). It has been demonstrated that innovation is
spurred and facilitated through interorganizational cooperation, especially in
research and development activities (Enkel et al. 2009; Faems et al. 2005). Research
networks that linking diverse actors together have been shown to create innovation
clusters (Liyanage 1995). Clusters like these, based around similar locations or
issues, have been suggested to play a large role in an increasingly globalized
economy (Porter 2000). Yet successful innovation depends on the nature of the
actors involved (Barzi et al. 2015; Marinucci 2012). By connecting actors with
varied skill sets and sufficient motivation, a COIN creates a space for collaborating,
creating, and sharing.

These models can be applied to complex community, and even global, problems
(Sawhney 2003). Social innovation can be broadly defined as interdisciplinary
innovations with broad impact which contribute to the diffusion of knowledge
(Mulgan et al. 2007; Westley and Antadze 2010). Despite some doubt of whether
social innovation is a useful term for analysis or not, the term has proved sustainable,
and does seem to play a valuable role in determining how to facilitate such innova-
tion (Pol and Ville 2009). Through connecting various individuals working in
different fields of study and application, it is apparent that networks allow for a
wider spectrum of results (Nieto and Santamaría (2007). In other words, large,
diverse groups allow for interdisciplinary approaches to problems.

Networks increase the capacity of nonprofits to address challenges through social
capital (Keyes et al. 1996). The collective impact model, for example, demonstrates
the benefits of collaboration across organizations (Kania and Kramer 2011). These
are often composed of organizations with similar target demographics and project
goals, focused on sharing resources to implement in their respective communities.
For example, networks of disaster relief organizations demonstrate opportunities for
knowledge sharing and sharing of responsibilities for a successful response
(Matsuda 2016). Innovation centers, such as business incubators, are based around
the idea that these social hubs engender innovation through collaboration, funding,
and knowledge exchange (Ziemer and Long 2009).

Concerning the public sector, it has been argued that multi-actor collaboration
that involves the private sector is more robust than that of top-down governance
(Sørensen and Torfing 2011). More recently, Birkner et al. (2017) concluded that
universities have a “prominent role in the creation of new innovation ecosystems,
particularly in a well-defined geographical area.” Universities are vital to knowledge
transfer, economic growth, and research support, even as barriers exist to connecting
these resources with industries (Bramwell et al. 2012). Community-based participa-
tory research (CBPR) has long been studied with strong favorable findings, demon-
strating that involving community members and experts in the decision making and
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research process is a robust method of action (Israel et al. 2006). With the funding of
REI by the U.S. E.D.A. and Michigan State University, the REI Network is one of
the first attempts by a university to use a COIN to promote regional economic
innovation, decrease barriers to knowledge transfer, and create sustainable and
resilient partnerships.

3 The REI Network

Utilizing a COIN is an attempt to capitalize on the best attributes of development
organizations while empowering individuals to create growth for their own commu-
nities, which means lower costs of communication, quicker problem identification,
and increased collaboration.

REI’s Network is uniquely resilient to changing social and political circum-
stances by crowdfunding ideas drawn from the network itself. Not only does this
allow for the economic and community development strategies to adjust to new
ideas, but for the framework of discussion to change. Topics of research are directly
relatable to what is happening at the time, and are free to adjust according to demand.
This signaling approach is a massive improvement in researching and solving the
challenges in terms of efficiency because it allows for direct communication and
collaboration among residents and experts with decreased organizational or geo-
graphical concerns, similar to prices in a market (Hayek 1945). COINs facilitate
quicker identification of trends through the wide variety of participants at the local
level (Gloor and Cooper 2007). After identification, the collaborative nature of the
REI network often allows for access to a person with knowledge of these topics. In
other words, a uniform approach through a COIN engenders diverse solutions which
best fit the environment. It is a dynamic approach that is constantly identifying
emerging problems, which allows it to remain resilient in response to changing
economic conditions.

Whereas regional hubs of economic development provide a more centralized,
goal-alignment service, REI is oriented toward individual and local-specific efforts.
The Michigan Economic Development Corporation, for example, brings together
public agencies, non-profit organizations, and private entities to streamline and
coordinate ongoing economic development efforts. REI, however, focuses on solv-
ing the communication and funding gap for individual research projects by provid-
ing access to networks on par with larger regional organizations. This adaptable
approach encourages active investment on a local level while producing findings that
are accessible and applicable to a variety of situations. Rather than top-down
coordination efforts, the requisite coordination to solve community problems
emerges in the act of collaboration (Bruns 2013).
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3.1 Scope of the REI Network

As identified by Gloor (2006), integral characteristics of COINs are innovation,
collaboration, and communication. The REI Network both facilitates and builds on
these aspects by retaining access to a large resource base despite its decentralized
network.

The REI Network is a community of over 1000 individuals from the public and
private sectors who participate in a facilitation and solicitation process to identify,
create, and promote innovations in research to catalyze growth in their regional
economies. As an open innovation community, these members are motivated to
participate through a variety of mechanisms, including monetary funding, coopera-
tive partners, and increased access to resources such as project support and research.
This approach of constituent outreach, one which is not limited to already-
established organizations or government entities, has shown promise in achieving
collaboration and inclusive input (Girouard and Sirianni 2014). Intangible factors
like feelings of engagement and connections with a community are also appreciated,
as evidenced by internal surveys and social science research; REI’s strategy is
similar to successful consumer-centric models for firms (Antikainen et al. 2010).

REI also maintains a Consultative Panel, a group of experts drawn from a variety
of fields to advise on and guide program objectives. The Consultative Panel acts as a
supportive dialogue to the REI Network by providing an ethical framework, profes-
sional advice, and acting as a knowledge resource. These parallel networks allow for
an active exchange of ideas and statewide multidisciplinary interaction, encouraging
innovation and participation on a local and regional level (Fig. 1).

REI is crowdsourcing community and economic development to encourage
innovation. Two primary avenues (Co-Learning Plans and Student-Led, Faculty-
Guided Technical Assistance) were utilized in its 2011–2016 grant cycle, with a
third (Co-Implementation Plans) developed for its second round of funding in
2016–2021. Co-Learning Plans are a collaborative effort in which practitioners,
decision-makers, community leaders, entrepreneurs, scholars, or other stakeholders
research innovative economic development tools, models, strategies, policies, and
practices and produce recommendations for other practitioners, policy-makers, and
the public. These applications are drawn from REI Network members which ensures
access to expert knowledge. Student-Led, Faculty-Guided Technical Assistance
projects are collaborative efforts between university students and Michigan commu-
nities to complete local or regional development initiatives, while being supervised
by experienced faculty members. Co-Implementation Plans are REI’s attempt to
further implement the products of its network. This initiative seeks to put the tools,
models, and policies identified in Co-Learning Plans into practice in communities
around Michigan.

REI supports communication between Network members by providing easily
accessible platforms, events, and information. The results of all projects are posted
online at REI’s website and other platforms. REI utilizes various social media
networks to encourage convenient collaboration and to spur casual discussion
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between partners. The self-organizing nature of the REI Network allows for com-
munication through local, regional, and state levels.

3.2 Results of the REI Network

Over 100 REI projects have generated an estimated $8,288,000 in public invest-
ments, $50,675,806 in private investments, and $505,500 in other investments
throughout Michigan. These projects ranged from skill-based workshops to techni-
cal assistance projects and the development of policy recommendations. In addition,
REI partners believe the most important impacts of projects and events to be the
opportunities to gain knowledge about issues pertinent to their work and innovations
in economic development, and to network with people working towards similar
goals. In some cases, Network members were also able to secure additional funding
through their work with REI. One of REI’s partners, the Northern Initiatives,
reported that they secured over $200,000 from various sources. In addition, 154 indi-
viduals received eight or more hours of technical assistance from REI.

Additionally, REI successfully disseminated new knowledge through the creation
and sharing of 29 webinars and over 25 project videos; these informational videos on
products of the REI Network have reached almost 9000 views. Presenting informa-
tion this way, in multimedia and storytelling format, is accessible to a more diverse

Innovative Tools, Models, Policies Co-Learning Plans

Innovation Fellows

Technical Reports

Social Media,
Videos

Local Innovative PracticesREI
University

Center
Consultative
Panel and
Network

Regional
Economic
Innovation

Annual Event

Technical Assistance

Networking and knowledge Transfer

Fig. 1 How the REI Network facilitates development. Reprinted with permission from the MSU
University Center for Regional Economic Innovation
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audience and increases engagement (Brown and Wyatt 2010). REI has hosted more
than 65 in-person presentations at five Innovate Michigan! Summits, held yearly.
REI regularly engages with its community over social media; its Twitter page has
more than 1600 followers; Facebook, about 700 likes; and hosts a LinkedIn group of
nearly 500 members. In the fall of 2015, REI was recognized as a finalist in the
University Economic Development Association’s Awards of Excellence program.
An internal REI Network survey conducted in 2016–2017 demonstrated that roughly
75% of respondents found a REI-supported partner’s work to be useful in their own
projects. Moreover, 68% of Network members have implemented the knowledge
and ideas developed by other members. It has been reported that the knowledge
disseminated from REI helped its partners connect to their communities too. “We
learned how to ask better questions and become partners, not an outside organization
looking in,” said one respondent.

4 Conclusion

Approaching community and economic development through a COIN-based frame-
work allows for broader application to industry issues while maintaining the benefits
of local knowledge. It encourages coordination through a unified approach, but
recognizes and supports diverse actors.

This is a resilient approach to community and economic development, especially
in regards to encouraging social innovation. The REI Network closes the gap
between professional and local knowledge. Furthermore, it identifies and empowers
residents while providing the necessary resources. A COIN then offers a natural
avenue to disseminate and publicize these results for other community members and
development organizations to utilize in their work. REI’s strategy of developing
others’ solutions with monetary and research support allows for a successful open
innovation strategy, as it provides encouragement for active participation by quali-
fied community members.

This model will be increasingly important in the future. Concepts such as “smart
cities” will need collaborative networks, and creating strategies which facilitate
individual and non-profit organization partnerships is key (Schaffers et al. 2011).
Facilitating social innovation through collaborative networks can create a larger
impact on economic outcomes (Westley and Antadze 2010). Rather that imposing
top-down solutions on increasingly globalized, diverse, and complex communities,
COINs allow communities to create and adapt personalized solutions which best fit
their needs.

Encouraging the growth of human capital in communities is emerging as the
dominant model of economic development. REI has successfully implemented a
Collaborative Innovation Network to produce resilient economic development strat-
egies that serve local and regional needs. No longer should economic development
organizations operate independent of each other, as the social innovation which
occurs through collaborative networks produces excellent results.
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Resilience Through Collaborative Networks
in Emerging Economies: Evidence
from Chinese Venture Capital

Yuhong Zhou, Peter A. Gloor, and Stephanie L. Woerner

Abstract The high-speed growth of emerging economies attracts the attention of
global investors, but the uncertain institutional environment in emerging and tran-
sitional economies makes investors uneasy. Using China’s venture capital
(VC) data, this article examines the performance consequences of differences in
ownership between foreign and local investors, and network position established
when VC firms (VCs) syndicate portfolio company investments. There is a phenom-
enon of separate institutional settings between China’s local VCs and foreign VCs in
China, which makes ownership significantly affect investment performance. The
VCs’ positions in the collaborative networks can play a mediating role; foreign VCs
have better investment performance because of their more central-network position.
Better-networked VCs can supplement or replace formal institutions in transitional
economies.

1 Introduction

Since the first venture capital firm was founded in the 1940s, global VC has
presented two characteristics. First, with a wealth of experience, VCs founded in
developed countries are looking for investment opportunities on a global scale, and
favor emerging economies that are growing. However, the unstable and immature
institutional environments of transitional economies present challenges for foreign
VCs (Ahlstrom and Bruton 2006; Prijcker et al. 2012; Zhang and Pezeshkan 2016).
Foreign VCs are unfamiliar with the specific problems of transitional economies, for
example, tax policy. Therefore, they are investing in emerging economies by
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registering offshore firms to avoid the negative impact caused by unstable institu-
tions (Fuller 2010). Second, the governments are speeding up the development of the
domestic VCs in emerging economies and welcome the foreign VCs (Bruton et al.
2009; Ahlstrom and Bruton 2006). For example, China’s VC1 industry experienced
rapid growth, especially in local VCs, and related policies and regulations improved
over time. For the first time, local Chinese funds, mostly RMB-denominated funds,
led over USD-denominated foreign funds both concerning the number of funds and
fundraising amount in 2009. From then on, local Chinese investment became the
dominant force in China’s VCs. At the same time, foreign VCs in China still play an
important role; 98.39 % of foreign VCs are from developed countries, and 53.77 %
are from the United States.2 To avoid the changes and constraints of the institutional
environment in China, foreign VCs often adopt a way of registering offshore firms to
participate in China’s VC investment, which results in a separate institutional
phenomenon between foreign-owner and Chinese-owner VCs (Fuller 2010). While
the literature documents the conception of the separate institutional settings between
foreign VCs and Local VCs, the performance consequences of this independent
ownership remain largely unknown. This paper investigates the impact of this
phenomenon on performance. Controlling for other known determinants of VCs’
performance, we find that foreign VCs outperform local ones.

How do foreign VCs achieve better investment performance in China than local
VCs? Social network theory has built a bridge between macro and micro levels of
sociological theory (Granovetter 1973). More specifically, collaborative innovation
networks (COINs, Gloor 2006) provide a potential solution. Under the existing
institutional environment, in addition to passively accepting the system, enterprises
can also expand their invisible collaborative relationship border, facilitate trust
formation between partners (Sorenson and Stuart 2008; Meuleman et al. 2017),
reduce transaction costs, and thereby enhancing performance (Hochberg et al., 2007,
2015). Any VCs can be actively or passively involved in the network environment.
They will draw on their networks to seek investment opportunities, share the risk,
help the start-ups succeed, and improve their own performance (Hochberg et al.
2007, 2015; Abell and Nisar 2007; Ewens 2010). Prior research has studied the
performance effect of VC networks, but the important intermediary role VC net-
works play between the macro system and microenterprises is still unknown. This
paper examines the important mediating role of collaborative networks between
ownership and investment performance of VCs. Our paper suggests that, besides
passively accepting the system, VCs can increase resilience through collaborative
networks to thrive in uncertain institutional environments in transitional economies.

1Here, China’s VC refers to the VC which has invested in Chinese mainland start-ups. Foreign VC
firm is defined as the ownership of the firm is outside the Chinese mainland. A Chinese local VC
firm is defined as the ownership of the firm is in Chinese mainland.
2Author is compiled from the data of CVsource database.
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2 Theory and Hypothesis

2.1 Ownership and Investment Performance

Prior research has examined the impact of ownership on enterprise performance and
shows that the performance of foreign owned enterprises is better than local enter-
prises in emerging and transitional economies (Aydin et al. 2007). Foreign owners
have global managerial experience and can bring the latest and advanced technology
and management that improves enterprise efficiency (Aydin et al. 2007). But few
researchers have conducted empirical research on the impact of ownership on
investment performance in the VC industry. In China, there is a significant amount
of foreign VCs, 98.39% of them are from the developed countries. There are many
differences between local VCs and foreign VCs, including registration, applicable
law, sources, and exiting.

Fuller (2010) uses the grounded theory to analyze the institutional separation of
VCs in emerging economies. He believes that the government dominates one set of
institutional arrangements while foreign VCs, through foreign direct investment,
link their Chinese activities to a set of more market-based institutions located
offshore. Most foreign VCs invest in Chinese start-ups by registering and exiting
at offshore locations, while making substantial investments in the China region (Zhu
2015). Specific steps are as follows. The first step is registering a limited partnership
at an offshore location at a tax haven (e.g., Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands). The
second step is setting up offices in China, and searching for investment projects. The
third step, when foreign VCs decide to invest in a Chinese start-up, they will ask
Chinese start-ups to register a special purpose company in the tax haven, and then
invest in the special purpose company. In the last step, the special purpose company
raises money from other investors through an initial public offering (IPO) of its
shares on a stock market outside China and foreign VCs exit the company. Thus,
foreign VCs do not have to pay the income tax in China, practicing reasonable tax
avoidance. However, local VCs must abide by the rules defined by the Chinese
government and have been under a high tax burden and other restrictions. For
example, without the legal entity status of a limited partnership in China before
June 2007, local VCs had to be structured as corporate VCs and had to bear the
burden of double taxation compared to corporate VCs and venture investors.

From the source of VC funds, foreign VC is mainly funded by pension funds,
insurance funds, banks, large corporations, governments, wealthy individuals and
families and so on. They have strong financial support-systems.3 Chinese local VC
funds mainly come from the government fiscal budget and state-owned institutions.
In 2006, the government budget and state-owned institutions accounted for 82.97%
of the total, compared to 62.54% in 2010 (Feng 2012). When high-risk VC and
scarce resources combine, it is prone to government rent-seeking which would lead
to worse investment performance (Lu et al. 2012; Hain et al. 2016). In July 2010,

3From Annual Statistics of China Venture Capital 2016.
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insurance funds were allowed for private equity investment in China but had been
prohibited in the business of VC until 2014. Due to policy restriction, large capital
sources are outside the reach of the Chinese local VCs. Thus, Chinese local VC’s
strength is much weaker than foreign VC’s. The average total management funds of
Chinese VCs was $202.93 million, compared to $4.5 billion of foreign VCs.

In addition, the exit channels of foreign VCs are more diverse than of local VCs in
China. The best exit way of VCs from start-ups is through an IPO (Hochberg et al.
2007, 2015). According to the data of CVsource database, only 2.60% of Local VCs
exit via an IPO out of China’s mainland securities market, compared to 22.3%
foreign VCs exiting via an IPO in China mainland A-share bourses, 30.54% of
foreign VCs exit via NASDAQ, 20.10% via NYSE. Foreign VCs can exit from the
China security markets, as well as other global securities markets. But for local VCs,
it is difficult to exit out of China. Besides, M&A and trade resale are also important
exit channels for VCs. Foreign VC can take advantage of the global multi-level
capital market. However, Local VCs have to depend on the immature capital markets
in China.

With all the differences between the different ownership VCs, we find that
foreign VCs have distinct advantages. Thus, we hypothesize as follows:

Hypothesis 1: In China’s VC market, VCs with different ownership have signifi-
cantly different performance, and foreign VCs achieve better investment
performance.

2.2 The Mediator Effect of VC Network Position

The first Chinese local venture capital firm was founded in 1993, almost 50 years
later than in the U.S. With 98.39% of Chinese foreign VCs coming from developed
countries, foreign VCs’ investment experience is much better than Chinese local
VCs and they know the importance of the benefits of network position in the
collaborative networks. Foreign VCs leverage their advantages of experience and
financial strength to attract local VCs to co-invest in syndicates (Hopp 2010), and
overcome entry barriers by cooperation with local VCs (Hochberg et al. 2010).
Because more densely networked markets of VC experience fewer new entrants
(Hochberg et al. 2010), we find that many foreign VCs had established better
positions in the network in the early 2000s, when most Chinese local VCs did not
pay much attention to it (Keil et al. 2010; Zhou and Song 2014). Therefore, at the
very beginning, many foreign VCs have become the incumbents in the Chinese VC
networks and built their more central network position by repeating interactions with
other VCs to facilitate trust among them (Meuleman et al. 2017). Subsequently,
foreign VCs used the externalities of the network to prevent the entry of new entrants
(Hochberg et al. 2010; Zhou and Song 2014). Thus, they consolidated their central
network positions.
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Figure 1 shows the largest K-cores of China’s VC networks from 2007 to 2012. A
k-core is a maximal group of actors, all of whom are connected to some number
(k) of other members of the group.4 If K is larger, the member is more central in the
network. Figure 1 illustrates that in the core part of China’s VC networks, foreign
VCs are most numerous, joint VCs followed, very few local VCs are part of the core
network.

From the above information, we state that VCs with different ownership have
different experience, consciousness, and motivation to set up their positions in the
collaborative networks. Thus, we hypothesize as follows:

Hypothesis 2: In the Chinese market, VCs with different ownership will have
different positions in the collaborative networks, and foreign VCs have more
central positions in the network.

VCs tend to syndicate their investments with other VCs, rather than invest alone
(Anne et al. 2016). Based on trust, they are bound by their current and past
co-investments in the collaborative networks with other VCs (Hochberg et al.
2007, 2010, 2015; Abell and Nisar 2007; Ewens 2010; Zhou and Song 2014).
Trusted networks can reduce transaction costs that exist in the market without the
need to increase transaction costs within the organization due to the size of the firm
(Carney 1998). VCs are diseconomies of scale in the industry, so it is an important
way to reduce transaction costs through collaborative networks.

Local VCs are familiar with the local culture, politics, economy and institutional
system, and are more likely to obtain information on investment businesses and to
withdraw from the local secondary securities market. On the contrary, foreign VCs

12-core in 2007       12-core in 2008       11-core in 2009

11-core in 2010      10-core in 2011       9-core in 2012

Fig. 1 Largest K-cores of China’s VC networks, 2007–2012. The figure shows the largest K-core
of the network that were established when VCs syndicate portfolio company investments. A blue
dot is a China local VC, a red square is a foreign VC, a black triangle is a joint VC, a gray point is a
missing item

4http://faculty.ucr.edu/~hanneman/nettext/C11_Cliques.html#kcore
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are not so familiar with the Chinese environment, and they have the liability of being
foreigners in China (Barnard 2010; Geleilate et al. 2016). At the same time, foreign
companies have the advantage of experience, financial strength, and can more easily
achieve favorable exits through an IPO on a global scale. Therefore, VCs prefer to
cooperate with other VCs to complement each other. After fundraising, VCs have
started an overlapping cycle of investment processes, including searching for prom-
ising start-ups to invest in, post-investment management and value-added services,
and then reaping the rewards. Syndication networks based on trust are a critical
source of information and investment opportunities (Bygrave 1988). VCs invite
others to co-invest in their promising deals for future returns. Through collaborative
networks, VCs can share human resources, professional skills, and specialized
knowledge to evaluate start-ups more accurately (Hopp 2010). Regardless of their
financial strength, VCs can be combined into a larger pool of investment via VC
networks (Hochberg et al. 2007) and share many of the risks associated with new
start-ups with co-investing partners (Zhou and Song 2014). This is more practical for
the underfunded local VCs. Because of the transitivity of the collaborative network,
VCs can transmit their own certification of start-ups through the network (Large and
Muegge 2008). They can also help start-ups recruit executives by networking
(Carvalho et al. 2008), and transfer part of their social capital through the network
to start-ups. All these opportunities, such as selecting promising start-ups, adding
value to start-ups and achieving better exit rates, are main drivers of a VC’s
performance. Therefore, we hypothesize as follows:

Hypothesis 3: The network position of VCs is the mediator between VCs ownership
and VCs investment performance. VCs with different ownership get better
investment performance through a dominant network position.

3 Methodology

3.1 Sample and Data

The data for our analysis comes from the CVsource database of China Venture
group. Some of the missing data was complemented by the Z database.5 We
concentrate solely on the VC investment rounds which had been done at Chinese
mainland start-ups before December 31, 2008.6 We distinguish between VC firms.
Our sample begins in 1989 and extends through 2008, with firm exit information

5CVsource database and Z database are the only professional private equity databases in China.
CVsource website is http://www.chinaventuregroup.com.cn/database/cvsource.shtml. Z database
can be refered to http://www.pedata.cn/jsp/software/smt_win.jsp
6In order to focus on the study of Chinese venture capital, we only study the venture capital
(VC) events, and exclude the Angles, PE-Growth, PE-Buyout, PE-PIPE, Bridge/Mezzanine events.
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updated through 2016.7 We construct the multiple regression models of unbalanced
panel data and test the three hypotheses. The estimation data sets contain 1593 VCs
that participated in 7151 investment rounds involving 5069 start-ups. Excluding
455 missing investment data points, we finally collected 6696 rounds of VC events
and 108,416 connection relationships; 26.146% of the investment rounds and
38.651% of sample start-ups involve syndicated funding.

In addition, the data used to construct the VC network dates from before
December 31, 2012. Networks are not static. Relationships may change, and entry
to and exit from the network may change each VC’s position in the network. To
capture this dynamic change, we use the co-investment relationship in the 5 years
before the investment happened to build the annual network (Hochberg et al. 2007,
2010, 2015). The actor in the network refers to the VC firm, and the tie refers to the
co-investment relationship between the VCs in each investment round (Hochberg
et al. 2007, 2010; Abell and Nisar 2007; Ewens 2010). In this paper, we construct a
directed network and a non-directional network for every year. The directed network
is used to distinguish between the leading syndicate VC and VC invited to co-invest
in the portfolio company. The leading syndicate VC is the VC with the largest
amount at this round of investment. Since there were fewer investment rounds before
1996, the VC network of 1996 consists of 50 investment rounds involving 29 VCs
from 1989 to 1996. But from 1997 to 2012, we use the 5-year window, including the
base year to build the annual network.

3.2 Variables

3.2.1 Dependent Variable: Investment Performance

Most prior researchers use the exit rate as the investment performance of VCs
(Hochberg et al. 2007, 2015; Abell and Nisar 2007; Nahata 2008). For this paper,
we also use the successful exit rate defined as the investment performance of VCs.
The successful exit rate of a VC firm in a year is measured as the fraction of portfolio
companies invested in the year that VCs successfully exit via IPO or a sale to another
company or receipt of follow-on funding.

3.2.2 Independent Variable: The Ownership of VCs

The ownership of VCs can be divided into local VCs, foreign VCs, and joint VCs.
As the proportion of joint ventures in Chinese VCs is very small and the average
ratio is 9.94%, in the past 17 years, it will cause a high degree of multilinearity if the

7Most VC funds are structured as closed-end, often 8-year in China. We close the sample period at
the end of 2008 and use the following 8-year for measuring investment performance.
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foreign capital and the Chinese capital ownership are introduced into the model
simultaneously. Therefore, we use the foreign ownership (foreign) and joint venture
ownership (CO) as a dummy variable to distinguish the three types of ownership
of VCs.

3.2.3 Mediator: Network Position

For measuring the network position of VCs, we follow rules of Hochberg et al.
(2007), Abell and Nisar (2007) and use five different centralities to capture five
different aspects, including degree, indegree, outdegree, betweenness and closeness.
To ensure comparability of networks with different size, we normalize each measure
(Freeman 1979). To avoid strong multi-collinearity, we introduce the five different
centralities in different models.

3.2.4 Control Variable

Our benchmark model mainly replicates Hochberg et al. (2007) and Nahata’s (2008)
model. We take the former research results of VCs’ performance as the control
variable, including the investment experience of VCs, investment risks, competition
in the VC industry, and investment opportunities in the market. We will build the
panel data model and focus on the impact of VC ownership and network position on
investment performance.

3.3 Model Specification

To test the hypothesis 1, we set the regression model as (1)

Performanceit ¼ αþ βForeigni þ γcoi þ
Xk

j¼1

δjControljit þ εit ð1Þ

This model focuses on the impact of the ownership of VCs on investment
performance, which controls the investment experience, investment risk, industry
competition, and investment opportunities of VCs.

We introduce Baron and Kenny’s three-stage models to test hypothesis 2 and
hypothesis 3. We use models (1), (2), (3) to test the mediator effect of the network
position of VCs between VCs’ ownership and VCs’ investment performance.
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Centralityit ¼ αþ βForeigni þ γcoi þ
Xk

i¼1

γiControlit þ εit ð2Þ

Performanceit ¼ αþ βForeigni þ γcoi þ ηCentralityit þ
Xk

j¼1

δjControljit

þ εit ð3Þ

4 Results and Discussion

After the LM test and Hausman test, we choose the unbalanced panel model with
random effects. We use the three-step regression method to demonstrate how VC
network position mediates the impact of ownership on investment performance. The
results are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

Models 1–5 in Table 1 illustrate that the ownership of VC has a significant impact
on network position. Models 1–4 show that foreign and joint VCs are associated
with more central-network positions, including degree, outdegree, indegree and
closeness. In Model 5, foreign ownership is not significant to betweenness, but
joint ownership is very significant, indicating that joint VCs have the function of a
“bridge” instead of foreign VCs in Chinese VC network. These results support
hypothesis 2, ownership of VCs significantly impacts VCs’ network position, and
foreign VCs have more central position in the networks.

Model 6 in Table 2 shows that foreign VCs are associated with significantly better
investment performance, and Hypothesis 1 has been supported. In Models 7–11, we
add the five measures for network position respectively to model 6. The results show
that foreign VC’s significant positive impact on investment performance either
completely disappeared or weakened. Results in models 7, 9, and 10 shows that
the ownership is non-significant when we add network positions to model 6, includ-
ing degree, indegree and closeness. Thus, these three network centralities are full
mediators of the relationship between ownership and investment performance. The
coefficients of ownership in models 8 and 11 are smaller and weaker than in model
6, which explains that the network position measured by outdegree and betweenness
are partial mediators of the relationship between ownership and investment perfor-
mance. In the five mediator variables, closeness has the biggest influence on
investment performance. A one-standard-deviation increase in closeness is associ-
ated with a 13.898% point increase in successful exit rate. Degree and indegree come
next. Outdegree and betweenness have relatively small effects economically.

In summary, the results in Tables 1 and 2 illustrate that the VC network position is
a mediator variable between the relationship of ownership and investment perfor-
mance and that foreign VCs have better investment performance because of their
advantages of network position. Hypothesis 3 is confirmed.
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5 Conclusions

With the full data of China’s VCs, we examine the performance consequences of
enterprise’s ownership and collaborative networks’ position. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first study to examine the relation between ownership,
collaborative network, and performance among VCs. Our findings are as follows.

Due to the separate institutional environment in Chinese VC (Fuller 2010),
different ownership of VCs leads to significantly different investment performance.

Table 1 The impact of VCs’ ownership on VCs’ network position

Variables

Network position: centrality

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

nrmdegree nrmoutdeg nrmindeg ncloseness nbetween

Ownership

foreign 0.1386*** 0.0734*** 0.0574*** 8.8844*** �0.0413

(0.024) (0.015) (0.012) (2.305) (0.107)

co 0.1990*** 0.1252*** 0.0892*** 11.0046*** 0.6319***

(0.029) (0.018) (0.014) (3.054) (0.132)

VCs’ experience

norounds 0.0053*** 0.0046*** 0.0029*** 0.0470 0.0252***

(0.001) (0.001) (0.000) (0.044) (0.004)

lnfirinvdays 0.0007 0.0003 0.0018 0.1063 0.0398

(0.008) (0.005) (0.004) (0.478) (0.035)

Investment risk

lngrowdays 0.0142 0.0011 0.0045 1.6278*** 0.0035

(0.011) (0.007) (0.005) (0.492) (0.045)

vcseries �0.0038 �0.0034 �0.0037 �0.2130 �0.0670

(0.017) (0.011) (0.009) (0.797) (0.071)

avstage �0.0119 0.0272** �0.0071 0.1707 0.1374

(0.022) (0.014) (0.011) (0.998) (0.090)

Competition

lninvsize �0.1633*** �0.1306*** �0.0828*** 3.1704*** �0.2619***

(0.017) (0.011) (0.008) (0.807) (0.069)

lnvcinflows �0.0005 0.0028 0.0050 �0.3581 �0.0272

(0.018) (0.011) (0.009) (0.709) (0.073)

Investment opportunities

mk_pe 0.0031*** 0.0026*** 0.0015*** �0.2303*** �0.0009

(0.001) (0.000) (0.000) (0.030) (0.003)

Constant 1.0364*** 0.7853*** 0.5029*** 11.5914** 2.0358***

(0.118) (0.075) (0.059) (5.612) (0.491)

Observations 868 868 868 868 868

NO. of VC 319 319 319 319 319

Standard errors in parentheses. We use ***, **, and * to denote significance at the 1, 5, and 10%
level (two-sided), respectively
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Foreign VCs have better investment performance in China than local VCs. Their
network centrality mediates performance and eliminates the effects of being a
foreign or a local VC. Foreign VCs’ more central network position is the reason
why foreign VCs can have better investment performance. In certain institutional
environments, VCs can expand their advantage and make up for their deficiencies
through enhancing their network relationships, so as to achieve better investment
performance.

In emerging economies, institutional theory is more powerful than traditional
economic theory (Ahlstrom and Bruton 2006). For the first time, combining the
macro-institutional environment, the meso-network position, and the micro-
enterprise performance, this paper presents a way that micro-enterprises can adapt
to the unstable environment through better-networked position. VCs can enhance
their collaborative network positions to achieve complementary advantages instead
of being completely passive in the face of the institutional environment.
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Enhancing Social and Intellectual
Collaboration in Innovation Networks: A
Study of Entrepreneurial Networks
in an Urban Technological University

Christine Miller, Jacqueline Verrilli, Teesta Jain, and Nik Rokop

Abstract This article documents a pilot study of the social networks of faculty,
staff, and students at the Illinois Tech (IIT), an urban technical university located
in Chicago. The focus of our study is the Entrepreneurship Academy
(EA) Council, a university-wide, academically focused organization with an
overall goal of fostering a community of entrepreneurs that transcends schools,
departments, and units. In this pilot study, we used Condor, a dynamic social
network (SNA) tool, to map and analyze the visual representations of the email
accounts of several EA Council members. In a second phase of the project we
plan to introduce the EA Council to how they might use dynamic SNA to build
and enhance resilient networks connecting students, faculty, staff, alumni, cor-
porate partners, government, and entrepreneurial advocates to foster the creation
a new generation of high impact entrepreneurs. We will present the results of this
pilot study to the EA Council members with the aim of stimulating strategic
conversations about the role of social networks in collaboration and innovation
and about how they can use dynamic SNA to further the development of IIT’s
entrepreneurial ecosystem.

1 Introduction

This project was initiated in response to interest in exploring the potential for social
network analysis (Wasserman and Faust 1994) to generate insights about the entre-
preneurship and innovation at Illinois Tech (IIT), an urban technical university in
Chicago. IIT has a rich history of innovation, design, and global entrepreneurship
and a strong commitment to transforming graduate and undergraduate education for
the twenty-first century. However, like many organizations, including higher edu-
cation institutions, silos and entrenched networks create invisible barriers to change.
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The Entrepreneurship Academy (EA) Council was founded in 2014 in an effort to
overcome silos across the campus. Comprised of students, faculty, deans, and staff
the EA Council is an academically focused university-wide body that reports to the
provost. The goal of the EA Council is to foster a community of entrepreneurs by
raising awareness of resources, entrepreneurial activities, and promoting
collaboration.

In 2016, the EA Council published a comprehensive report of entrepreneurial
activities, projects, events, and initiatives across the university. One of the EA
Council’s strategies is “establishing a collaborative network with alumni, corpora-
tions, government and entrepreneurial advocates that fosters a university-based
entrepreneurial ecosystem.”1 We were interested to explore how social network
analysis (SNA) might be used to visualize such a network and monitor its
development.

Collaborative innovation networks, or COINs, have been defined as groups of
self-motivated individuals from various parts of an organization or from multiple
organizations who, driven by a common vision, work together on a new idea (Gloor
et al. 2003). COINs are recognized as an essential element in fostering innovation.
Powell et al. (1996) referred to these “networks of learning” as the locus of
innovation:

When the knowledge base of an industry is both complex and expanding and the sources of
expertise are widely dispersed, the locus of innovation will be found in networks of learning,
rather than in individual firms. (1996: 116)

In a University environment, individual colleges are analogous to individual
firms that may include individuals interested in collaborating on a particular
innovation. Universities are characterized by dispersed expertise and complex
and expanding knowledge bases. An additional element is the diverse student
population: individual students have self-selected into tracks that allow them to
gain employment or create career paths for themselves. The diverse terrain of the
university presents both opportunities and significant challenges, which the EA
Council was tasked to address. One of the challenges facing the EA Council is
that many collaborative pursuits are only known to those who are directly
involved in them. Although the EA Council publishes an annual report of
collaborative activities, these reports are not effective in reaching the majority
of the university community. We think that using dynamic social network tools to
visualize existing collaborative networks would be a more effective way of
engaging people in discussions about nascent networks and exploring possibili-
ties for enhancing network connectivity.

Given the EA Council’s stated interest in collaboration networks, the questions
that this exploratory project seeks to address are (1) how might visualizing the
current social networks of key EA Council members generate strategic conversations
around ways to build and sustain collaborative networks that foster innovation and

1From the Entrepreneurship Academy Council 2015/2016 Annual Report.
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entrepreneurship? (2) Could utilizing dynamic social network analytic tools to
visualize the structures of existing networks lead to ideas about how to improve
connectivity and change network structures to increase the potential for innovation
and entrepreneurship?

In this pilot exploration, we envisioned resilient social networks as a way of
framing the EA Council goal to foster innovation and entrepreneurship within the
university and among its external stakeholders. We understand resilience as the
capacity to recover quickly from upheaval and to adapt to discontinuous change
(Luthar et al. 2000). In the university context resilience includes

• Engaging a complex set of diverse stakeholders, including faculty, students, staff,
administrators, alumni, community members, industry, and funding entities

• Adapting to a constantly changing student body that

– Has different expectations than previous generations
– Engages in various new technologies for the pursuit of social and professional

goals
– Learns in non-traditional ways that are less text-based and more experiential

• Adapting to rapidly changing technology that impacts all fields of study, knowl-
edge creation, and organization

• Adapting to changes in political and policy regimes that affect enrollment and
funding

To discover existing collaborative innovation networks, we chose to use Condor,
a dynamic SNA software tool to map ego-centered networks of key EA Council
members. Specifically, we were interested to use Condor’s Fetch Mailbox Menu to
create a visual map of a person’s connections in her or his email network, which they
can view as an animation to see how their social network has evolved over time.
Analyzing the network views resulting from individual Fetch Mail queries revealed
existing network structures and allowed us to identify how existing structures
indicated when collaboration was probably happening and where there were
untapped opportunities to enhance the social and intellectual collaborations that
foster entrepreneurship and innovation. We wanted to see if sharing the existing
network visualizations with the EA Council would stimulate their interest in Virtual
Mirroring (Gloor et al. 2017) and Virtual Mirror-based Learning (Raad and
Nakamoto 2017). Recent studies has suggested that Virtual Mirror-based Learning
(VMBL), a method whereby individuals reflect on communication patterns mirrored
back to them through visual representations of network maps, can be used as a
vehicle for learning. Our goal was to use the visualizations of email accounts of key
EA Council members to show how VMBL might be used to intentionally enhance
social networks within the university and among its stakeholders and foster collab-
oration, innovation, and entrepreneurial activity.
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2 Methods

This research employs the use of the dynamic social network analysis (SNA)
software Condor. Using Condor, we collected six email accounts filtered for EA
Council communication from: the Executive Director of the EA Council, the Chair-
man of the EA Council, the Director of the Knapp Center of Entrepreneurship, a
business school faculty of innovation, and two entrepreneurial students. In this
paper, we focus on three primary research subjects: the EA Council chair, the
director of the entrepreneurship center, and one of the students associated with the
EA Council. The Condor analysis provided a snapshot of the total communication
for “All Mail” in the email accounts associated with the university IP addresses for
each subject. We then merged the datasets from the six individuals to assess the
status of the EA as a COIN. The snapshots are color-coded by domain that indicates
the node type (a university constituent such as student, faculty, or staff of the
university). We conducted the three main Centrality calculations—Between-ness,
Closeness Centrality, and Degree Centrality (Wasserman and Faust 1994; Borgatti
2005)—in Condor to map the current state of the network using the EA Council
executive director and the EA Council chair as the primary research subjects.

3 Analysis

Figure 1 depicts the archetypical model of a Collaborative Innovation Network
(COIN) and its ancillary domains: Collaborative Learning Network (CLN) and
Collaborative Interest Network (CIN) (Gloor 2006). Dynamic exchange among
and between domains characterize the COIN Model. Collaboration is the key to
innovation. However, because collaboration tends to develop organically, it is
difficult to know when it is happening and exactly who is involved. The network
view provided by dynamic SNA allows us to view large networks and to identify
existing clusters where collaborative innovation might be occurring. The high-level
view of the virtual terrain shows the nodes that are connected and the nature of their
connection and suggests possibilities for connecting to other nodes and clusters. We
will use the COIN model as a framework to stimulate discussions about strategy,
activities, resources, matchmaking (between resources, goals and value) and con-
nections that need to be in place for innovation to occur.

Fig. 1 COIN Model
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Large-scale innovation requires collaboration among the private sector, govern-
mental organizations, academia, and entrepreneurs in the small business and start-up
worlds. Three vital and interrelated processes are required for innovation to take
place: collaboration, innovation, and problem solving.2

The visual map in Fig. 2 illustrates the email network of the director of the
entrepreneurship center. The green nodes represent IIT and the red nodes EA
Council members. The “halo” of the ancillary nodes surrounding the main commu-
nication network are likely names on a distribution list or mass mailing to faculty,
students or other groups, significant in showing the entrepreneurship director’s
indirect reach. In the middle is a network of individuals that frequently exchange
email with the director.

The extreme enlargement in Fig. 3 shows the entrepreneurship center director’s
email network to highlight more densely connected and central nodes. Degree
Centrality ranges from 0.0 to 1399.0. This section of the network shows that each
node is interacting with other nodes and is interacting with the central node—the
entrepreneurship center director—to form a densely connected web. Tracking these
nodes might give us an indication of some of the important people and roles required
to sustain the structure of densely connected and networked nodes. Isolated nodes
might indicate which people and roles should be more closely connected. The

Fig. 2 Entrepreneurship Center director

23-GKI_Top-10-Tools-for-Collaborative-Innovation.pdf
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structure of the networks shows critical nodes that act as bridges that sustain the
larger network. If critical nodes leave the network, the network structure will be
vulnerable as important connections are lost.

Figure 4 shows two views (Fig. 4b is an enlargement) of the EA Council
executive director’s email to members of the EA Council during the 2016–2017
academic year. Degree Centrality values range from 3.0 to 22.0. The executive
director’s node is depicted in white and Degree Centrality value is 22.0. Domains
in the map are color-coded. The ego-centered network views of key EA Council
members are very dense, complex, and robust, which is what you would expect to
see in the network of individuals who would likely serve on the EA Council. These
network views show “galaxy” structures. Exploring the existing but tenuous con-
nections between these galaxy structures might reveal opportunities for increasing
collaboration.

In contrast, at the EA Council level we see a classic “star”. The star configuration
indicates that information is going out. There is no indication of interaction between
the nodes in this view.

Figure 4b (bottom network view) is the enlargement of EA Council director's
email map. Note there is a galaxy to the slight upper left of the chair’s node
indicating a densely connected network that suggests frequent interaction between
the nodes is occurring.

In Fig. 5 the EA Council chair’s overall network shows galaxy configurations on
the periphery connected by bridging nodes and dense network on the inside

Fig. 3 Enlargement of Entrepreneurship Center director’s email network
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Fig. 4 EA Council director: egocentric network view [Top (a); Bottom (b)]

Fig. 5 EA Council chair overall network
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depicting frequent network communication that is indicative of and favorable for
collaborative innovation. The parachute or fan-like structures indicate an email sent
to a distribution list. The Council chair is on many email lists.

Figure 6 shows the ego-centered email network view of an entrepreneurial
student. Degree Centrality figures range from 1.0 to 995.0. As noted in previous
views, this map indicates a galaxy structure where nodes were connected and
communicating with each other suggesting that collaboration favorable to innova-
tion is likely occurring (Gloor and Cooper 2007).

4 Discussion and Next Steps

Our purpose in conducting this pilot study was to explore the use of a dynamic SNA
tool to visualize ego-centered maps showing individuals as nodes in the subject’s
email archive and links or edges between nodes that represent connections between
and among individuals. These network views can be valuable teaching and learning
tools to encourage behavioral change by allowing the subject to see their commu-
nication behavior patterns through the structure of their virtual mirror email network.
They are able to see the individuals with whom they are most closely connected
through frequent email exchange, nodes that bridge COIN-like clusters of nodes to
individuals within their network, and people with whom they might want to be more
closely connected.

Fig. 6 Entrepreneurial student’s email map
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This process is referred to as Virtual Mirror-based Learning (VMBL) (Raad and
Nakamoto 2017). In their pilot mirroring study, Raad and Nakamoto describe
enterprise resilience as “the capacity for an enterprise to survive, adapt, and grow
in the face of turbulent change.” They argue, “a resilience gap has developed in the
business world as organizations did not adequately adapt in the face of increasing
turbulence in their environment.” Citing Gloor et al. (2008) they describe virtual
mirroring as “the process of showing people their communication behaviors” and
suggest that this process can lead people to change their communication behaviors.
We believe that the EA Council can apply Virtual Mirror-based Learning to initiate
discussions about how to make network structures more galaxy-like to increase
collaboration among Council members, the university at large, and external entities.
In contrast, the current “star” structure of the EA Council director’s network view
indicates that even though the director is part of robust collaborative networks, the
overall communication behavior with EA Council members depicts a one-way
pattern and little or no interaction among individuals in the EA Council network
(Gloor and Cooper 2007).

We hypothesize that positive changes in communication behaviors would have
positive consequences on the network’s resilience via a feedback loop of commu-
nication back into the network. The mechanisms of this positive feedback loop
would be enhanced sources for collaboration and knowledge sharing, external
opportunities, intrinsically motivated individuals and reputation. Positive feedback
loops are known as “virtuous cycles” (Zahra 2008). We envision the virtuous cycle
as a dynamic exchange “where discovery enriches creation which, in turn, fosters the
discovery of new opportunities.” (2008: 243) Activities such as client sponsored
research, university sponsored hackathons, and competitions generate external
opportunities that result in collaboration and knowledge sharing and in turn attract
intrinsically motivated people, all of which builds reputation. Figure 7 suggests how

Fig. 7 EA Council model of resilience through network feedback loops
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together these activities constitute a model of resilience for the university. VMBL
can increase the capacity of the EA Council to actualize the potential of this model.
Creating the opportunity for members to reflect on visualizations of their existing
networks and communication behaviors allows for imagining how changing behav-
iors can open new avenues that energize and animate a resilient virtuous cycle.

In the next phase of this project we will present this pilot study to the EA Council
and propose how Virtual Mirror-based Learning might be used to stimulate discus-
sions related to networks and communication behaviour. We are interested to
continue this study to learn how individually and collectively the process of
VBML might change the way people collaborate both within the university, with
community partners, and with external entities.
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“German Association or Chinese
Emperor?” Building COINs Between China
and Germany

Yang Song, Matthäus P. Zylka, and Peter A. Gloor

Abstract This paper describes our experience teaching a distributed virtual course
with teams made up by students from China and Germany. It is based on a
distributed course about Collaborative Innovation Networks (COINs) which has
been successfully taught for the last 12 years to students from Germany, the US,
Finland, and Switzerland. In this course, students form teams from different loca-
tions and languages, and together complete a complex project analyzing online
social media. In 2016–2017, we applied the same course framework to participants
from China and Germany. To gather insights from the course, we follow a mixed
method study design by analyzing qualitative interviews with course participants
and quantitative communication data of course participants. We find that combining
members from China and Germany into the same team poses a set of unique
intercultural challenges, overcoming language and behavioral differences. We pre-
sent key lessons learned to inform future courses combining participants from the
East and the West.

1 Introduction

In the age of globalization, understanding and learning from cultural diversity is
important for scholars and practitioners the like. People who work with culturally
different colleagues need to know the cultures with which they are interacting and
must appreciate their intercultural colleagues’ natures, skills, experiences and
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behaviors. Rising dependence on intercultural teams in the modern workplace calls
for growth in understanding of working and communication processes necessary to
develop well-performing teams. To improve this understanding, numerous studies
were published in the context of intercultural issues in global teams in the past years
(e.g. Connaughton and Marissa 2007; Gloor and Paasivaara 2013; Gloor et al. 2016;
Krishna et al. 2004; Nicholson and Sahay 2001; Ochieng and Price 2010; Stahl et al.
2010). This paper contributes to this research on work and communication in
intercultural teams by presenting the recent experiences we made in teaching an
intercultural course on Collaborative Innovation Networks (COINs). This paper
describes the extension of an intercultural course on COINs, where students from
different countries work together and innovate as distributed virtual teams. They
solve complex social media analysis problems, coolhunting for trends and trendset-
ters on the Internet, doing prediction based on social media archives, or developing
new tools for analyzing communication and collaboration. In addition, this is the first
time we mix the East and West students together remotely, our experiences and
teaching method will provide insights for further collaborations for Eastern and
Western universities. We will provide more opportunities for students from the East
to have an international studying experience without having to go abroad.

2 COINs Course Overview

The basic framework of the course has been developed and fine-tuned over 12 years
with participants from different European countries, and universities in the US such
as MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), SCAD (Savannah College of Art
and Design), and IIT (Illinois Institute of Technology). The course consists of an
introductory block course, where the basics of the method are taught, and a 3-month
project part where students form distributed teams. The teaming process is by now
well established, with bi-weekly checkpoints, where all student teams have to
present to the plenary in class, with the different classroom connected by Web
conferencing. These mandatory checkpoints are complemented by at least once-
per-week fixed-time meetings where participants from the different locations are
meeting face-to-face using Skype or another Web conferencing tools such as
WeChat. As part of the course, students also use the social media analysis tool
Condor (Gloor 2017), which automatically analyses all types of online communica-
tion archives such as e-mail, Twitter, Wikipedia, Facebook, and blogs. We put big
emphasis on pro-active communication, encouraging students to be upfront and tell
their team members as soon as it becomes obvious to them that they can not deliver a
milestone at the agreed-on time.

There is now also a detailed course manuscript available with detailed step-by-
step instructions for the students, both describing the theoretical foundations as well
as the technical aspects of the Condor tool which is used for online social media
analysis (Gloor 2017).
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In an increasingly global world, working in distributed virtual teams becomes a
crucial capability. While this capability has been taught in previous versions of the
COINs course mostly for mixed German-US teams, China is becoming an increas-
ingly active participant in the global economy. Improving the internationalization
level of a Chinese university is one of the critical requirements for future high-level
Chinese universities. Opportunities to build bridges between the East and West are
thus getting more and more important. We therefore, in winter 2016, extended the
COINs course for the first time with participants from Jilin University, Changchun,
China. Teams consisted of four to seven members, where always at least two
students had to be from both Germany and from China. They were all Masters’
students; their majors were in business informatics, computer science, economics,
and digital humanities. At the universities participating in Germany, University of
Cologne and University of Bamberg, this course has been well established over the
last 11 years, with the students knowing what to expect, and a large group of alumni
who assist newcomers in the course. For the Chinese students, it was their first
experience collaborating with Western peers, also they had no cohort of previous-
year colleagues to ask questions for second-level support. The course included
27 students from China and 30 students from Germany working in nine different
teams on tasks such as developing a smartwatch-based “happimeter”, and
coolhunting about sports, political trends, diseases, and sustainability.

3 Methods

To analyze the success of this year’s course, we followed a triangulation multilevel
mixed method study design (Creswell et al. 2003). Therefore, we collected different
types of data to represent the different levels of analysis within the course with the
intent of forming an overall interpretation of the course performance. In detail, we
conducted interviews with 11 students (out of 57 participants) from Germany and
China after the course was finished, allowing us to get a representative subset of the
student population. During the interview, students were asked about their experi-
ences working and communicating in a globally distributed multi-disciplinary group
by listing their biggest challenges and successes in teamwork and project tasks. They
were also asked about intercultural problems and issues, as well as about the
communication tools and meeting frequency. In a second interview part, they were
asked about the most valuable lessons they had learned during the course regarding
working in multicultural virtual teams, and what they would do differently next time.
In the end, we also asked them for suggestions on how to improve the course.

Further, we did a social network analysis of the e-mail archive of the e-mail
communication among course participants. This archive was collected by asking the
students to cc all their mails to dummy mailboxes, which were at the end of the
course analyzed with the dynamic semantic social network analysis tool Condor
(Gloor 2017).
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4 Interview Results

We conducted a total of 11 interviews, with 4 German, and 7 Chinese students.
During the course, we also got feedbacks about collaboration and communication
issues mostly from German students. This already illustrates the key different in
culture, with the Germans being pro-active, and telling the Chinese what to do, and
the Chinese much more passive, waiting for instructions. This is also one of the
typical characteristics of Chinese students as most of the courses are given to a large
group (above 100 students). In general, we found that compared to previous years,
where the background of the participants was more homogeneous and firmly
embedded in Western culture, this year’s course was much more challenging. As
the most positive lesson from the course, the students appreciated the opportunity to
learn about working together with team members from radically different cultures.
They noticed that in the beginning they had misunderstandings because of different
cultural contexts and language issues, which they learned to cope with over the
duration of the course. Students also noticed the crucial role of face-to-face com-
munication in Skype to work out misunderstanding arising in e-mails.

Chinese/German teamwork was supported by similarities in culture that
supported collaboration—for instance, the attitude towards being reliable and pre-
dictable in German and Chinese culture is similar, and people were on time for
virtual meetings, and they also mostly delivered on promises made to their team
members. For instance, the Chinese students appreciated what they called the
“rigorous attitude” of the Germans: “I feel the rigorous attitude of the Germans
which is deserved learning”—Chinese student 6.

They also felt that the Germans were more pro-active with regards to innovation,
and were impressed by their willingness to try out new ideas and deviate from the
well-trodden paths. The students in China and Germany also appreciated the oppor-
tunity to make new friends from a different culture, whom they would not have a
chance to meet otherwise. The students were appreciative of the efforts of the
teachers, who made themselves available and approachable.

From the course, I learnt the knowledge about social network and the most valuable thing is
how to cooperate with others—Chinese student 1.

The project offers us a chance to communicate with foreign students which has great
significance—Chinese student 1.

There are some communication challenges, but I didn’t feel the cultural differences—Chinese
student 2.

Cooperation with foreign friends is completely different. We need to learn to learn from
others—Chinese student 2.

Our foreign teammates have a high efficiency all the time which is something also we should
learn. In the meantime, they have a strong logic when they do anything—Chinese student 2.
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One main difference between the German and Chinese students was their attitude
towards leadership. While the Germans were—in the spirit of COINs—working in
self-organizing sub teams, the Chinese were looking for a strong leader:

I think we need a leader as a team. Each team needs a leader to organize everyone to meet,
and division of labor, so that everyone can participate in this event. A rudderless team will
reduce efficiency, according to Chinese student 3.

Our Chinese colleagues were much more observing. Sometimes we were not sure if they
understood everything or listening. We were talking like all the time. We have some people
in our group who would like to talk as well. Sometimes we didn’t know if our colleagues in
Jilin did understand everything or felt confident to ask something. They were very quiet. But
they also did a good job.—German student 1

German students always say: “we want to do”. Chinese students are not saying what they
want to do, they are waiting to be assigned. This got better over time.—German student 2

All the team projects were chosen based on the mutual interests of students. There
were two teams working on the same task, one team with an appointed project
manager (a German student) whose sole task it was to manage the team, the other
with three informal leaders (two Germans, one Chinese) who took turns depending
on skills and tasks. We evaluated the final project paper, the team with rotating
leadership far outperformed the team with the rigid leadership structure.

In the interviews of both Chinese and German students a list of problems was
brought up: The English language skills of the Chinese students were quite varied.
While some students spoke and wrote excellent English, the English language
capabilities of many Chinese students were rudimentary, which made communica-
tion extremely challenging. This is also because most of the university courses are
given in Chinese. The percentage of English speaking students is very low. There-
fore, Chinese students have no chance to use their English skills. Our course
provides an opportunity for Chinese students to communicate with international
students at no costs for students who are not able to study abroad.

The Chinese students encountered technology problems doing the Web analysis
for the Coolhunting projects, which were chosen by most of the teams. This is
because our course involves more social science students than computer science and
engineering students. Coolhunting projects are more relevant for social science
students. In particular, for those students, there were two technical problems,
(1) Internet connectivity and (2) Chinese language support. The Chinese students
had connectivity issues because of restricted Internet access in China to Twitter,
Facebook and Google search, which form the backbone of analysis for doing social
media coolhunting projects in Germany and the US. While there are other systems in
China, such as Baidu, and Sina Weibo, there would still be a lot of Internet content in
Chinese available in Twitter and Facebook, but the “great firewall” blocked this
access for automated data collection with Condor. The second issue was the missing
Chinese natural language processing capabilities of the Condor tool (which only
supports Western languages such as English, German, French, Italian, Spanish and
Portuguese). In the end, Condor was the coolhunting tool predominantly used by the
German students. The Chinese students ended up using simpler Chinese tools such
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as manual searches with Baidu, and directly collecting data from Sina Weibo, the
Chinese equivalent of Twitter.

There were also technology problems in video conferencing between China and
Germany, and one instructor frequently participating from the US. We started using
Adobe Connect, hosted on a server in Germany. In the beginning, we had big
connectivity issues, and so we started experimenting with WebEx and Skype,
however we found that using the right settings, and asking for a high-speed connec-
tion at Jilin University solved these issues. In the second half of the semester Adobe
Connect provided a satisfactory teleconferencing experience.

Despite these obstacles, the overall assessment of the students was quite positive,
and they recommended keeping this seminar as a regular offering in the future:

“We liked”. . .“the method of collecting foreign data. The precious experience of commu-
nicating with foreign friends is also valuable.”—Chinese student 4.

This teaching method is novel, it can be in line with international standards, so that we
broaden our horizons.—Chinese student 5.

5 Knowledge Flow Analysis Through E-Mail

In addition to the interviews, we also did an e-mail based social network analysis
with Condor. During the teamwork phase of the course, all students were asked to cc
their e-mail communication to a different e-mail address per team, which was then
collected for analysis with Condor. Figure 1 illustrates the e-mail activity over time,
peaks in activity before each bi-weekly in-class meeting are clearly noticeable. This
nicely illustrates the need for these meetings, because otherwise students would
defer all work to the end of the course.

Figure 2 illustrates the sentiment, complexity, and emotionality of the e-mail
content. Sentiment (the blue line in Fig. 2) is positive and above 0.5 most of the time.
Sentiment of 0.5 would denote neutral language, values below 0.5 denote negative
sentiment. We find that right before Christmas sentiment drops somewhat to 0.4,
which might be because of coordination problems between Germans and Chinese
students during the vacation time. At the same time, emotionality (the green line) is
jumping up, illustrating the same more emotionally charged discussion style. Com-
plexity (the yellow line) is quite high, illustrating the complex technical topics
discussed by the different teams. Complexity is measured as the probability of
distinctive words in individual messages compared to the occurrence of these
words in all other messages (Gloor 2017). Emotionality (the green line) is measured
as standard deviation of sentiment.

Figure 3 illustrates the word cloud, most words are in green, denoting the positive
context of the words. Only words such as “problem”, or “app”, which was the
product of one of the teams, are shown in red, indicating negative sentiment. The
most popular words were “presentation”, “meeting”, “time”, and “peter”, the first
name of one of the instructors. This illustrates that students were working from one
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Fig. 1 Activity of E-Mail over time
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bi-weekly presentation to the next, and discussing who would be presenting next at
the meeting.

Figure 4 shows the social network, constructed by the e-mails exchanged among
the students and instructors. Nodes are colored by location. We find that the German
students (in green) are closer to the center and the instructors (in blue), indicating the
more pro-active communication style of the Germans. The Chinese students
(in orange) are all much more peripheral. The nodes are sized by influence as
calculated by Condor. Condor measures influence by tracking who introduces a
new word first, and who picks up this word next. We find the German members of
one team, which was building a smartwatch based communication-tracking system
to calculate happiness of wearers of the smartwatch, to be most influential. As the
students are from very different fields, for each team, the topic they chose was also
very different, most of the students prefer to work as a team instead of communi-
cating with other teams. However, during our interview to students, they would like
to communicate with the teams that have a similar topic.

Figure 5 illustrates the temporal social surface. In this representation, the x-axis
shows the different people, the y-axis shows time, and the z-axis shows betweenness
centrality of each person. The more this picture looks like a “stormy sea”, with
changing betweenness curves for each person, the more creative is the group. In
Fig. 5 we see four major spikes. The first one, in the back, shows the central role of
the main instructor (Peter) in kicking of the course, by exchanging e-mails with
many different students. The second spike illustrates the first bi-weekly project status

Fig. 3 Word cloud of contents, the greener the text, the more positive is the context of a word
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meeting, where again Peter is exchanging e-mails with many different students.
After this initial phase, the communication becomes much more decentralized, with
many different students assuming leadership roles, resulting in many smaller spikes
over the rest of the course.

Figure 6 illustrates the contribution index, which shows how pro-active a partic-
ipant is. Each dot in Fig. 6 is a person, the farther to the right a person is, the more she
sends or receives e-mail messages. The higher up the person, the more she sends. If a
dot is at the top (y ¼ 1), she only sends e-mails, if she is at the bottom (y ¼ �1), she
only receives e-mails. The large red oval illustrates the same team 9 as discussed in
Fig. 4. We find that the German students in team 9 (the green dots) are the most
active participants in the course, sending the most e-mails. We also find that the
yellow dots (the Chinese students) are more passive, as they are farther to the left,
and farther down, than the German students, confirming our findings from the
interviews.

Fig. 4 Social network of class, node size by influence
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6 Lessons Learned and Conclusion

While we still have much to improve, we found the existing COINs course frame-
work robust enough to teach distributed virtual teamwork to participants from
cultures as different as Germany and China. Table 1 below lists our key insights.

Even though we found that the Chinese students were more passive during the
collaboration phase of the project, most of the Chinese students gave positive
feedback about the course. Based on interviews with the students, they were
attracted by the novelty of the framework of the course, which was totally new to
them. First, most of the classes in Jilin University are given in Chinese, there are only
4% courses are given in English. Second, the university is collaborating with a large
number of international universities. However, the students haven’t gotten enough
chances to work with international students yet. Thirdly, the students have never
collaborated with another international university through virtual meetings. Finally,
most of the Chinese students are used to sitting in a class and passively listening to
the lecturers’ presentation. The learning efficiency is very low. This teaching method
requires the students to work together in a team, which drastically improved their
productivity.

While the goals of the team projects were challenging, students were motivated to
finish their assignments, as they did not want to “loose face”. During the learning
process, most of the Chinese students reported that they learned new behavior and
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processes never experienced before. First, as the course is based on international
collaboration, Chinese students were forced to present to the whole group every
other week through virtual meetings. To prepare their presentation, they needed to
communicate with each other occasionally. Secondly, they learned a lot from the
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Table 1 Key Lessons learned

Issue Recommendation

English language skills Make it crystal clear that English language skills are a prerequisite
(particularly in China)

Passive work style of
Chinese

Constantly encourage Chinese to ask questions and speak up

Long-distance project
management

Encourage students to have clear deliverables for each milestone for
each student

Self-organizing work style
of Germans

Encourage them to allocate tasks to Chinese students

Non-aligned holidays Encourage students to share their mutual holidays (e.g. Chinese
New Year, Western New Year, Carnival in Cologne)

Not loosing face Encourage students to ask questions and inform their peers about
what they do not know

Attitude towards paper
writing

Make it very clear the copying text from the Internet for the final
paper is plagiarism.
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German students such as their working attitude and time management. “It is a good
opportunity for us to do a work with the students from a different cultural back-
ground although there are many challenges. We can learn many things from our
teammates, such as the way of thesis writing. The students form Germany has high
efficiency but are also a little stubborn. . .”, according to Chinese student 3. Chinese
students are used to be “assigned” and keep “silent”. After experiencing the course,
they became more critical than they used to be and started expressing their own
opinions. Thirdly, most Chinese students are good at English exams rather than
using English as a language for communication. The course provides students an
opportunity to break the wall between Chinese and German students. They had to
find a solution to communicate with each other first.

As for German students, they were surprised by the much more passive initial
attitude of the Chinese students. As German behavior is more pro-active, they ended
up assigning the team tasks to individuals and coordinating the projects. Also, as on
average they had better English skills, they ended up writing most of the final papers.
There were two main reasons why the Chinese students contributed very little to
writing the final papers: (1) their English skills were not sufficient to write a scientific
paper, and (2) they did not get enough credit from their university to invest large
amounts of time into writing the final papers.

While the German students expressed some frustration, their overall assessment
was quite positive, as they reported a unique experience not possible otherwise. To
close with a quote from a German student: “Overall, the project was an amazing
experience, and over long periods of teamwork we had a lot of fun interacting with
our Chinese colleagues.”—German student 2.

In response to what we have learned from the fall semester course described in
this paper, we improved our teaching methodology in the spring semester for both
Chinese and German students. In the new COINs course, the local instructor asked
the Chinese students to take the initiative in the team meetings. The preliminary
results show that the Chinese students can be more active when being guided. The
quality of team communication has also been improved. The local lecturer has
reported to the university to change the general regulation so the Chinese students
can be motivated to take a more active part in the team projects in the future. We
therefore think that this course framework provides a unique learning environment to
both students from East and West.
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Dynamically Adapting the Environment
for Elderly People Through Smartwatch-
Based Mood Detection

Antonio Capodieci, Pascal Budner, Joscha Eirich, Peter Gloor,
and Luca Mainetti

Abstract The ageing population and age-related diseases are some of the most urgent
challenges in healthcare. This leads to an increasing demand in innovative solutions to
afford a healthy and safe lifestyle to the elderly. Towards this goal, the City4Age
project, funded by the Horizon 2020 Programme of the European Commission,
focuses on IoT-based personal data capture, supporting smart cities to empower
social/health services. This paper describes the combination of the smartwatch-based
Happimeter with City4Age data capture technology. Through measuring the mood of
the wearer of the smartwatch, a signal is transmitted to the Philips Hue platform,
enabling mood-controlled lighting. Philips Hue allows the wireless remote control of
energy-efficient LED light bulbs. Thus, measuring the mood through the Happimeter,
the living environment for elderly people can be dynamically adapted. We anticipate
that by changing colors and brightness of light bulbs using the Philips Hue platform,
their quality of life can be improved. A validation test will be done in the context of the
City4Age project, involving 31 elderly people living in a Southern Italian city.
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1 Introduction

The early detection of risks related to a specific health condition can help clinicians
to enact appropriate interventions that can slow down the progression of the condi-
tion, with beneficial effects on both patients’ quality of life and treatment costs. A
disease, which is diagnosed late, in addition to decreasing the chance of recovery,
also increases the cost of treatments borne by the community. In this work we try to
avoid diseases by detection depression and emerging pain early, tracking the mood
of elderly people, and initiate action if the mood drops.

Mood is very important for the health of a person (Mainetti et al. 2016a, b). Light
intensity and color affect and alter the mood (Gloor 2017) and reduce or even avoid
depression altogether. In addition there exists a ripple effect of positive emotional
contagion, where group members experience improved cooperation, decreased
conflict, and increase perceived task performance (Olguin et al. 2009).

The goal of this paper is to present a work in progress in the context of the
City4Age research project (assisted ambient living for elderly people), and to
describe how the MIT smartwatch-based Happimeter, by controlling the lighting
environment (Philips Lamp Hue), might positively impact the mood of elderly
people.

2 Research Context

2.1 The City4Age Project

City4Age—Elderly-friendly city services for active and healthy ageing, a project
co-funded by the Horizon 2020 Programme of the European Commission, supports
smart cities to empower social/health services for the elderly population. The
City4Age (Mainetti et al. 2016b) project aims to use digital technologies (Mainetti
et al. 2016a) at home and in the city to monitor behaviors of elderly people with the
goal of improving their quality of life. By using a range of digital sensors, information
concerning movements, locations, and activities will be recorded from participants
and analyzed by a central engine to detect and predict behavioral patterns. Addition-
ally, as a result of their behavioral pattern analysis, participants will receive interven-
tions aimed at improving their behaviors. In the last few years, several projects funded
by the European Union have dealt with the application of Information and Commu-
nication Technology (ICT) to capture personal and/or environmental data in order to
derive behavioral patterns useful to prevent mental or physical diseases, like for
example the Monarca project (Philips Hue n.d.) that deals with bipolar disorder. This
approach is also adopted by the City4Age project that, different from other projects,
proposes dynamic intervention technologies to record and observe behavioral
changes.
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2.2 The Measure Model of the City4Age Project

The City4Age project data model is based on the identification of indicators,
currently used in geriatrics practice, that measure mild cognitive impairment
(MCI) and frailty on the basis of behavior and human activities monitoring (Ricevuti
et al. 2017). The project is based on two sets of measures defined in these domains,
the Lawton Scale of Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (Gold 2012), and the
SHARE-FI scale (Romero-Ortuno et al. 2010) that measures the “motility” domain
by examining two items: (a) the capability to walk more than 100 m without
difficulty and (b) the capability to climb one flight of stairs without difficulty. The
geriatric team of the project selected a total of 19 geriatric factors (8 for MCI and
11 for frailty) comprising a total of 226 domains/items, from which it extracted the
definition of 10 geriatric factors (GEFs), some of them further decomposed into a
total of 43 geriatric sub-factors (GESs), classified in two main categories:

• Behavioral factors (6 GEFs and 28 GES, see Table 1): these are factors that can be
directly related to the behavior of the person under monitoring and most of them
can be measured (in principle) unobtrusively.

• Context and status factors (4 GEF and 15 GES, see Table 2): these are factors that
relate to the context in which the person under monitoring lives as well as to her
health status. Environment and Dependence GEFs can be normally measured “once
for all”, at the start of the process. The Health–Physical and Health–Cognitive
GEFs can be measured more frequently, although unobtrusiveness may be an issue
for some of them (Ricevuti et al. 2017).

In the context of the City4Age project, the Lecce pilot is focused on the relation-
ship among activities performed in the home and activities performed in a “smart
neighborhood”, where the person lives. For more detailed information related to the
adopted model see Ricevuti et al. in “Data driven MCI and frailty prevention:
geriatric modelling in the City4Age project.” (Ricevuti et al. 2017).

2.3 The Happimeter Project

The Happimeter is a novel device to instantaneously measure individual happiness
(Gloor 2017). It uses commercially available smartwatches to build a body sensing
system that can measure individual mood states and interactions between people. It
consists of a Pebble smartwatch, and a smartphone app. The smartwatch is integrated
with each user’s smartphone to access the phone’s location sensing and data trans-
mission capacity, as well as its processing power. The smartwatches provide data on
the body movement through accelerometer, lighting level and heart rate. Unlike
sociometric badges, which we have used in earlier experiments (Olguin et al.
2009), the watches are designed to be worn constantly, naturally and
non-intrusively, and their rechargeable batteries have robust charge length. Their
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displays also enable easy two-way communication to give status updates to wearers
(Fig. 1).

The Pebble Happimeter app is extended with a smartphone Happimeter app for
iPhone and Android, which provides additional information on individual and group
mood state (Fig. 2).

With the “Happimeter”, users are able to track how they feel and how happy they
are for extended periods of time. Through machine learning algorithms, they will get
regular reports with insights about their happiness as well as the factors that
influenced the happiness. We use this sensing system to track work group mood/
interactions. To increase accuracy of the prediction model, users can also do a
standardized personality test (Neo-FFI) to learn about their personality characteris-
tics, and further increase the precision of the Happimeter.

2.4 Philips Hue Lighting System

Philips Hue (n.d.) is a wireless home lighting system, based on LED lights, which
enables users to create and control, remotely over WI-FI, the lights using their mobile
smart device. Philips Hue was launched by Philips in 2012 and now is at the second

Table 1 City4Age behavioral factors

Geriatric factors Geriatric sub-factors

Motility Walking, climbing stairs, still/moving, moving across rooms, gait
balance

Physical activity n/a

Basic activities of daily
living

Bathing and showering, dressing, self-feeding, personal grooming,
toilet hygiene, going out

Instrumental activities of
daily living

Ability to cook food, housekeeping, laundry, phone usage, new
media communication, shopping, transportation, finance manage-
ment, medication

Socialization Paying/receiving visits, attending senior centers, attending other
social places, going to restaurants

Cultural engagement Visiting cultural or entertainment places, watching TV, reading
newspapers, reading books

Table 2 City4Age context and status factor

Geriatric
factors Geriatric sub-factors

Environment Quality of housing, quality of neighborhood

Dependence n/a

Health—
Physical

Falls, weight, weakness, exhaustion, pain, appetite, quality of sleep, visits to
doctors, visit to health related places

Health—
Cognitive

Abstraction, attention, memory, mood
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Mood input screen

Mood of Friends

Achievement

Intro Screen:
- Shows mood prediction
- Asks user for mood input
- Navigates to mood of 

Friends

Fig. 1 Pebble Smartwatch user interface

Clusters locations of user and shows:
Average activity, average pleasance and average mood

Fig. 2 Happimeter smartphone app user interface
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version. The system is based on three main components: The Lights—smart bulbs
containing three types of LED able to produce a wide range of colors and intensities.
Lights Bulbs are connected to a bridge via an open standards protocol called ZigBee
(ZigBee Alliance, n.d.). It’s possible to create a mesh network, between the bulbs,
extending the range and making the system more interactive. The Bridge is a device
used to enable smart bulbs to communicate with controllers as well as other smart
bulbs. A set of APIs is offered by the Bridge. These allow users to control all settings
of the lights. These APIs are accessible only from local networks. The Portal is a web
based control panel, which connects the Bridge to the Internet.

2.5 Privacy Issues

One of the key aspects of the Internet of Things is its impact on privacy
(De Montjoye et al. 2013; Langheinrich 2001). In a world of smart communication
and computation devices, everything we say, do, and sometimes feel, can be
digitized, stored, and tracked. This calls for systems to be designed to require
users to explicitly agree before taking privacy-decreasing actions (Neustaedter and
Greenberg 2003). To protect the privacy of participants (Butler 2007), we designed
our system to preserve anonymity, we also inform the participants of the data
collected in the platform, and educate them on how the system works.

3 Adapting the Environment System and Test Bed
Description

The goal of our experiment is to demonstrate the combination of the City4Age
technology with the Happimeter by monitoring and adapting the environment of a
small set of elderly people. This will be achieved by tracking elderly indoor/outdoor
activities and mood, with the use of unobtrusive technologies, and requesting
voluntary data input and professional cognitive assessing tools.

The main stakeholders involved in the test bed are elderly people, their formal
caregivers (including care coordinators) affiliated to social services, senior centers,
and city services.

The elderly person is the main actor in this scenario, who needs to maintain good
physical self-sufficiency and an active social engagement. Users have been identified
among those who frequent the social centers offered to seniors by the City of Lecce
and willing to participate in our experiment. The sample is composed of 31 seniors:
11 males and 20 females, they are 70+ years old and they are in good physical
condition, moving independently and frequently attending the social centers to
facilitate progress monitoring. They have been selected because of their
pre-medical frailty, particularly cognitive-functional, to include a segment of the
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population otherwise not addressed by public services. 45% of the sample is made
up of pairs of husband and wife (7 couples) to analyze gender differences. In order to
monitor citizens’ movements, we chose people who reside in two different city
districts.

During the experiment we will interact continuously with the seniors and their
caregivers. They must feel the protagonists of the experiment and together we will
reflect on the potential benefits that the experiment can give to them and to others
close to them. Overall for seniors feeling useful can be a very important motivational
lever.

The goal is to detect user behavior and mood both in indoor and outdoor
environments, and to adapt their environment (mainly indoor) based on the predicted
mood. Elderly users will be provided with a smartphone and a smartwatch with heart
rate device. Moreover, their homes will be equipped with a complete kit of the Phips
Hue Light system and beacon based indoor positioning infrastructure and some
smart plugs to detect the usage of appliances (like TV and washing machine). In the
city environment, beacons and smartphone GPS receivers will be used to detect
elderly people’s outdoor mobility.

Based on the feedback received from the Happimeter, the Philips Hue system will
change the value of colors and brightness of the light. For example, if the mood is
low the light bulbs might emit a soft and relaxing light.

In Fig. 3 we show the logical architecture of the system (on the left) and a photo of
the prototype environment (on the right). The smartphone collects the information
from the City4Age platform and other IoT devices (beacons, accelerometers, gyro-
scopes), such as the smartwatch with the heartrate module. The information is sent to
the Happimeter platform that answers with the mood prediction. Based on mood
prediction the smartphone dynamically changes the hue and intensity of the light
bulbs. As we do not anticipate that the seniors will be able to train the individual
happiness models, we will employ the generic preconfigured model to track their
happiness. A researcher will visit each senior two times per week to check in on the
system, and assist the elderly person in recharging the device. The hue system will be
programmed to reflect the mood of the wearer, through adapting the warmth and
intensity of the light. The color will change from cold white to yellowish warm
white, based on the mood, while the intensity will change from dimmed light at low
activity to very bright light at high activity.

A possible barrier to participation is related to the usability of the device. Small
buttons and screens can be an insurmountable barrier for those who do not have a
high degree of manual abilities and precision. For this reason, we are considering
implementing a device with a speech recognition interface capable of understanding
spoken language.
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4 Conclusion and Expected Results

In this paper we presented a research project in progress based on the idea of
integrating two different running projects: City4Age—which utilizes data from
smart cities and ad-hoc sensors for the prevention of mild cognitive impairment
and frailty of aged people, detecting behavior changes and intervening on it—and
the “Happimeter” project—a combined hardware and software technology to predict
the individual mood based on body sensors. As first integrated prototype has been
implemented, demonstrating that exploiting such technologies it is possible to
dynamically adapt the living environment to a user’s mood, making it more com-
fortable. This way we intend to improve the quality of life of elderly people with the
long-term goal of unobtrusively stimulating behavior changes.

Our next research steps will be focused on defining and implementing more
sophisticated intervention strategies on the user’s living environment, interacting
with it through sensors/actuators. We are also interested in experimenting with our
prototypes and learning from actual users who participate in Lecce’s City4Age
test bed.

Acknowledgments This work is supported by the City4Age project funding from European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under the grant agreement No
689731, and by Philips Lighting as part of an overall MIT research grant. Special thanks to Paolo
Panarese for his contribution in developing the test prototype.

Fig. 3 Logical architecture (left)—A photo of the prototype environment (right)
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Creating Collaborative Innovation
Networks (COINs) to Reduce Infant
Mortality

Peter A. Gloor and Francesca Grippa

Abstract This case study illustrates the growth process of a collaborative innova-
tion network in healthcare. It tracks e-mail communication of COIN members
through a method we call “virtual mirroring”, and measures the online perception
of the topics of the COIN by coolhunting on social media such as Twitter and blogs.
It also describes how the COIN members through “coolfarming” self-organize and
identify new sub-topics for their work. In particular, the paper describes the growth
process of the US Department of Health and Human Services Infant Mortality CoIIN
(Collaborative Improvement and Innovation Network), applying both improvement
and innovation concepts to reducing infant mortality among disadvantaged families
in the US.

1 Introduction

Collaborative Innovation Networks (COINs) are self-organizing groups of intrinsi-
cally motivated people who get together to create something radically new (Gloor
2006). While they occasionally meet face-to-face, they mostly collaborate over the
Internet to innovate and change the world. In this case study we illustrate the COIN
creation and growth process by studying both the e-mail communication among
COIN team members and the popularity of COIN-related concepts on social media.
In particular, we demonstrate the use of e-mail based social network analysis and
virtual mirroring to measure and support the growth of the IM-CoIIN project of the
Maternal and Child Health Bureau (MCHB) of the US Health Resource Adminis-
tration (HRSA). “IM-CoIIN” stands for “Infant Mortality reduction Collaborative
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Improvement and Innovation Network”. It is defined as “a multiyear national
movement engaging federal, state and local leaders, public and private agencies,
professionals, and communities to employ quality improvement, innovation and
collaborative learning to reduce infant mortality and improve birth outcomes”. The
project was started in 2012, and will be completed in 2017 and is active in all states
of the US. The CoIIN as envisioned by the MCHB Associate Administrator com-
bines both improvement and innovation concepts. For the improvement part
IM-CoIIN applies the IHI breakthrough model (IHI2003), which brings together
healthcare practitioners to 1–2 day learning sessions, where they share their experi-
ences to learn from each other and improve their own healthcare processes. For
innovation, IM-CoIIN is based on the COIN concept, trying to nurture breakthrough
innovation in collaborative innovation networks.

As part of the IM-CoIIN, six sub-CoIINs were created: the first CoIIN has been
working on improving safe sleep practices for babies. The second CoIIN is trying to
get smoking mothers to stop or at least reduce smoking before, during and after
pregnancy. The third CoIIN focuses on improving women’s health before, after and
in between pregnancies. The fourth CoIIN works to improve social determinants of
health (SDOH) and equity in birth outcomes. The fifth CoIIN is trying to prevent
births before 39 weeks. The sixth CoIIN works to increase the delivery of higher risk
infants and mothers at appropriate level facilities.

In the remainder of this paper, we will first describe the e-mail based virtual
mirroring process of the entire IM-CoIIN, then we will describe how we did
coolhunting for SDOH related topics on online social media to get the innovation
aspect of this sub-CoIIN started. Finally, we describe how we brought together small
groups of innovators to coolfarming workshops to create new COINs around SDOH
(Gloor 2011).

2 E-Mail Based Virtual Mirroring

Our first step was to apply a process of self-reflection that we call Virtual Mirroring,
which has been associated with a positive impact on organizational performance
(Gloor et al. 2010, 2017b). Virtual mirroring involves measuring communication
patterns and mirroring the resulting social network variables back to the individual.
In this study we conducted virtual mirroring sessions of seven key members of the
SDOH community based on their e-mail archives from November 2014 to
March 2016.

Similarly to feedback or learning sessions, which are commonly used in industrial
and social psychology studies (Ramos 2007), our virtual mirroring process is a way
to promote organizational awareness and change. In a recent study, (Gesell et al.
2013) presented social network analysis results to organizational leaders to support
change management programs. The healthcare sector is also becoming increasingly
interested in measuring information flows and team dynamics among physicians,
nurses and other healthcare professionals. Grippa et al. (2012) involved three
interdisciplinary care delivery teams in similar monthly learning sessions focused
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on social network-based results, which resulted in an increased awareness that
informed decision making. Very recently, (Gloor et al. 2017a) involved leaders of
26 large accounts in monthly virtual mirroring sessions, where the communication
characteristics of the teams working with clients were shared and discussed in
plenary and individual sessions. In their study they measured the structure of the
communication network, looking at who is interacting with whom, the average
complexity of the vocabulary used, as well as the responsiveness of employees to
customers’ e-mails.

Another recent study (Gloor et al. 2017b) found that customer satisfaction
increases after employees are involved in learning sessions to reflect on their own
communication behaviors. In their study, the authors correlated employees’ com-
munication patterns with customer satisfaction and found that responsiveness, low
oscillation of betweenness centrality, and complexity of communication are good
predictors of customer satisfaction.

2.1 Virtual Mirroring: Dimensions and Metrics

The process of virtual mirroring relies on e-mail based social network analysis. We
provided feedback to the IM-CoIIN community presenting them with results based
on three dimensions: degree of connectivity, content sharing and degree of interac-
tivity (Gloor 2006, p. 175). Connectivity refers to how well connected individuals
are within their social network using indicators such as betweenness centrality and
degree centrality (Wasserman and Faust 1994; Everett and Borgatti 2005). The
second dimension, degree of sharing, describes the complexity of the language
used based on the average difficulty of the words in each e-mail. Complexity is
calculated as the likelihood distribution of words within an e-mail text, i.e. the
probability of each word of a dictionary to appear in the text (Brönnimann 2014).
The algorithm used to calculate complexity measures how common a word is in an
individual message compared to the word’s occurrence in the overall text collection;
the more relatively rare words a message uses, the higher is the message’s complex-
ity. Beside complexity, we also extracted a sentiment indicator based on a multi-
lingual classifier that uses a machine learning method trained on large datasets from
Twitter (Brönnimann 2014). Finally, we included emotionality which is measured as
standard deviation of sentiment: the more fluctuations in positivity and negativity an
e-mail has, the more emotional it is.

The third dimension of our virtual mirroring model, interactivity, includes metrics
such as contribution index and average response time (ART) of an actor to respond
to a message. Contribution index is calculated as the frequency of sending and
receiving messages: it is +1 if somebody only sends messages and does not receive
any; it is �1 if somebody only receives messages; it is 0, if somebody sends and
receives the same number of messages. The average response time (ART) indicates
how fast an individual or a group responds to e-mails, offering some insights into the
degree of “respect” and “passion” within the community. We also distinguished
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between “alter ART” and “ego ART”. These metrics are part of the six honest signals
of collaboration described in (Gloor 2016).

In other studies, we have been able to demonstrate that the faster other people
respond to a person, the more they respect this person. For example, in a recent study
on managerial turnover and online communication behavior (Gloor et al. 2017a),
turnover is associated to e-mail responsiveness, mainly in terms of nudges shared
with colleagues: the more frequently managers interact with others, the more central
they and the more nudges they send and receive, the less likely they are to quit. This
could be possibly explained with an increase in respect and political power that
managers have acquired over time. In the same study, (Gloor et al. 2017a) found that
language complexity was a good predictor of managerial turnover: managers who
stay in their job tend to express themselves in a less emotional way, switching to a
more emotional content over time as they approach the time they quit. These results
are aligned with Pennebaker’s research (Pennebaker et al. 2001; Pennebaker 2011)
indicating that life-changing events influence the use of both positive and negative
emotion words.

To measure collaboration among the IM-CoIIN members, we collected all
IM-CoIIN related e-mails of seven key participants of the IM-CoIIN from September
2014 to March 2016 using the software tool Condor. We had shown in earlier work
that having 14–18% of the mailboxes of a community was adequate to capture 90%
of their e-mail traffic, thanks to community members who cc’ed each other (Zilli
et al. 2006). Through this virtual mirror of seven key members of the community
based on their e-mail archives we were able to give feedback to the entire community
and come up with recommendations for improved collaboration.

2.2 Virtual Mirroring Applied to the DSOH Community

Figure 1 illustrates the overall e-mail activity of the community over the entire time
period from September 2014 to March 2016. The community sent up to 3000
messages on the most active days, with an average of 500 messages per day, the
weekends are clearly visible with much less traffic. The periods of intense commu-
nication and high activity are recognizable by slopes in the evolution of group
betweenness centrality and high-density structure of the community. The spikes
indicate the time right before a learning session, when the organization running the
community (NICHQ, a Boston-based non-profit) reached out to health officials and
administrators in the 52 US States inviting them to the learning sessions.

Figure 2 illustrates the average speed with which everybody within the commu-
nity answers to e-mails sent by the seven owners of the mailboxes we collected. In
this analysis, we found that alter ART started at an already respectable 25 hours, and
has been decreasing to a quite fast 17 hours on average until an e-mail was answered.
This means that mutual respect in this community has been going up clearly over the
observation period of 18 months, showing a very positive sign of organizational
health.
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Figure 3 illustrates the change of ego ART, which is defined as the speed with
which the owner of a mailbox answers to everybody else (Gloor 2017a, b). The
speed with which somebody answers to everybody else’s e-mails is a proxy for the
passion of the person. In this community, ego ART starts at below 20 h on average,
and stays like that for the entire observation period. While we would have wished for
an even stronger decrease in ego ART, what we can say is that passion is high to start
with, and stays like that over the 18 months observation period.

Figure 4 illustrates the number of new contacts per person per month. A new
contact is only counted if it has at least one e-mail exchange, this means that if person
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A sends an e-mail to person B, B needs to respond to it. This exchange is included if
person B appears for the first time in the analysis of the particular month. The
number of new e-mail contacts is a good proxy for the growth dynamics of a
community. Figure 4 tells us that growth per month more than doubled from on
average 250 new community members to on average over 600 new community
members per month at the end of the observation period. It illustrates the healthy
growth of IM-CoIIN, which is confirmed in the real world, where participation in the
learning sessions has been steadily going up.
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Figure 5 shows the temporal social surface, which is a visual way to explore the
creative capabilities of a community. The x-axis of Fig. 5 shows all actors involved,
the y-axis shows time, from September 2014 at top left, to March 2016, at the bottom
center. The z-axis shows betweenness centrality (Wasserman and Faust 1994) of
each actor. The spikes at the rear of Fig. 5 display that a few people are always more
central than the rest, exhibiting strong leadership. The growth pattern of Fig. 4 is
again confirmed, in that the plateau, which shows the somewhat active participants,
is growing over time. But we also see that the creativity of the entire community is
relatively low, as the entire impression of Fig. 5 is one of a “calm sea”, and not one of
a “stormy ocean”, which would indicate a lot of rotating leadership, which is a strong
predictor of a creative community. The impression arising from this analysis is one
of steady improvement, and not of radical innovation.

Figure 6 illustrates the social network structure of the entire e-mail network. Each
dot is a person, each connecting line means that two people have at least exchanged
one e-mail. The coloring by organization shows that the largest group of participants,
not surprisingly, is from the US government from HRSA, followed by members of
the non-profit organizations “March of Dimes” and NICHQ. The most central people

Fig. 5 Temporal social surface of combined mailboxes, a visualization of team creativity
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measured by betweenness centrality in Fig. 6 are the project coordinator from
HRSA, as well as the project director from NICHQ.

Figure 7 shows the sentiment and activity over the observation period. We find
that the sentiment is strongly positive, from 0.6 to 0.73. Sentiment of 0.5 is defined
as neutral. This tells the observer that IM-CoIIN participants are very nice to each
other, use positive language and give a lot of praise to each other. At the same time,
the oscillation in sentiment also indicates that occasionally they are not shy of
speaking out if something is not going as it should, which is a sign of an open and
honest communication.

Figure 8 shows the word usage over time of the most frequently used words in the
e-mails over the 18-month observation period. “Call” is the most popular word, used
with increasing frequency over time, which tells us that setting up calls among
participants is the most important activity of the IM-CoIIN. Somewhat surprising,
the use of the word “infant” is going down over time. “Learning” is peaking
beginning of 2015, when a face-to-face learning session was organized. The term
“SDOH” (social determinants of health) is becoming somewhat more popular, as a
COIN around this concept is developing. Overall, it emerges a picture of a commu-
nity focused mostly on execution, indicated through usage of the term “call”,
surfaces, with a smaller focus on innovation, indicated through the term “SDOH”.

To resume this analysis, through analyzing the e-mail communication of the
IM-CoIIN community, we have been able to gain deep insights into the inner
workings and knowledge flow of the community. We find that the community is

Fig. 6 E-mail social network of entire community (top 4000 users by communication frequency
shown)
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showing healthy growth, and community members are treating each other with
passion and respect. However, we also find that the community is focusing mostly
on improvement, with the innovation component of the CoIIN somewhat lagging
behind.

Fig. 7 Sentiment and activity of e-mail from Sept. 2014 to March 2016

Fig. 8 Key concepts over time
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3 SDOH Coolhunting

To address the innovation aspect in IM-CoIIN, project leadership decided to set up
an innovation COIN (with one “I”) focused on social determinants of health
(SDOH). As part of helping to get the SDOH COIN started, we conducted a
coolhunting on Twitter and on the Web to identify the key terms around social
determinants of health, and to collect innovative new ideas. Coolhunting is based on
a degree-of-separation search that allows to quickly find the most influential nodes in
a relevant subset of the Web (Marcos de Oliveira and Gloor 2016). Combining
multiple datasets, each containing the degree of-separation Web sites collected
through querying a search engine for the name of one search term (SDOH in our
case), allowed us to find the most central node in a group of stars (Gloor 2006).

We collected key words from SDOH experts who are part of the IM-CoIIN.
Topics they identified were to “reduce poverty”, increase the “graduation rate”
among disadvantaged teenagers, increase the “minimum wage”, and increase gen-
eral “happiness”. Figure 9 shows the results of our coolhunting using Condor for
these search terms on Twitter (Gloor 2017a, b). The Twitter network picture in
Condor measures the importance of search terms through their betweenness central-
ity in the bipartite graph. Each node except the search term is a Twitter user, each
connecting line means that the user is tweeting about the term, or is mentioned in a
tweet by another user, or is retweeting somebody else’s tweet. The main conclusion
in Fig. 9 is that “minimum wage” is the most important term, while SDOH is rarely
tweeted about, as shown in the pink little cluster at the very right of the picture, and
the low betweenness centrality in the comparative bar chart.

Figure 10 shows the word cloud illustrating the key attributes of the four main
search terms. The green color of words indicates that they are used in positive
context, the red words are using in negative context. Health and happiness are the
most important, and most positive words in our Twitter search, minimum wage and
poverty the most important negative words.

Figure 11 shows the occurrence of the search terms on the World map. Minimum
wage is a big topic in both North America and in Europe, however graduation is not
an issue in Europe, where education is basically free. The Irish union SIPTU comes
up in Europe, as it is talking about a raise in minimum wage in Ireland considered
insufficient by SIPTU. In Asia the “harvesting happiness” talk radio show of host
Lisa Cypers Kamen is mentioned.

Figure 12 illustrates an identical search done on the Web for the same search
terms. Minimum wage is again the biggest topic, but social determinants of health
are more popular on the Web than they are on Twitter. This is most likely because
SDOH is a relatively complex topic, which is better explained in blog posts than in
the 140 characters of Twitter. We can also identify the most important newsfeeds
about these topics, such as PBS and NPR, and the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation.

Figure 13 shows the most important attributes related to the search terms. The
context seems more positive, as more words are in green. The words are also more
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factual and less emotional, such as “education”, “news”, “resources”, and “informa-
tion”. What stands out is the “state of Texas”.

Based on the insights from this coolhunting, it was decided to invite a small group
of IM-CoIIN members passionate about SDOH to coolfarming workshops, to meet
for half a day before a learning session and brainstorm innovative ideas to create new
COINs.

4 Creating New COINs

We conducted two half-day workshops with the goal to create new COINs to reduce
infant mortality, tackling social determinants of health as a new initiative. The goal
was to reach out to innovative people with far out ideas, who were interested in

Fig. 9 Twitter coolhunting results for SDOH
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developing them further and recruit a team to work with turning their ideas into a first
prototype. Figure 14 describes the full COIN creation process. At the beginning a
small group of enthusiasts gets together for an initial brainstorming workshop, where
the topics of the COIN are defined. Such an initial design workshop to create a new
COIN follows a six-step process. In the first step workshop participants are

Fig. 10 Coolhunting results for all SDOH related terms on Twitter

Fig. 11 Global distribution of coolhunting results for SDOH on Twitter
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familiarized with key COIN concepts such as rotating leadership and balanced
contribution. In the second step, inspirational leaders—who have solved similar
problems in other areas—are invited to present their approach and get the creative
thinking of participants going. During step three of the COIN creation process,
participants list and select the topics they would like to turn into products of
COINs. Step four consists of the creation of small groups around each topic for a
COIN, working on developing a vision for their COIN. Once they have defined the
vision, step five requires participants to map out an action plan. In the final, sixth step
COIN members do a “waggle dance”, developing a marketing plan to recruit
additional outside COIN members.

Not all topics at the workshop will become successful COINs. COINs with
passionate leaders will recruit more members for their COIN, and do an in-depth
coolhunting to learn what’s already out there and available. They will set up regular
meetings, do more coolhunting, set up aWebsite, advertise their COIN, and grow the
community. As the community grows, other communities get created as a product of
the COINs members’ “waggle dance”. Gloor (2006) found that through the appli-
cation of social analysis, it is possible to recognize two types of these networks:
Collaborative Interest Network (CIN) and Collaborative Learning Networks (CLN).
Members of a CLN share a common interest, knowledge and a practice, being
motivated to join the network by a desire to learn from each other. Members of

Fig. 12 Key search terms and Web sites about SDOH on the Web
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CIN have similar interests, without necessarily working together. Both CLN and
CIN tend to be characterized by specific network properties, such as lower density
and high group centrality, since external members are mainly connected to core
members, but not among themselves.

Collaborative Interest Networks and Collaborative Learning Networks are cre-
ated through the same waggle dance and spreading of “attraction pheromones” that

Fig. 13 Coolhunting results for all SDOH related terms on the Web

Fig. 14 Coolfarming and COIN creation process
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is at the basis of the creation of COINs. To continue with the metaphor, “Coolhunter
bees mark the location of the new hive by spraying it with attraction pheromone,
such that the flying swarm of bees will find their goal irresistible as soon as they get
close. At the same time, the coolhunting bees will direct the flying swarm by rapidly
flying back and forth in the midst of the flying cloud of bees” (Gloor et al. 2014,
p. 12).

5 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper we have illustrated the use of virtual mirroring, coolhunting, and
coolfarming to create COINs. While our case study focused on the HRSA
IM-CoIIN to reduce infant mortality in the US, this process is widely applicable. It
has been applied in other healthcare environments, for instance for patients of
chronic diseases as described in Grippa et al. (2012), but it has much wider
applicability. COINs offer huge potential for any organization not afraid of creating
an environment supportive of disruptive innovation.

The two workshops conducted at IM-CoIIN learning sessions led to the creation
of a vibrant COIN on the impact of early childhood trauma inspired by the ACES
(Adverse Childhood Experiences) study. Three more COINs, on Babybox for safe
sleep (giving poor mothers a cushioned cardboard box as a baby bed), doulas
(women trained to assist mothers at childbirth), and “Care Bundles” (groups of
services provided to mothers on welfare) are in the process of being formed.

Through the application of a virtual mirroring process, we offered community
members the opportunity to reflect on their communication styles. A longitudinal
analysis of the e-mail communication patterns of the community “Social Determi-
nants of Health” indicated an exponential growth in only a few months (150% more
members). Over 16 months, there was an increase in both the degree of respect
(reduced average response time) and passion (average response time of 20 h). By
measuring sentiment, emotionality and complexity of the content exchanged via
e-mail, we noticed that the community exchanged a creative, emotional, though
positive response.

The application of the virtual mirroring to the SDOH community is based on
extensive previous studies demonstrating how promoting self-awareness of people’s
communication style has the potential to induce behavior change and increase
organizational effectiveness (Gloor et al. 2017b). This is aligned with the results
of several studies on the effect of feedback sessions on individual, team and
organizational performance (Ivancevich and McMahon 1982; Barr and Conlon
1994; Kluger and DeNisi 1996), which indicated that providing employees with
the opportunity to reflect on their performance could enable positive behavioral
change. Virtual mirroring sessions take this approach to a deeper level, by providing
monthly description of individuals’ communication patterns. This continuous
mirroring process lets individuals receive timely and practical information about
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their communication patterns that can be used to improve their individual and
community performance.

Besides reflecting on their own online communication, participants were offered
the opportunity to visualize topics that were attracting the interest of the swarm.
Through the Coolhunting process, community leaders were able to recognize the
importance of themes that impacted infant mortality, such as reducing poverty,
increasing the graduation rate among teenagers, increasing the minimum wage,
and promoting general happiness. The process helped community leaders to identify
important terms used by online users in various parts of the world, such as minimum
wage and poverty. Creating new COINs and coolhunting for trends on the Web
represent important methods to help design quality improvement initiatives. Simi-
larly, virtual mirroring gave participants the ability to recognize the impact of their
communication behavior, and to observe how their connections grew across and
beyond the community boundaries.
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Muse Headband: Measuring Tool
or a Collaborative Gadget?

Aleksandra Przegalinska, Leon Ciechanowski, Mikolaj Magnuski,
and Peter Gloor

Abstract We have conducted an observational study on persons participating
passively in public lectures. During a lecture we were measuring the level of focus
of listeners using the Muse EEG-headband as well as conducting an observational
study of the usage of the device by experiment participants. The purpose was
twofold: to understand to what extent commercially available portable
EEG-devices can record synchronicity of experience among the audience and to
check what kind of usage participants make of this multi-purpose device. While we
got some preliminary insights, we found that the usefulness in measuring EEG signal
of consumer-grade devices such as Muse is extremely limited in non-laboratory
conditions.

1 Introduction and Theoretical Background

Simultaneously to self-tracking community formation the users were able to expe-
rience the evolution of tracking hardware and software. Responding to the need for
“ambient intelligence” (Calvo and Peters 2014) in which intelligent devices can be
integrated into the everyday surroundings and provide diverse services to everyone,
trackers became sophisticated technologies that uncovered users’ activity that would
otherwise be inaccessible. We observe the change from simple assisting devices to
the rise of more and more sophisticated trackers, including those that measure brain
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activity (such as Muse1—the brain sensing headband for training relaxation and
meditation, as well as similar brain-trackers such as Melon, Emotiv and several
others). These trackers enter a different level of interaction with users and bring
about profound changes in how the role of a tracker is understood. They are more
personalized, unobtrusive, and usable anytime and anywhere. Despite the fact that
they measure very complex activities (such as affects or emotions) and provide
feedback on them, they have a high degree of portability. Thus, people can use them
in various spaces, for instance at group meetings or workplaces (such collaborative
relaxation sessions is what Muse users are encouraged to do). Moreover, the rise of
big data analytics is enabling more insightful analyses of all users digital footprints.

Increasing numbers of mind-related wearable devices becomes commercially
available. Some of these devices fulfill purely passive functions, whereas others
actively support alterations of cognitive states (Mazurek and Tkaczyk 2016; Kopeć
et al. 2015; Calvo and Peters 2014). In our series of experiments the intention was to
investigate brain activity tracking of commercially available wearable devices’
effects on attention building. Among currently available devices, most popular are
those that introduce motivation building programs, allowing users to foster increased
creativity or work productivity and/or reduce stress. These technologies aspire to
foster human well-being and potential and can be classified as “positive computing”
devices. In our case, the wearable technology under investigation was Muse—the
brain-waves sensing headband.

2 Motivation

We have conducted an observational study on persons participating passively in
events where knowledge is shared. For the experiment we were measuring the level
of focus of listeners during a lecture using the Muse headband. Researchers provided
strong evidence (Abujelala et al. 2016; Wiechert et al. 2016; Alrige and Chatterjee
2015) that Muse might be used outside its prior functionality (meditation training
device) and become an effective portable tool for attention measurement while
performing various assigned tasks. For instance, in a recent study, Muse has been
already used for experiments in which users’ focus was measured while they were
playing video games (Abujelala et al. 2016) or while listening to recorded lectures
(Kasperiuniene et al. 2016), whereas live lectures were not examined so far.

Via EEG studies, mindfulness meditation has been associated with measurable
changes to brain waves including major changes in alpha waves and certain
increases in theta and gamma rhythms (Lutz et al. 2008). Other authors (Chiesa
and Serretti 2009) report that, in addition to significant increases in alpha and theta
activity, the states of mindfulness and meditation are associated with activation of
the prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulate cortex, areas related to attention. Thus,

1http://www.choosemuse.com/
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Muse can also serve as “attention recorder” capturing alpha waves while performing
some (usually passive) tasks. Muse was initially designed as a personal meditation
assistant. It is portable, and can be paired with any tablet or smartphone and operate
with the Muse application, which also trains the user in meditation exercises and
records EEG data. Muse uses two frontal channels on the left and two on the right of
forehead, and thus can explore hemispheric asymmetries. Muse is also equipped
with two micro-USB ports on the back of the ear pods where two auxiliary electrodes
can be attached. These electrodes can be used to measure EMG, ECG, or EEG on
other areas of the head or body.

In our experiment, the main goal was to understand what kind of role the device
fulfils, both scientifically and socially, in real life situations. We wanted to see to
what extent it accurately records the signal and how is it going to be used by the
experiment participants as it is consumer-friendly and open to individual
exploration.

3 Methodology

The study included participants participating in a public event (lecture). Through
social media channels we selected five participants to use Muse headbands while
attending a public academic event.

In the experiment, after giving consent to participate in the study, participants
answered relevant demographic questions. Then, participants were fitted with the
Muse headset. Conductivity for all four channels was checked before proceeding to
the experimental phases. After proper connection with the Muse was ensured, the
baseline phase (“Relax”) was established. During this time, participants were asked
to close their eyes and listen to calming white noise for 120 s, while their EEG data
was recorded. Subsequently, the active phase (“lecture listening”) was established.
During each of these phases, the participants were asked to listen to the lecture for
30 min, while their EEG data is recorded on the Muse Monitor application. The main
goal of the study was to check the Muse behavior during an outdoor study, and—if
successful—assess the level of attentiveness, active engagement, distraction, and
concentration during the lectures and compare them between persons.

For the first part of the experiment the researchers have used Muse Monitor to
collect raw data. Simultaneously, Muse App designed to collect and visualize data in
a simplified and gamified manner was turned on to display the users the results of
their session with Muse. Data collected by the Muse App is non-exportable and the
algorithm used for computing them is patent-protected. Muse App shows general
results of each Muse session compared with previous results and thus the results may
vary according to general experience with the device and the amount of overall time
spent with it on.
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4 Results

The conducted study has shown that the data collected by Muse headband with a
Muse Monitor application, are of poor quality in noisy conditions, such as a public
lecture. There were a couple of problems with the data, which we present below.

First of all, the EEG signal looks very noisy just on the face of it. Figure 1
presents the signal for one participant.

Second, and it is the most crucial problem—time difference between subsequent
samples is unstable. This means that the stream of samples can’t be treated as a signal
with specified sampling frequency—difference between time stamps reported by
Muse for adjacent samples ranges from �10 to 150 ms (see Fig. 2).

Third, there is a lot of missing values. The reason for it is unknown; probably
Muse is already cleaning the data on the raw-level, or some of the packets sent via
Bluetooth to the Muse Monitor application are lost. Figure 3 illustrates the person
number one and the missing values.

In the end we are presenting a power spectrum derived from the data, since it is
often used to assess spontaneous brain activity. The average spectrum seems to
contain theta-like peaks, but closer inspection demonstrates that this peak does not
reflect brain oscillations but is powered by rare, but strong, events like eye blinks
(Fig. 4).

This conclusion is further supported by performing median power spectrum
where all the peak-like structure evaporates (Fig. 5). Taking the median instead of
the mean removes influence of eye blinks, and other artifacts, that originally caused
the signal to look as if it contained spectral peaks similar to those present in actual

Fig. 1 The figure presents raw EEG signal for one person. It is clearly visible that the three
electrodes do not provide a proper signal. Most of it consists of eye blinks and no oscillations of
brain origin are present. We removed one electrode from the data for this person, since it was not
properly attached, and the signal for it spanned randomly across the whole figure
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Fig. 2 The figure shows the histogram of time differences for subsequent samples. Most differ-
ences are within �10 to 150 ms. This variability shows that the gathered raw signal did not have a
proper temporal resolution. At most times the consecutive samples properly differ by one millisec-
ond, while at other times there can be a difference of 100, or occasionally even more than 250 ms.
What is worse, the time difference span is non-systematic, therefore making it more difficult to deal
with the problem. Such variability is unacceptable for research purposes. Note that the y axis is in
logarithmic units

Fig. 3 Missing time samples for a selected time range of one participant. We observed around
0.01–0.05% missing samples across all participants. While it comprised all in all 1000 samples per
subject, it is not that significant—the missing data can be interpolated. Most of the missing samples
were marked by muse as eye blinks or similar artifacts—while actual eye blinks were left untouched
in the signal. This raises the possibility that artifact detection algorithms used by Muse fail to detect
standard artifacts
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brain recordings. Therefore the spectrum does not provide any evidence of oscilla-
tory signal originating from the brain.

5 Discussion

Reliability of Muse and similar devices may be questioned. The number of elec-
trodes on these devices is limited compared to the clinical grade devices. Also, their
resolution is lower, and the electrodes are usually focused on a specific area of the

Fig. 4 The average power spectrum for the subject number 1

Fig. 5 The median power spectrum for the subject number 1
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brain. Eye movement, muscular activity, and other electronic devices in the vicinity
introduce artifacts to the signal and disrupt the measurement of actual brain waves.
The inability of Muse and similar trackers to cancel out such “noise” generates less
reliable signal that does not seem to contain much brain activity. This reliability
could, however, be improved by including more sensors and using blind source
separation algorithms like Independent Component Analysis (ICA)—to separate
artifacts and noise from brain activity. However, that increases costs, weight and
design of the product making it less attractive for consumers to purchase (Rettner
2016). What is more, the devices currently present on the market are still struggling
with devising proper and individualized algorithms that would be able to produce
reasonable and truthful output based on psychophysiological data.

It is important to note that frequency spectrum of any signal can be computed and
divided into pre-defined frequency ranges like theta and alpha. The sole fact of
decomposing the signal into frequency ranges known to be abundant in brain
electrical recordings (as muse does) does not constitute measuring actual brain
oscillations. In all Muse recordings that we investigated, we found no evidence of
brain oscillations. Moreover, it is very possible that eye movements and eye blinks
contribute to theta and alpha frequency ranges reported by Muse. Therefore, it is
possible that theta and alpha measurements reported by Muse are actually mostly
noise-driven.

On the other hand, Muse and several other portable EEG devices are way more
simple to set up than typical EEG. They connect well via Bluetooth to a smartphone,
a computer, or a microcontroller, where data can be analyzed directly. Dry electrodes
used in most of these devices do not require intensive preparation or clean-up, and
these electrodes connect to the skin without the need for any liquid. These changes
have helped evolve EEG applications in both novel and established fields and
allowed consumers to use without any particular expertise or preparations devices
previously reserved for medical and scientific purposes only.

Whereas their accuracy for research purposes is problematic, the devices generate
interesting social effects. Most users, while returning Muse, reported they have made
attempts to stay focused all the time and listen to the lecture very carefully. The
researchers also noticed that subjects equipped with Muse formed a collective that
one could carefully dub a micro-tribe (Gulati 2007; Weller 2012). Without any prior
suggestions from the researcher supervising the experiment, each time subjects
wearing Muse decided to sit together without knowing each other previously.
Most of them asked questions after the lecture and then engaged in conversation
about the topic of the lecture with others who were using Muse. They were also
comparing compiled results of their Muse sessions collected by the Muse App and
exchanging information about how to enhance their results in the future. One could
assert that subjects equipped with Muse presented certain degree of spontaneous
tribalism, possibly based on a strong shared experience of a selected group whose
brain activity was accessed and sensitive data were collected. This is how one could
explain visible emerging relations of proximity between Muse-wearing experiment
participants.
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6 Conclusion

As mentioned before, nowadays, many portable EEG devices are consumer-grade,
low-cost devices that are targeted for lifestyle applications. These products also often
rebrand EEG data with a simpler, easily-understood term neurofeedback, understood
as a type of biofeedback that uses real-time displays of brain activity—most
commonly EEG—to teach self-regulation of brain function. It is clear that from
self-tracking of simple and easily quantifiable activities we are moving to more
collaborative and sophisticated, even though scientifically unsatisfactory forms of
tracking.

Trackers such as Muse enter a different level of interaction with users and bring
about profound changes in how the role of a tracker is understood. They are more
personalized (as data collected by the Muse app adjust to previous Muse sessions)
and usable anytime and anywhere. Despite the fact that they provide feedback on
very complex activities, they have a high degree of portability.

The very nature of our relation with tracking devices is also one of the crucial
reasons of why the self-tracking industry is developing so rapidly. From our
research, and also from other authors who addressed this problem (Nafus and Tracey
2002; Nafus and Sherman 2014; Lupton 2016) we know that on the individual level
self-tracking (if not becoming addictive) frequently becomes either boring or frus-
trating over time. When, however, it becomes elevated to a level of smaller or bigger
group or community is when the collaborative aspect steps in. Most probably, the
future of tracking lies in collaborative endeavours, because the individual uses
become easily boring. Being part of something larger than themselves can, however,
have an empowering and motivating effect. The producers know it, too and this is
why their efforts are to bring trackers into wellness programs of organizations and
corporations and make them become transparent companions of everyone’s routines.
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Creative Systems Analysis of Design
Thinking Process

Namino Sakama, Haruka Mori, and Takashi Iba

Abstract In this paper, we study design thinking using concepts of Creative
Systems Theory. Design thinking is a methodology of solving problems and is
aimed at achieving innovation based on the idea of human centred design. The
five stages of the design thinking process, as defined by Stanford d.school, are
widely known: Empathise, Define, Ideate, Prototype and Test. Since each stage
has different functions that should occur in the whole process, we consider each of
the functionalities with the use of the concepts of Creative Systems Theory, which
looks at creativity based on the autopoietic systems theory where the creative process
is described as a chain of discoveries. Our consideration implies that design thinking
could be grasped as a meaning process, where each stage facilitates different types of
chains of discoveries in the creative system. This paper makes a first step towards
understanding the design thinking process via the application of the Creative Sys-
tems Theory.

1 Introduction

In recent years, the importance of innovation, as a means of solving the problems of
an increasingly complex society, is growing, and design thinking is used in various
fields as one of the approaches to imaginative thought. Design thinking is a method
used to realise innovation in the technology as well as business domains using a
human-centred approach with the designer’s sensibility and cognition.
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Design thinking is a process constructed on several stages, and there is a
hypothesis that a deeper recognition of the functions of each process of design
thinking can make for its more effective application. The Creative System Theory,
developed by Takashi Iba, recognises the creative process as autopoietic reproduc-
tion networks of discoveries, based on the system theory of autopoiesis (Iba 2011). If
the process of design thinking is to be a ‘creative process’, it may also be possible to
capture the mechanism and essential function of each stage by grasping it as one
autopoietic creative system, reproducing networks of discoveries.

In what follows, we will overview design thinking, introduce the Creative
Systems Theory, and then demonstrate the analysis of design thinking with the use
of this theory.

2 Design Thinking and Its Process

Design thinking is a methodology that is constructed to apply and nurture creativity.
It was originally described as a method for architects and city planners in ‘Design
thinking’ (Rowe 1987). Subsequently, it was introduced into the business domain by
David Kelly, a founder of IDEO, a design firm in the USA. In current times,
methodology and values that have been regarded as general knowledge can no
longer be applied to the development of new businesses and services due to the
rapid changes in the social environment resulting from the progress in technology.
Richard Buchanan defined these issues as ‘wicked problems’, and design thinking is
an approach meant to solve them through the power of design (Buchanan 1992).

Human-CENTRED design is one of the concepts necessary for the resolution of
complicated problems, and design thinking can be conducted in compliance with the
approach of human-centred design. Tim Brown depicts design thinking as follows:
‘Design thinking can be described as a discipline that uses the designer’s sensibility
and methods to match people’s needs with what is technologically feasible and what
a viable business strategy can convert into customer value and market opportunity’
(Brown 2009).

Currently, the application of design thinking takes various forms, but for the
purposes of this paper we will analyse the 5-stage process proposed by Stanford d.
school, the Hasso Plattner Institute of Design at Stanford University, which David
Kelly, one of the IDEO founders, established as an educational institution (Plattner
2010). Figure 1 represents the five stages of the design thinking process: Empathise,
Define, Ideate, Prototype and Test.
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3 Creative Systems Theory

In this paper, the process of design thinking will be considered as a method of
conception from the viewpoint of Creative Systems Theory (Iba 2011). The theory
captures the process in which the element of discovery is continuously generated in
the creative system. The creative system is formulated as an autopoietic system,
where the unity of the organisation is defined by the process of a reproduction
network of elements. Autopoiesis, as a concept and theory, was originally proposed
by Humberto Maturana and Francisco Varela in biology (Maturana and Varela 1972;
Maturana and Varela 1980) and was later applied to sociology by Niklas Luhmann
(Luhmann 1995).

Based on these theories, Iba (2011) proposed the application of autopoiesis to the
understanding of the creative process, and named the theory Creative Systems
Theory. Creative systems are defined as autopoietic system consisting of a chain
of discoveries. Note that, it is quite important that the creative system is defined as a
construct different from that of the psychic and social systems (Fig. 2). Psychic and
social systems are defined by Niklas Luhmann in his Social Systems Theory to
describe the human mind and society. A psychic system is an autopoietic system
whose element is consciousness; and a social system is an autopoietic assembly
whose element is communication.

Although creativity has been studied in psychology, Creative Systems Theory
claims that the creative process should be studied as itself, and not as it is related to
the psychic process. Therefore, the theory describes the creative process as an
autopoietic system that is autonomous and operationally closed as a system, where
the input and the output of the element is impossible in terms of operation.

Of course, this does not imply that the creative process can happen without
human beings or society. The theory focuses on the creative process itself and
postulates that the human and the societal are located on the environment side of
the creative process. In the next section, we will understand the creation aspect of
design thinking as a creative system that continuously keeps reproducing discoveries
as it aims to create a final product. Note that in this paper, the technical terms used in
Creative Systems Theory are italicised.

Fig. 1 Five stages of design thinking as promoted by Stanford d.school
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4 Chain of Discoveries in the Design Thinking Process

In the following section, we will see what happens in each stage of the design
thinking process—Empathise, Define, Ideate, Prototype and Test—when we use
the perspective of a chain of discoveries based on Creative Systems Theory. As
mentioned above, according to Creative Systems Theory, ‘Elements of a creative
system are discoveries, where each discovery is produced based on previous discov-
ery, associating the on-going creation’ (Iba 2011), and the chain of discoveries
cannot happen without contingency (Iba 2016).

Since design thinking is an approach to creating solutions for problems, it could
be described as the reproduction of discoveries, where each of the five stages has
different types of discoveries (Fig. 3).

4.1 Empathise

Empathise is the stage of finding emotional understanding by observing pain points
in the living context around the stakeholder’s problem. To use the process of human-
centred design, it is necessary to set up certain users and to empathise with them.
There are three major modes of this stage: observe, involve and immerse. The mode
of observation monitors behaviour in the user’s living environment. Users are
interactively interviewed in the involvement mode and in the immerse mode, what
users are living through is experienced.

Fig. 2 Creative systems are defined as different from psychic and social systems
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In the Empathise stage, the observer will acquire discoveries about the user’s
living context with regard to their problem to find the user’s insight. If the reproduc-
tion of discoveries is to occur in this stage, they will be discoveries of ‘beliefs’ and
‘value’ obtained by observing and engagingwith the user’s living context. These help
to learn the story of the person for whom one is designing. The design developer must
focus not only on the user’s actions but also should observe the living environment of
the user, and thus gain an insight into and speculate on the potential needs. In-depth
interviews serve to access the feelings accompanying the facts and the values hidden
behind the feelings are gained through empathy with the target, aiming to generate
discoveries about the desire in depth. This is called the ‘insight’ (Fig. 4).

Through this stage, information concerning beliefs and values lead to unexpected
discoveries of insight that are made more remarkable because they are not noticed by
the users themselves. These clear nuggets of the potential movement of the mind
could not be understood superficially without this stage of the process. As discov-
eries in this stage, the needs and insights are decomposed and integrated, and then
the user’s characteristics and image are defined. Insights obtained in this stage are
reflected in the form of Point of View (POV) syntax, which is ‘<User’s name>
needs a way to<Needs (verb)> because due<Surprising Insight>’, and the ideal is
visualised in the form of a persona.

Soup Stock Tokyo is a Japanese food chain, and the business concept was created
from user needs derived through interviews, which called for a lot of empathy. The
company created a persona called ‘Tsuyu Akino’ who had a specific need. It is said
that the enterprise constructed its marketing strategy by thoroughly ‘empathising’
with her. This became a major factor in the company’s success and helped the
organisation achieve sales of 4.2 billion yen from 52 stores (as of 2016) in 10 years
(Toyama 2006). The detailed taste and personality profile created through this
process made it easier for the developers to perform actions such as, empathise
with the persona create menus, set shop locations, brainstorm. Soup Stock Tokyo

Fig. 3 Several types of discoveries happen in each stage of the design thinking process
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was finally the result of empathising with all that is familiar and important to the
everyday life of ‘Tsuyu Akino’.

4.2 Define

The next stage is Define and it identifies and delineates the problem to solve. A point
of view that is based on user needs and insights is constructed in this stage, and it sets
the scope for the situation to shift into a better position. Establishing an approach
helps create the focus for the next stage of ideation, and to create a challenge, team
members need to be aware of themselves and their characteristics.

In the creative systems method of cognition, discoveries about ‘meaningfulness’
and ‘bias’ around specified issues help to identify the insight of the users. This stage
has the important task of generating discoveries about the problems users are eager
to solve.

By way of example Wii, released by Nintendo, a Japanese game company in
2008, is one of the examples of innovation that took advantage of prototypes. By
applying new technologies such as acceleration and vibration measuring meters to
game machines, Wii became a game everyone could enjoy by moving their bodies
(Nintendo 2006a, b). The major obstacle to improving the sales of game machines
was the mother of a child who was a conventional primary user. The developer
thought to dispel the negative idea of gaming in the mind of the mother and sought to
involve her to play the game. This involved considering every kind of user’s

Fig. 4 Making a persona by empathising with users to generate discoveries about user personalities
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‘meaningfulness’ that could be achieved through the game so that everyone could
enjoy it and find it satisfying as an experience.

4.3 Ideate

Ideate, the next stage, aims to define the approach and the design goal to the
solution. In this stage, the intention is to embody the approach which broke the
bias with concrete ideas to resolve the problem. In this stage, methods are also
devised for the creation of alternative designs to replace those already conceived.

Generally, the method of idea generation is divided into two steps: divergence
and convergence. Divergence is the phase that conducts approaches to break the
mental block and bias that a person unconsciously sees as common sense. It
emphasises the quantity rather than the quality to promote the conception of a
large variety of ideas. In the phase of convergence, the created ideas are integrated
and evaluated. Problem solving decisions are then made based on axes such as
appropriateness and originality. This is supported by the reproduction of discoveries
about the ideal but concrete solution.

When divergence and convergence are executed, it is necessary to recognise the
characteristics required to use them appropriately. This is because there is a concern
that high quality output cannot be obtained due to inability of the mind to switch
between divergence and convergence. The divergence process encourages the dis-
covery of ‘ideas’ based on the other ideas that were brainstormed because quantity is
more necessary than quality in this phase. However, the convergence phase is more
focused on quality rather than quantity so that ‘social bias’, which we do not always
recognise about our design goal will be the discovery. The ideation begins with
brainstorming (Osborn 1957) and brain writing, and then a co-creation session such
as the KJ method (Kawakita 1967) and dynamic framing (Hamaguchi 2013) is held
to share and integrate the ideas that are thus issued.

In the co-creation session, the visualization of ideas into words and diagrams can
break the bias and create a shift of the viewpoint to lead to new ideas. For example,
when Hamaguchi, the CEO of Ziba Tokyo, created the concept of the USB Flash, he
found a new idea area in data storage by destroying the existing bias. At that time,
with the development of digital cameras and PowerPoint, the data became larger and
there was a background that it was necessary to think of a new means of data sharing
to follow the floppy disk (Hamaguchi 2013).

Figure 5 is a frame of the USB Flash visualised by dynamic framing: the vertical
axis shows the user experience in data handling and the horizontal axis shows the
size of the data handling capacity. The idea created from brainstorming is plotted
into the axes. Then, the idea is settled in the quadrant of ‘network’. Because of the
background of the development of the internet and wireless communication, it was a
bias that the experience of transferring data becomes intangible and the data size
becomes large. That is why the idea of attaching USB to flash memory emerged by
paying attention to the quadrant ‘data is tangible and large in size’ contrary to the
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bias. This viewpoint shift encourages the ideation process of developers because the
direction setting gives them an efficient mindset to ideate not only in the range of
direction but also beyond the given scope.

In the phase of convergence, developers categorise and evaluate ideas by finding
common points and differences in order to narrow them down. The main ideas are
refined by focusing on evaluation axes that developers provide based on the project’s
terms as they have been handled so far. Because of the axes, developers can cause
continuous discoveries directing the creation to the embodiment that optimises the
ideal.

In the Ideate stage, the thinking process is vague and pros or cons are unclear and
confusing for developers. However, when all factors, divergence, convergence and
the essence of the problem are united and one suitable answer comes out, developers
find the way to promote the idea to embody over others in order to solve the user’s
problem in reality. The method for divergent and convergent thinking, as mentioned
above, can be considered as a media for chain of discoveries.

4.4 Prototype

The fourth stage, Prototype, builds representations of the solution to test it. By
quickly making a model, one can find the deviation of recognition and improvement
points of detail. Prototypes should be made quickly and changed as often as
necessary, using simple materials such as sticky notes, toy blocks, and role playing
which cost less money than building a normal prototype.

Being iterative makes one learn rapidly and this enables a person to investigate
many different possibilities so that many discoveries can be generated. Prototypes
are most effective when others, including teams and users, get experiences from
them and give feedback. At the same time, developers can move their hands to
reconsider the ideas for themselves, and gain instant feedback. Moreover, they can
more realistically comprehend and infer how the user behaves, thinks and feels
through the actual interaction with the output. This is important because all of them
are generating discoveries. In the Prototype stage, the discovery of ‘reality’ in the

Fig. 5 Creating the concept of the USB flash memory by breaking the bias as visualised by
dynamic framing
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physical experience advances learning by recognizing the gap between the object
and the concept.

In the development process of the Wii, released by Nintendo, countless pro-
totypes were generated (Fig. 6). The ideas that the developers thought of were
prototyped using styrene foam and clay, aiming at ‘a design not to be disliked by
anyone’. While creating various things such as super lightweight materials and
single-button design, the developers tried to create a controller that could be used
with one hand like a remote control when a controller for both hands was in common
use at the time (Nintendo 2006a, b). The design of the present controller emerged as
the result of repeated prototyping for the number, the position and the shape of the
buttons with the aim of triggering a ‘reality’ of physical experience.

In this stage, the discoveries are based on thinking and communication mediated
by the substance, the prototype, and the rapid assembly of the model to the next
discovery like a chain. Meinel and Leifer, who provided the four rules of design
thinking, mention ‘The Tangibility Rule: Making Ideas Tangible Always Facilitates
Communication’ (Plattner et al. 2013) as one of tenets of design thinking.

4.5 Test

Finally, Test is the iterative process that provides evaluation and feedback for the
improvement of the solution. This process can be said to be the most critical in
design thinking in terms of human-centred design, because the developers cannot see
whether their ideas and designs or targets are appropriate without feedback on the
idea from the end users. In this stage, the ‘gap’ between the user’s feedback and the
developer’s idea continuously promotes the improvable discovery (Fig. 7).

In the user test of Spotify and SoundCloud, the music streaming service, the
usability of each function was compared and verified from the viewpoint of seven

Fig. 6 Improvement of the remote controller of the Nintendo Wii through prototyping
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items regarding an operation to ‘create a playlist’ (Taylor et al. 2014). While it is true
that developers design their services with confidence, it is also true that there is a
‘gap’ between how users employ the services and how they feel about them. That is
why users can test them in their living environment and make a relative evaluation
with the products and services offered by other companies to refine the output. The
makers may not have the bird’s-eye view of the communication that happens in the
system that they are configuring, but by putting in a third person who gives a
comprehensive and objective outlook and can evaluate the innovation, developers
can pay attention to their blind spot.

Through this Test stage, discoveries are generated based on user feedback about
what is effective and what is not valid for their needs and wants. Based on the
learning, developers can go back to any of the previous stages and make modifica-
tions to the idea. Therefore, testing plays the vital role of generating the reproduction
of discoveries to refine ideas by conducting the process of design thinking again after
a reflecting practice based on user feedback.

5 Conclusion

Design thinking is a method of creating ideas by making use of the sensibility of
designers. It cultivates creativity based on the idea of human-centred design. In this
research, we primarily considered five processes in design thinking by relating them
to the concept of discoveries in Creative System Theory. Future research projects
may be undertaken to gain a more thorough understanding of how the reproduction
of discoveries may be realised with methods, rules and tips in each stage.
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Indigenous Siberian Food Sharing
Networks: Social Innovation
in a Transforming Economy

John P. Ziker and Karen S. Fulk

Abstract The sustainability of indigenous communities in the Arctic, and the
vulnerable households within, is in large part dependent on their continuing food
security. A social food-sharing network within the Ust’-Avam community on the
Taimyr Peninsula in northern Siberia is analyzed for underlying patterns of resilience
and key evolutionarily stable strategies supporting cooperative behavior. Factors
influencing the network include interhousehold relatedness, reciprocal sharing, and
interaction effects. Social association also influences sharing. Evidence for multiple
determinants of food sharing in this sample is discussed in reference to major
evolutionary hypotheses and comparable studies. In sum, the findings illustrate the
robustness of self-organizing distribution networks in an economic context of
uncertainty.

1 Introduction

Anthropologists have documented traditions encouraging generous transfers of
essential foodstuffs among a wide variety of indigenous groups as diverse as the
Hadza of Tanzania (Wood and Marlowe 2013), Ache of Paraguay (Kaplan and Hill
1985) and Apache of southwestern United States (Basso 1996). These traditions of
sharing are conventions that prioritize social relationships, and such customs still are
observed by many indigenous householders in Siberia. The present article identifies
the mechanisms by which sharing networks developed to provide food security
during the economic crisis that ensued following the collapse of the Soviet Union.
Here, we present results from a social network analysis of food sharing events
documented among ten women in the community of Ust’-Avam in 2001, and discuss
these results in light of comparable network analysis studies.
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Ust’-Avam is situated near the confluence of the Avam and Dudypta Rivers on the
Taimyr Peninsula in north central Siberia. Two indigenous peoples are represented in
the community—the Dolgan and the Nganasan—along with a small minority of
ethnic Russians and other former Soviet nationalities. The community is approxi-
mately 250 km by air from the regional center, Dudinka, and 400 km by water from
the large industrial city of Noril’sk (Ziker 2002). Transportation to and from the cities
is expensive and time-constrained, and the community depends primarily on the
production from hunting, fishing, and trapping activities for nutrient dense foods.
Approximately 60% of caloric intake (and almost all the protein) is derived from
local hunting and fishing (Ziker 2014).

Ichikawa (2004) describes three common phases of food sharing for hunter-
gatherers: (1) obligatory sharing after the kill; (2) voluntary sharing of raw meat
(large, first-butchering portions) to those not participating in the kill; and (3) sharing
portions prepared for consumption. Individual decisions and structural constraints
vary across the distribution cycles of large-game kills. Making these distinctions is
important because each phase of distribution is the potential outcome of varying
socio-ecological pressures, and may be dependent on the resources being procured
and residence patterns.

In the Ust’-Avam context, obligatory sharing amongst individuals taking part in
the hunt immediately follows the kill. A second wave of sharing is done after hunters
return to their homes. Normally, the wife or mother of the hunter will manage the
distributions at this phase. Women often share portions with their friends, and they,
in turn, share to their friends. Interhousehold sharing in the third phase of distribution
is also a common occurrence in Ust’-Avam (Ziker and Schnegg 2005). In the present
article, we focus on the second wave of sharing in Ust’-Avam, particularly the
women’s sharing network, whereby food portions are redistributed to households
without a resident hunter. We consider the cross-cultural work on food sharing and
evolutionary hypotheses for cooperation to examine this sharing network. The
research questions can be summarized thus: (1) What is the relative importance of
kinship, reciprocity, indirect reciprocity, demand sharing, and costly signaling in
women’s sharing networks? and (2) How does the evidence for food sharing in
Ust’-Avam compare with other kinds of social networks?

2 Explanatory Hypotheses and Comparative Studies

Studies of food sharing among other hunter-gatherer groups demonstrate a variety of
correlations relevant to explanatory hypotheses for helping behavior, namely: kin
selection, reciprocal altruism, indirect reciprocity, signaling, and demand sharing
(Gurven 2004). Indicators of kinship are linked to food sharing behaviors in numerous
studies. For example, among the Indonesian Lamalera whale hunters, Nolin (2011)
finds that biological kinship is a better predictor of food-sharing relationships than
social kinship (i.e., patrilineage membership). Consanguineal (blood) relatedness
predicts food sharing on Ifaluk Atoll (Betzig and Turke 1986), Ache farmer-foragers
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in Paraguay (Gurven et al. 2001), Hadza hunter-gatherers in Tanzania (Wood and
Marlowe 2013), and Mayangna and Miskito horticulturalists in Nicaragua (Koster and
Leckie 2014). Favoring relatives in food sharing follows the psychology of nepotism
and the predictions of inclusive fitness theory for the evolution of altruistic behaviors
via improved outcomes for descendants and collateral relatives (Hamilton 1964).

According to theory of reciprocal altruism (Trivers 1971), rewards accrue directly
to cooperative individuals, benefits can be delayed and favoring kin is not necessary.
In their work with the reservation Ache, Gurven et al. (2000) find significant positive
correlations between the amounts of food transferred among pairs of families—
demonstrating the contingency component required of reciprocal altruism models.
Reciprocal food sharing has been postulated to be a mechanism that reduces the
variance in daily food intake among regularly cooperating members of a community
through delayed returns (Cashdan 1985; Kaplan and Hill 1985). Nolin (2010) also
finds that reciprocity was the strongest predictor of Lamalera (Indonesia) food
sharing patterns. Similarly, reciprocal altruism is the strongest predictor of the
intensity and balance of interhousehold meal sharing among the Ye’kwana of
Venezuela (Hames and McCabe 2007).

In indirect reciprocity based on image scoring (reputation), individuals invest
only in partners that have sufficiently helped others in the past and who are,
therefore, interested in how others view them (Alexander 1987). Among Ache,
Gurven et al. (2000) find that consistently high food producers give more than
they receive. However, these hunters gain the least on a daily basis because on
any given day they are more likely to have their own supplies. The explanation
Gurven et al. provide for this apparent generosity is that high producers receive
additional food during hard times. Generosity signaling is hypothesized to provide
long-term risk-buffering benefits to the signaler by maintaining social norms of
sharing and may represent indirect reciprocity via image scoring. A recent study of
men and women Martu hunters in the western desert of Australia (Bliege Bird and
Power 2015) also finds support for prosocial signaling. “Those who consistently pay
higher costs to share, [were]. . .not necessarily. . .better hunters,” but they were
“preferred. . .for cooperative hunting” activities (Bliege Bird and Power 2015,
389). Another form of hypothesized indirect reciprocity is generalized reciprocity
(Bshary and Bergmüller 2008). Rather than purposefully investing to receive ben-
efits in the future via a good image score, individuals who receive help simply are
willing to invest into third parties to create a more generous environment. This is
synonymous with the concept of pay it forward, so wonderfully represented in the
film by the same name (Abrams et al. 2000).

The costly signaling model proposes that big-game hunting evolved as part of
competitive displays, rather than as part of provisioning relatives, risk buffering,
signaling, or avoidance of defense costs (Zahavi 1975). Marcel Mauss (1954 [1925])
discusses the obligatory, public, and sometimes antagonistic nature of gifts, partic-
ularly amongst hunter gatherers on the northwest coast of North America, and notes
that this type of gifting is likely a form of costly signaling. Hawkes and Bliege Bird
(2002), using data from Torres Strait Meriam and Tanzanian Hadza, argue that the
distribution of meat can best be seen in light of the evolution of men’s subsistence
work, where “honesty is at a premium” and political alliances contribute to status
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acquisition. Similarly, Smith et al. (2003) find that Meriam turtle hunters gain social
and reproductive benefits via meat distribution, which is consistent with the idea that
hunting is a form of costly signaling. Nolin’s (2012) most recent analysis of sharing
by Lamalera men with leadership positions finds excessive giving by leaders is
consistent with the sharing-as-signaling hypothesis. Among Lamalerans, however,
status did not explain much of the variation in sharing patterns because the
exchanges observed in high-status households were best explained by the same
factors that defined the activities of other households. This pattern suggests that
while multiple mechanisms may operate simultaneously to promote sharing in
Lamalera status acquisition is not driving that system.

When the consumption of food stores exhibits declining marginal value to the
producer, then marginal portions are worth more to other individuals who have no
food. As a result, there may be a cost associated with defending these food reserves
and a producer should relinquish marginal portions to other individuals if the price of
defense is greater than the additional value gained by others. Blurton Jones (1984)
refers to this as tolerated scrounging. An additional prediction of this model is that
the disparity in amounts should be low, since portions are given out until the
marginal consumption value or utility is equal for all potential recipients
(Winterhalder 1996). For example, Bliege Bird et al. (2002) find that the marginal
valuation of the food to the acquirer conditioned Meriam sharing, but is only weakly
affected by harvest variance—leading the authors to conclude that sharing on Mer
does not function to reduce foraging risk. Similarly, Peterson’s (1993) concept of
demand sharing emphasizes the social and symbolic significance of requests for food
and other resources. While acknowledging its correspondence to the tolerated-
scrounging model, Peterson views demand sharing as part of a wider testing
behavior that is used to establish relationships by incurring debt. Both tolerated
scrounging and costly signaling models are more egocentric in their hypothesized
benefits than are the kinship, reciprocal altruism, indirect reciprocity, and generosity
signaling models. However, economic need can intersect with kinship to drive
sharing without the presence of tolerated theft or demand sharing, as Koster
(2011) demonstrates for the Mayangna and Miskito horticulturalists in Nicaragua.

Most empirical research on indigenous food sharing networks indicates a multi-
plicity of mechanisms at play (Nolin 2012). The particular combination of sharing
strategies in any given society is likely to make the most sense when viewed in light
of the local socio-ecology of food production and embeddedness in surrounding
economies and societies. A case in point is Elspeth Ready’s (2016) consideration of
the multiplicity of mechanisms in food sharing as demonstrated in the northern
Canadian community of Kangiqsujuaq. Ready finds that food sharing did not serve a
single function, such as reciprocity. Instead, she argues that food sharing “emerge
[d] as a complex of social, political and economic phenomen[a] that accomplishe
[d] different [objectives] for actors based on their social position[s]” (Ready 2016,
155). The network approach adopted in Ready’s research highlights the conjugate
role of individual decisions and structural constraints on the economic strategies
available to households. Her detailed analysis demonstrates that the benefits of food
sharing are concentrated among high income/high harvest households—those who
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are able to give the most. Likewise, a basic premise of the Ust’-Avam research is that
a multiplicity of factors informs decisions to share food beyond the household. What
these factors are and how they change during each phase of sharing, is of interest to
the comparative studies of network organization.

3 Methods

John Ziker’s (JPZ) research in the Ust’-Avam community comprised a sum of
36 months from 1994 through 2007. During field trips in 2001 and 2003, Ziker
investigated the primary distributions of hunters and their respective households
(Ziker et al. 2015), as well as women’s sharing patterns discussed here. Women
residing in a household without a hunter (n ¼ 10) were asked to complete a diary
(a survey developed specifically for this investigation) by making entries for 7 days,
every 3 weeks. Diary responses and the results of interviews and observations JPZ
conducted over a 12-week period (August–October 2001) were combined with
community census and genealogical data for our analyses. These data included
162 distributions among 69 household dyads. One report from August 2002 and
the remainder of the 2003 data were not included in this analysis.

To analyze the independent variables influencing the Ust’-Avam sharing patterns
we used matrix regression, specifically the MRQAP (double-Dekker semi-
partialling) process in UCINET (Borgatti Everett and Freeman 2002). Genealogies
were analyzed in the Descent program (Hagen 2007). The independent variables
used in the matrix regressions included: kinship, calculated as the maximum gene-
alogical relatedness between households (rmax), the transpose of the dependent
variable matrix representing reciprocal food transfers (reciprocity), ego-to-sharer
returned gifts in non-food goods and services (returned gifts), sharer-to-ego visita-
tion frequency (social association), the differences in the number of active individ-
ual sharers in sharing households (active sharers differences), and the differences in
the number of total household occupants (occupant differences). These variables
were used to represent the predictions derived from explanatory hypotheses (Gurven
2004; Ziker and Schnegg 2005). Interhousehold kinship and reciprocal food sharing
were relevant to kin selection (Hamilton 1964) and reciprocal altruism (Trivers
1971), respectively. The returned gifts variable was relevant to the costly signaling
hypothesis (Zahavi 1975).

We also included the differences in the number of active sharers in each house-
hold as a control variable. Obviously, if more than one individual in each household
was sharing, the frequency of food shared could be greater than in households with
only one sharer. The differences in the total number of household members for each
household represented in the sample were used to provide indices of relative need
(Blurton Jones 1984). The sharer-to-ego visitation frequency provided an indepen-
dent measure of social association (following Koster and Leckie 2014). Finally, we
checked an additional attribute matrix: the sum of active individual sharers in sharing
households. This variable was relevant to the hypothesized risk-buffering function of
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reciprocal altruism, but it was an insignificant predictor of the food sharing in this
sample.

4 Results

The following independent variable matrices were found to individually predict the
overall food sharing pattern (see Table 1): maximum genealogical relatedness
between households (rmax), reciprocal food transfers (reciprocity), ego-to-sharer
returned gifts in non-food goods and services (returned gifts), sharer-to-ego visita-
tion frequency (social association), and the differences in the number of active
individual sharers in sharing households (active sharers differences). The variables
in Table 1 were arranged by the strength of each individual model’s R2, and provided
an indication of the relative magnitude of the variance explained in the frequency of
sharing.

Taken alone, each of the main independent variable’s effects tells a limited story.
To explore underlying patterns in more detail, we introduced interaction terms using
the product of each pair of independent variable matrices. The new set of matrix
regressions included the paired main effects along with their interaction to reveal
more about the structural features underlying the pattern. Finally, a series of com-
bined models were generated to arrive at a model that explained the most variation in
the derivative sharing network with the least number of variables. Our best, com-
bined model (see Table 2) included the following main effects and one interaction:
interhousehold genealogical relatedness (rmax), reciprocal food transfers (reciproc-
ity), the dissimilarity in number of active household members (active sharers
differences), an interaction term (rmax � reciprocity), and sharer-to-ego visitation
frequency (social association). The model R2¼ 0.117 ( p< 0.001) indicated that this
set of independent variables explained 12% of the variance in the total food sharing
pattern.

Two things were noted about this combinedmodel when it was compared to the main
effects presented in Table 1. First, the variable representing the frequency of returned
gifts, which appeared to be strong in the individual results, dropped out of significance
(also found in Ziker et al. 2015).When we included the frequency of returned gifts in the
model, the overall model coefficient was unchanged and the standardized variable

Table 1 Variance explained
for interhousehold food
transfers (main effects)

Independent variables Model R2

Kinship (rmax) 0.072***

Reciprocity 0.052***

Returned gifts 0.014**

Social Association 0.013**

Active sharers differences 0.012**

Occupant differences 0.001a

** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, a not significant p > 0.05
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coefficient (p¼ 0.135)was not statistically significant. The fact that this variable dropped
out of significance in the multiple regression model indicates that the variation in food
sharing explained by returned gifts was better understood by other variables. This had
obvious implications for the hypotheses under consideration. Second, the interaction
between kinship and reciprocity was statistically significant, and it remained in the
combined model along with the main effects of kinship and reciprocity. Ziker and
Schnegg (2005) and Ziker et al. (2015) found a similar interaction in food shared at
meals and in the primary distributions in Ust’-Avam. In both studies, this effect
represented something more than generous giving to kin—likely childcare and meat
pooling among extended households, respectively. Correspondingly, Axelrod and
Hamilton (1981) theorized that kinship could help initiate systems of reciprocity in
small groups.

The combined model in Table 2 shows that interhousehold relatedness
(as measured by the strongest genealogical link between households) was statisti-
cally the most significant variables to explain the food sharing pattern. The number
of active sharers in each household pair, a control variable, was also significant. In
addition, reciprocal food sharing, the interaction of kinship and reciprocity, and the
social association indicator were relevant variables in this network. Uncooked
portions of meat and fish provided to egos by other households were shared to
additional households by the pathways of kinship and social association (friendship).
Unlike many ethnographically documented food-sharing networks, status striving
(as measured by gifts returned) did not appear to be a factor in conditioning resource
flows in this network. While reciprocal exchange could have indeed have functioned
to serve risk buffering in the network, it appeared that kinship and friendship ties
manifest as the predominant criteria by which partner choice operated for resource
redistribution in this data set.

5 Discussion

A few words from the sharing diaries of the women in Ust’-Avam would help to
contextualize these findings. Regarding the question, “Why did you share? What do
you get out of sharing?” answers include: “Pleasure, joy”; “Nina also shared”; “I
simply gave it when I was outside”; “You need meat, just take it”; and “She’s a

Table 2 Best combined model for frequency of interhousehold food transfers

Independent variables Unstandardized coefficient Standardized coefficient

Kinship (rmax) 0.720 0.210***

Active sharers differences 0.024 0.122**

Reciprocal food transfers 0.126 0.126**

rmax � reciprocity 0.161 0.053*

Social Association 0.085 0.053*

* p < 0.05 ** p < 0.01 *** p < 0.001
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neighbor, I simply gifted it.” Regarding the question “What did you or do you do for
the person who shared?” answers include: “I thanked them”; “I give to her too—if
she has it she gives it to me and if I have it I give it to her”; and “Together we drank
tea, ate breakfast, and went to gather berries.” As can be seen here, there are a
combination of factors that lead to sharing, but the desire to attain status or leverage
over other households is not among them. This finding is consistent with traditional
knowledge about sharing patterns in the community (Ziker et al. 2015).

Comparing the results of three food sharing studies in Ust’-Avam, we find that the
women’s food sharing network is influenced by some of the same variables that
condition the network of primary distributions as reported by hunters (Ziker et al.
2015) and the consumption events observed by JPZ in 1994 through 1997 (Ziker
2002; Ziker and Schnegg 2005). There are important distinctions that illustrate the
relevance of sharing phase. One difference relates to the inclusion of the rmax � rec-
iprocity interaction. Ziker et al. (2015) report that when the rmax � reciprocity
interaction is added into a combined model for primary distributions with the
main effects, the coefficient on the main effect of reciprocity changes signs from
positive to negative, indicating that the frequency of food sharing by hunters
increases as reciprocal sharing by recipient households decreases. This result pro-
vides evidence for three hypothesized kinds of sharing: (1) nepotistic food sharing;
(2) food sharing increasing with reciprocal relationships between related households;
and (3) food sharing as indirect reciprocity, as either generosity signaling (Gurven
et al. 2000; Bliege Bird and Power 2015) or indirect reciprocity (i.e., paying it
forward) (Bshary and Bergmüller 2008).

We find the analogous effects for the first two types of sharing in this women’s
sharing network, but the opposite effect for the third type. There is a positive
correlation between interhousehold relatedness and food sharing, as well as a
positive correlation between food sharing and the interaction of interhousehold
relatedness and reciprocal sharing. However, when controlling for kinship and the
interaction effect in our final model, the sign on reciprocal sharing remains positive.
This indicates that reciprocal sharing (i.e., giving back) with relatedness held
constant is the predominant pathway, rather than indirect reciprocity. Furthermore,
since we are controlling for differences in the number of household members
participating in the network sample, social association, and gifts returned, it is likely
that such reciprocal sharing is related to a risk-buffering function, rather than from
incurring debt for prestige (Hawkes and Bliege Bird 2002; Nolin 2012; Smith Bliege
Bird and Bird 2003).

Overall, household economic need appears to be prompting the later phases of
food sharing (i.e., meal sharing), rather than the earlier phases. Although providing
goods or services back to givers is individually predictive in the primary distribution
and women’s sharing networks, it drops out of significance in the combined models,
thereby suggesting that this effect is part of the reciprocal relationships households
have as kin or friends, rather than payback for food transfers or status-seeking
activities as predicted by the costly signaling hypothesis. All in all, in Ust’-Avam
sharing is more prosocial and less influenced by egocentric pathways.
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One limitation of this study is that it is based on a partial snowball sample of the
community. Although our analysis finds several independent variables that are
highly significant predictors of flows, the use of social network variables (as in
Ready 2016) is not justified without a complete network of the community. This may
be why the amount of total variation explained is low. Future studies should integrate
network statistics from a complete network sample to test the relative importance of
network position of households versus other kinds of independent variables (such as
the interhousehold relatedness) as analyzed here.

A second limitation of our study is in comparing the novel sharing patterns
developed in this economically challenged community with that of other remote
groups. While our study relies heavily on the foundational research of traditional
hunter-gatherer groups, comparisons with more industrialized populations need
further exploration. For example, there are similarities in some of the patterns of
sharing behaviors identified in online communities and those found in our study.
Virtual networks enable people to overcome distance constraints and garner access
to a broader range of resources, making them a conduit for social innovation. While
status striving is often an attribute of members in online groups (Hanson and Jiang
2016; Utz and Jankowski 2016), it is not the only reason for group participation.
Porter et al. (2011) report that status striving is but one of the common needs
fulfilled—others being information seeking, desire to help others, relationship build-
ing, belonging, enjoyment, and social identity. In short, participation in virtual
networks permits individuals to fulfill psychological needs, whether utilitarian or
hedonic (Hanson and Jiang 2016; Porter et al. 2011; Utz and Jankowski 2016).
Using this terminology, when looking at the women’s sharing network in Ust’--
Avam, partner selection through kinship and social association likely fulfills hedonic
needs, while reciprocity fulfills more utilitarian functions.

Regardless of an individual’s motivation, successful virtual networks, like those
of face-to-face systems, require membership participation and contribution. Porter
et al. (2011) note that successful virtual networks demonstrate reciprocity through
member contributions—allowing individual fulfillment of needs—and when mem-
ber needs are supported, group trust increases. Once trust is established an environ-
ment exists to foster cooperation and continued sharing within the group. Further
work should look at the relationship between online sharing and the sharing of
material resources. When considering multiplex networks, communication and
material flows are likely candidates for theoretically relevant interactions.

6 Conclusion

Following Ichikawa’s (2004) typology, we find that the second phase of food
distribution operating through women’s networks in Ust’-Avam is a kind of social
innovation facilitating household resilience in the face of change. In the Ust’-Avam
women’s network, kinship, reciprocity, and social association are the predomi-
nant pathways by which food is shared beyond the household. These food sharing
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events appear to be driven by social relationships and cooperation, rather than status
striving in the Ust’-Avam community.

Importantly, this research illustrates how traditional sharing strategies structure
community resilience. Since the demise of its planned economy following the 1991
collapse of the USSR, cooperation among community members has been essential
for survival in this remote Siberian Arctic location. We hypothesized that successive
waves of food sharing serve complementary economic and social functions. Food
sharing helps to establish and maintain these important social ties, providing a buffer
against the unpredictable economic conditions. This social innovation of food
sharing provides a safety net for vulnerable households and is founded in multiple
evolutionarily stable strategies promoting cooperation.
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Protecting New Zealand Native Birds: An
Investigation of Founder Motivations
in the Squawk Squad Collaborative
Innovation Network

Stephen J. Thorpe and Leanne Bint

Abstract Student social enterprise is an ideal breeding ground for Collaborative
Innovation Networks (COINs) to thrive. Students and graduates are fresh with learning,
are tech savvy, have uncolonised minds, and they default to working in non-hierarchical
cooperative ways when working with their peers. This paper identifies the motivations
of the founders still involved in the Squawk Squad initiative in New Zealand. Squawk
Squad is a new social enterprise using smart sensors, modern trapping technologies, and
a wider social network to tackle the problem of pests decimating the populations of
endangered native birds. The ideas behind this social enterprise were developed by a
team at a local start up week-end, and within 6 months, the team had launched a
successful Kickstarter Campaign that brought in three and a half times its target.
Interviews were conducted with two of the founding members to identify what moti-
vated them to work on and grow the initiative without clear tangible rewards. Themes
were identified using open coding, and seven motivational concepts were identified.
Many of the themes identified will not be new to those involved in COINs research and
its applications. However, this investigation does provide an interesting case study and
may provide a new contribution regarding the role of technology and social networks in
the democratization of conservation in New Zealand. This may have further relevance to
academics and practitioners seeking to foster and grow student social enterprise and
seeking to harness the power of the swarm and collaborative innovation networks.
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1 Introduction

One of the joys of creating student enterprise activities outside of the classroom, such
as the AUT Kickstart Weekend at the Auckland University of Technology in
New Zealand, is that the amazing can occur. The Kickstart Weekend is an event
part of a suite of student enterprise and innovation activities on campus that is all
about creating a safe container where many things can come together—learning, fun,
randomness, fear of the unknown, serendipity, ideas, knowledge, diversity, pas-
sion—and they mix together under the pressure of a facilitated process as essential
ingredients in network building and transformation. Bringing together students with
different skills, smart brains, great vision, and lots of goodwill creates an opening for
the possible and the new to be created.

Innovation weekends, like the one at our university, are happening the world over,
and they bring people together who wouldn’t otherwise meet. They create fresh
networking and learning opportunities. People swarm around an idea during these
events. Often after the event is over, the effort to maintain and drive the initiative
further dissipates. Some, however, take a on a life of their own, grow and develop, and
quickly generate a following. One such weekend ignited something special for Fraser
McConnell, Alex Hannon, Racheal Herlihy and five others in their team as they
transformed the beginnings of an idea into a viable solution at the Startup Weekend
Auckland in November 2016. The formula that took the team to the winning podium
brought together the three worlds of conservation, technology, and social media to
tackle the threat of introduced pests decimating New Zealand’s native birds. The
Squawk Squad solution involved a combination of modern trap technology, smart
sensors, solar powered base stations, satellite connectivity, and a mobile social
platform that allows people to buy a trap, or take a part-share in one, and to receive
updates when their trap has successfully eradicated a pest.

1.1 The Uniqueness of New Zealand’s Native Birds

The land mass of New Zealand broke away from Gondwana around 65 million years
ago. Ever since it broke from what is today’s Antarctica, it has been an isolated
island free from large mammals. It has developed a rich and unique range of plants,
fungi, and animals. The level of distinctive biodiversity is as high as such world-
renowned ecosystems as the Galapagos Islands; the ecosystem that fascinated the
naturalist Charles Darwin and inspired his contributions to the science and theory of
evolution.

For reasons that are not yet apparent, New Zealand was not inhabited by many
mammals (only two species of bats). Instead, our fauna became dominated by birds
and insects. Birds became the predators, the scavengers, the herbivores, and the
insectivores. They lived everywhere from the highest mountains to the seashore.
With few predators, many lost the ability to fly and became ground dwellers. Insects
evolved to extremes of the big and small, and occupied a range of habitats.
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Since the arrival of humans, introduced pests have thrived in the rich and
predator-free environment. The combination of opossums, stoats, ferrets and rats
now sees an estimated 25 million native birds killed each year in the country’s
wildlife reserves and forests. Of the 196 native species (Taylor and Smith 1997)
56 bird species have been lost forever, and 77 are now on the endangered list,
including the kiwi, the nation’s national symbol (Hitchmough et al. 2007).

The default approach of the Department of Conservation to tackling this problem
is the controversial dropping of 1080 poison, initiated in the 1970s. 1080 is a poison
that mammals are particularly susceptible to. However, ethical issues aside, the cost
and distribution of the poison across 30% of the country’s land mass, much of it
in remote inaccessible areas, produces challenges of its own. Despite a range of
community and grass-roots conservation efforts over the years, the pests are still
winning. The Squawk Squad initiative brings a new innovation, a digital mind-set,
and fresh thinking to the task, and seeks to place conservation directly into the hands
of the population through their mobile devices.

1.2 Collaborative Innovation Networks

Collaborative Innovation Networks (COINs) are self-organizing groups of intrinsi-
cally motivated people who get together to create something radically new (Gloor
2006). While they may occasionally meet face-to-face, they mostly collaborate over
the Internet to innovate and change the world. Defined by Peter Gloor (2006) as “a
cyberteam of self-motivated people with a collective vision, enabled by the Web to
collaborate in achieving a common goal by sharing ideas, information, and work”
(p. 4). Typical traits of COINs include internal transparency, sharing, and direct
communication. COINs are ideal in social innovation as they see the initiators come
together around a shared vision, they are altruistically motivated to tackle a problem,
and they aim to bring about significant change.

Gloor (2006) identifies the five essential elements of collaborative innovation
networks: evolve from learning networks; feature sound ethical principles; are based
on trust and self-organization; make knowledge accessible to everyone; and operate
in internal honesty and transparency.

1.3 Student Enterprise and Founder Resilience

Uncovering the factors that contribute to founder resilience, especially following a
collaborative innovation network-generating event such as a kickstart weekend, is
important to identifying what influences ongoing success. A range of factors come
into play after the energy and excitement of the event fades. Study, work, family,
sport, church, and a raft of other commitments can take precedence. Such is the case
with the Squawk Squad winning team of eight members dwindling to a core of three
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founders. Many questions surface, such as, what does this team do differently? What
is keeping them going? What is driving them internally that sees the initiative
continue? What were the barriers for others that were in the winning team that
didn’t see them continue in the core team? How do the remaining founders see their
role moving forward?

These questions have led to the creation of the study in this paper, along with a
desire to identify the important learning opportunities that do sustain a social
initiative once the excitement, energy and container of an event conclude. Under-
standing founder resilience may contribute to developing more effective processes
and thus better facilitate social innovation. If articulated and known, then perhaps
they can be identified and replicated in future social enterprise endeavors and
contribute to the knowledge of known success factors in social enterprise startups
(Katre and Salipante 2012).

2 Method

Open coding was used to identify concepts within the transcripts of interviews
undertaken with two of the founders of Squawk Squad. The development of the
motivational concepts were intended to be both exploratory and explanatory. There
was a desire to explore what the founders themselves might describe as guiding their
own experience. Our aim was to integrate aspects of what was already known about
how collaborative innovation networks form and evolve with what might be unique
from the lens of this particular student social enterprise.

2.1 Research Question

The research question was: what motivations have driven the growth and develop-
ment of the Squawk Squad initiative?

2.2 Research Design

Social entrepreneurs are reflective practitioners (Schön 1993). They “think in action;
that is, they practice while reflecting mindfully on their actions, in order to contin-
uously improve both their theories and their practices” (Martin and Osberg 2015,
p. 6). They are interested in improving their own practice and the ongoing sustain-
ability and functioning of the team they work within.

As the initiators and hub of Squawk Squad, the founders were central to the study
and were considered as experts who would be able to reflectively articulate their own
experiences, and common synthesized themes would surface through interviews.
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The intent of the research design was to explore the founders’ motivations and ways
of looking at things; their experiences would be at the heart of the data generated. As
the nature of personal motivation can be highly contextual and subjective, the
investigation needed to be exploratory to identify any underlying attitudes, beliefs,
and traits that were shaping the initiative’s success. There was a need to identify the
shared concepts by looking for patterns within and across the interviews, and to
identify how they linked to each other as shared constructs that supported the
ongoing resilience of the core team.

2.3 Open Coding Technique

The transcripts were brought together and coded using open coding techniques
(Lincoln and Guba 1985; Strauss and Corbin 1990). Open coding involves “the
naming and categorization of phenomena through close examination of data”
(Strauss and Corbin 1990, p. 62). The aim of the coding of each criterion was to
develop clusters, and ultimately category titles, that would capture the meaning of
the motivations provided. A strength of this approach is that open coding is key to
keeping the contribution and voice of the participants at the forefront of the synthe-
sis. Open coding is an accepted approach in Grounded Theory (Glaser and Strauss
1967), combining a pragmatic and interpretivist philosophy.

3 Results and Discussion

From the synthesis of the coding, merging, and categorization, a set of seven
motivation concepts were identified.

Table 1 presents a concise set of motivational concepts identified within the
interviews with the Squawk Squad founders. These are not intended to be exhaus-
tive, but to represent a synthesis of those identified by the founders involved in the
study. Each of the categories and criteria are articulated further with the following
descriptions.

Table 1 Motivational concepts of founders

Concept Description

Learning Both from others and the needs of the initiative

Educating A desire to take learnings to others

Problem orientation Focusing on the problem rather than attachment to a solution

Sharing of knowledge A non-hierarchical and open approach

Driven with a goal Driven members with a significant stretch goal calling them forward

Shared values It’s not about the money

Energy Underpinned by freedom and creativity
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3.1 Motivators

Learning Learning was considered an important motivational concept for the
founders. Being together with different people and the needs of the new initiative
led to opportunities for learning exchange and the need for just-in-time learning.
These were opportunities that wouldn’t otherwise have been experienced.

I’ve been doing a lot of our website and things like that, which is a lot of fun and lots of
learning. So I’ve been learning different languages to get on that and part of the [learning]
process. P1

I get to learn in the process as well, good to learn lots of different skills, learn about our birds,
it’s all win-win for me. P1

I’ve learnt so much. . .everything you learn needs to be used right then and there. It’s not just
learning just in case, it’s learning just in time. Everything sticks with you so much more. P2

More than just skills and knowledge, team learning was also seen as an important:

I’ve learnt a lot around probably team management has been really interesting. And people
management in general. P1

Educating A deep motivation within the conception of the initiative was seeing a
gap in the knowledge of young New Zealanders.

So we want to start doing an educational piece and go out and educate about predator-free
New Zealand, about our birds, about pests and about the Squawk Squad initiative. P1

We’re going out to engage school’s through Squawk Squad so we want to, for example, get
two year twelves in each school in the region that we install the project. They can come with
us to install the project and see what conservation looks like in the field and on the ground.
We can educate them throughout the day. . .they can take that back to the schools and speak
at assemblies. P2

. . .we actually educate a younger generation on what conservation means and how to protect
our wildlife. P2

I was in a school in Wanaka today educating them on Squawk Squad and conservation and
what predator-free New Zealand means. It’s awesome to see how enthusiastic these young
awesome kiwis are. P2

A Problem Focus One of the founders said that defining and focusing on the
problem, not the solution, was a guiding motivator for him and he wanted to instill
it in the team as a way of working together. For him it meant that addressing the
problem was of primary importance, and there was less attachment to the solutions
developed or how to get there. This meant they didn’t get stuck on particular things
or became demotivated.
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For me the biggest thing was really what is the problem we are trying to solve?... I was solely
around what is the problem we are trying to solve. Which was saving as many birds as
possible and engaging as many New Zealanders as possible. The more we can work on
achieving or better solving that problem is what kept us moving. P2

That’s what made it really easy for us is focusing on the problem not the solution and it
wasn’t about the money. P2

Sharing of Knowledge Although there is a clear, passionate creator of the initial
idea within the team, they take a non-hierarchical approach to their knowledge-
sharing among the team members.

We’ve got a really cool team and everyone shares knowledge really well I find, so we’ve set
up a group Facebook [page] and the team members will share different books they’re reading
or ‘you should check out this Ted Talk’. We’re always chat-ting about that and it’s always a
really interesting conversation between the team. . . P1

We’ve got a collaborative and very open team which is cool. P2

Driven with a Goal Being driven internally and seeing others in the same light
came through in the interviews.

We’re all quite driven, and yeah, I find sometimes I struggle to work on different things but
Squawk Squad I could work on all night. I just don’t know, I’m just passionate about it. P1

A contributor motivation and also providing team alignment is the articulation of
their stretch goal.

So we have got quite big goals. We want to in—I want to say 3 years, but it could be five,
three maybe—we want to have engaged 100,000 people and yeah, we just want to get it
running nationwide. P1

The attractor was definitely the bigger picture in how can we help New Zealand in a bigger
and forward-thinking way?. . .that was the attractor. P2

Shared Values Several values resonated for the founding members. One of those
values strongly evident was the altruistic and selfless virtue of not being in it for the
money.

What we are doing is a benefit for New Zealand and it’s not a money-driven project so
people are a lot more willing to listen to us. . . they seem to be more willing to share what
we’re up to as well. P1

We set a bunch of criteria to run off and it was really quickly that we decided that this wasn’t
going to be about the money. This wasn’t about zeros at the end of our wage. This wasn’t
about the success we were going to achieve for ourselves. We wanted to do something bigger
than ourselves. P2
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For me, I think actually for the team in general, the ones that have stayed, especially, that we
were attracted to an idea that was actually making a difference rather than money—we’re
purpose over profit, that’s what we kind of go by. P1

For me I think that [the values] is the main driver for sure as there’s no money in it at the
moment so that’s the only driver. P1

I truly believe in trying to make a difference than making a dollar. P2

I will continue to work on it just without money, or hopefully with money, but I’ll just do it
because I love it. P1

Involving Community The other aspect identified and described as a value was in
the way they worked together on involving the community. While it was seen as an
important aspect to value and to include in their working approach, it was also linked
to achieving the initiative’s purpose.

You know, you could have run the risk of assuming it’s a good idea and spent hours building
it but instead with kickstarter we’ve built a community there and validated it. P1

We have plans for when we do our installing, we want to invite those backers to come along
on the day and be a part of that because that’s very much what Squawk Squad is. The
community. Without our community we are nothing, so we need those people. The more
they can be involved, I’m sure the more they will share it as well and get more people
involved, and hopefully everyone’s out there helping rid the pests. P1

They are also out there spreading the word because they want it to be successful so that they
get their reward, they get their trap and their t-shirt and whatever, so you kind of create these
little brand ambassadors and they’re out there doing the work for you, which is amazing. P1

We only look to make the data that we provide the feedback that we provide more and more
engaging. P2

Energy Energy was identified as a motivator.

Whenever I have a phone call with any of them, I have this burst of energy and I just start
working on Squawk Squad. P1

And I think as well our team, there is an energy and I think it just comes down to us being
passionate about being passionate New Zealanders as well. P1

For one of the founders, the energy motivator also saw its roots embedded in
freedom and creativity. Having the opportunity to follow through on an idea, to see it
supported by others, and to put it into action and see it contribute to the initiative
generated vitality.

I really loved the startup energy and the freedom that I actually can be creative. I’ll come up
with an idea and I’ll send that through to the team and they’re like, ‘cool let’s try that, why
not?’ whereas I don’t think you’d have as much freedom if you were working under a big
corporate. P1
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And again, it’s that energy. You know, everyone’s excited and passionate about what they
are working on and it’s too early for dreams to be crushed. P1

The role of external validation wasn’t considered a strong motivator by the
founders. However, given their success in exceeding their $20,000 kickstarter goal
by bringing in $70,000, along with TV and radio coverage, and an invitation to
TEDx Youth, it would be hard to see the external validation not playing a contrib-
uting role in the ongoing motivation of the team. External validation has certainly
provided momentum to the initiative, if not the founders themselves.

We had a target of twenty thousand and we hit that in 10 days. . .so I contacted Forest and
Bird and said ‘hey look, we’ve still got 20 days left of our campaign, we could potentially
fund enough for another project. Do you have any sanctuaries in mind? P1

This led to the kickstarter campaign funding three more projects, taking the
initiative beyond a sanctuary in the Auckland region to becoming a national
campaign.

So we went from thirty thousand to raising just over seventy thousand by the end of our
campaign, so we were pretty stoked by that. P1

It’s been pretty quick but everyone says they’re quite impressed with how fast we’ve moved,
and actually we did have team members that struggled with the fast pace; they just weren’t
used to that so they’ve dropped out from that. P1

The Department of Conservation ended [up] writing about us on their website saying wewere
the most inspiring and innovative group there, and I think they are quite excited by a young
group that are coming through in a space that’s predominantly an older sort of person. P1

The next steps for Squawk Squad involve the public launch of their mobile
platform in November and the efforts to grow their collaborative learning network
and expand the network of interest. As these expand, it will be worthwhile seeing
how the motivations of the founders change over time, as well as the impact from the
concretization of an organizational structure.

4 Conclusion

For those involved in student social enterprise, Collaborative Innovation Networks
(COINs) provide a useful framework for considering long-term success. The study
in this paper identified seven motivational concepts that can be encouraged as
student social enterprises form and evolve. It provides some validation that follow-
ing a collaborative innovation framework provides a useful roadmap for the next
steps in the journey following a startup or hackathon style event designed to bring
innovative new ideas, fresh thinking, and people together to tackle problems.

Emerging technologies and the rise of a digitized and connected world will
continue to offer new and innovative ways of tackling some of our shared challenges
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in our environment and wider society. At the intersections of technology, data, and
mobile connectivity, new opportunities arise, and we seek effective ways to assist
people through processes and knowledge to effectively work together.

Orientating to shared values, having an open and shared approach to learning,
focusing on the problem, energizing one another, and involving the community have
all been motivators for the founders of the Squawk Squad initiative. These are likely
to be common to many successful social enterprise initiatives and are worth making
explicit within the process of an initiative’s development moving forward.

For practitioners seeking to foster and grow student social enterprise, consider
harnessing the power of the swarm and collaborative innovation networks. Like the
bees, let’s see them take an innovative idea to reality through their swarm and
learning network, and go out and make the world anew.
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Analyzing the Evolution of World Cultures
Through Epic Stories: From Gilgamesh
to Games of Thrones

Peter Praeder, Gloria Volkmann, and Peter A. Gloor

Abstract We study humanity’s attitude towards violence by looking at the plots of
110 epics in Wikipedia. Starting with Gilgamesh dated 2100 BC, and ending with
Games of Thrones firmly anchored in the twenty-first century we analyze the plot
section of each epic described in Wikipedia, using different automatic sentiment
analysis tools such as LIWC and IBM Watson ToneAnalyzer and
AlchemyLanguage to calculate average sentiment. We find an increase in positive
sentiment over the centuries, confirming Steven Pinker’s theory of a reduction in
overall violence despite a still high potential for conflicts in today’s globalized
interconnected fast changing world; indicating growing societal resilience towards
violence. We also find more positive emotion in Asian and African epics.

1 Introduction and Related Work

The goal of this project is to investigate if humankind’s attitude towards violence has
changed over the last 4000 years. According to the arguments made by psychologist
Steve Pinker in his seminal book “The Better Angels of Our Nature” (Pinker 2011),
humanity is becoming less and less violent. Pinker shows that tribal warfare was nine
times as deadly, and the murder rate in medieval Europe thirty times higher than it is
today. This decrease in violence is still on-going, with today’s wars killing a fraction
of the people killed by wars in the past. In a 2015 update to his book Pinker shows
that this trend of decreasing violence is continuing, with homicide rates further
dropping, as are rape and violence against children.In earlier work (Gloor et al.
2015) we used Wikipedia as a “socioscope” to study different aspects of intercultural
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human evolution. We drew on different-language Wikipedias to provide a mirror of
today’s historical understanding of World history by different cultures (Kleeb et al.
2012), to measure differences in gender equality (Marcos de Oliveira and Gloor
2016), and track emotionality and positivity in sentiment in different-language news,
and assess whether war and conquest or science and art are considered more
important in different cultures and identify the most influential thought leaders
(Frick et al. 2013).

In this project we apply our Wikipedia-based approach to the longitudinal study
of violence, as expressed in World literature with the goal of analyzing the evolution
of humankind’s attitude towards violence by using literature as a mirror of human
society and its values. Art and literature, specifically, produces subjectively modu-
lated images of the real world and experiences made in the world. However, as those
subjective images and experiences are shaped not only by internal conflicts, con-
cerns and wishes of the producing artist, but also by relations of the artist to other
people, relations to nature, traditions of ancestors passed on, spiritual forces imag-
ined and believed in, and whatever the artist and society anticipates might happen in
the future, those images are shaped by society and thus mirror our societies and
culture (Carrol 2017). To investigate humankind’s attitude towards violence
expressed in world literature over time we analyzed the plots of 110 epics through
their representation in Wikipedia.

Epics are poetic narratives of length and complexity that center around deeds of
grandeur or heroism of significance to the community (Beissinger et al. 1999). Thus
epic poems are a literature genre that most likely reflects the tensions, conflicts, and
moral codes of society (Carrol 2017). They thus also mirror the evolution of human
societies and their attitude towards violence.

The epics in Wikipedia start with “Gilgamesh”which was written in ancient Syria
sometime between 2100 and 1500 BC, and end with Games of Throne.1 Our
hypothesis is that if Pinker is right, a change in humankind’s attitude to violence
should also be reflected in world literature. Thus either epics and in accordance the
language used to describe the plots of epics, might get less violent—which is hard to
believe considering all the violence used in the most modern epos “Games of
Thrones”—or the opposite is to be observed, namely that violence moved from the
real world into the fantasy world of epics and might be going up. In addition to the
main focus of this study, the evolution of humankind’s attitude towards violence,
this study also seeks to answer the question whether the description of the plot of an
epic in Wikipedia is suitable for automatic sentiment analysis. Wikipedians strive to
write in a style they call “NPOV” (Neutral Point of View), trying to be as factual as
possible. We hypothesize that this might work to our advantage, as the plot is
described in more general language through the neutral eyes of the Wikipedia
editors, one step removed from the artistic prose of the original author.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Game_of_Thrones
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2 Method

We analyzed the plots of the world’s major epics available in Wikipedia by
collecting all articles categorized in the English Wikipedia as “Epic_poems”. The
English Wikipedia contains 178 articles in this category. Each of the Wikipedia
entries for an epic contains a “plot” section where the storyline of the epic is
described. We analyzed the language used within these sections by means of natural
language processing methods with regard to the tendency towards violence of
an epic.

For natural language processing, only the articles with more than 300 words of
text in the plot were included, leading in the end to 110 articles with a “plot”
descriptive enough to provide a basis for our content analysis. The limit of
300 words was derived from the recommendation of the LIWC manual (Pennebaker
et al. 2001), indicating that meaningful sentiment analysis needs at least that many
words.

The plots were extracted and linguistically analyzed with regard to violence
tendencies by means of three different types of “tone information” that can be
derived from text: emotional tone (i.e. anger, fear, joy, sadness, and disgust), author
social tendencies (i.e. big five psychological author personally traits: Agreeableness,
Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Emotional range, Openness) and language style
(i.e. analytical tone, tentative tone, confident tone). For this purpose three automatic
sentiment analysis tools, namely LIWC and IBM Watson ToneAnalyzer and IBM
Watson AlchemyLanguage were used.

To calculate emotional tone LIWC, IBM Watson ToneAnalyzer as well as IBM
Watson AlchemyLanguage were used.

LIWC (Pennebaker et al. 2001; Pennebaker 2011) calculates the basic negative
and positive emotion of a text based on an extensive dictionary. We put particular
emphasis on the basic emotional tone, and on fear, anger, and sadness. Besides
LIWC, IBM AlchemyLanguage (IBM 2016a) was used to compute the polarity of a
text ranging from �1 to þ1 as well as key terms used in the text. IBM
AlchemyLanguage components to compute the polarity of a text as well as IBM
ToneAnalyzer (IBM 2016b, c) are based on Pennebaker’s research and compute
emotional tendency, in particular anger, disgust, fear, joy, and sadness.

To Analyze Wikipedia plot author social tendencies IBM AlchemyLanguage was
used. AlchemyLanguage uses the big five personality model (Costa and McCrae
1992) to categorize the personality of the author in the five dimensions openness to
experience, agreeableness, conscientiousness, extraversion, and neuroticism.

Agreeableness is a person’s tendency to be compassionate and cooperative
toward others. Persons that show high agreeableness are rather altruistic and find
that helping others is genuinely rewarding. They tend to dislike confrontation and
are perfectly willing to compromise or to deny their own needs to get along with
others. They are often modest, self-effacing, and humble even though they do not
necessarily lack self-confidence or self-esteem. They are generally sincere and thus
see no need for pretense or manipulation when dealing with others and are therefore
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candid, frank, and genuine. They are often empathetic, tender-hearted, compassion-
ate and trusting and often assume that most people are fundamentally fair, honest,
and have good intentions.

Conscientiousness is a person’s tendency to act in an organized or thoughtful
way. Highly conscientious person often try hard to achieve excellence. They are very
deliberate and thus generally are disposed to think through possibilities carefully
before acting. They have a high sense of responsibility, duty and obligation and are
well-organized, tidy, and neat. They are rather Self-assured and confident in their
ability to accomplish things and are rather persistent with the self-discipline, or
“will-power,” to persist at difficult or unpleasant tasks until they are completed.

Extraversion is a person’s tendency to seek stimulation in the company of others.
Highly extroverted persons are very quick, energetically and are involved in many
activities. They are assertive and like to take charge and direct the activities of others
and thus tend often to be leaders in groups. They are mostly positive, cheerful, and
also excitement- seeking. They are friendly and outgoing and genuinely like other
people and are very sociable and find the company of others pleasantly stimulating
and rewarding.

Emotional range, also referred to as neuroticism, is the extent to which a person’s
emotions are sensitive to the individual’s environment. Increasing values of emo-
tional range indicate that a person is quicker to anger, prone to worry, more easily
depressed and moody, less self-consciousness and more stress sensitive than a
persons with lower values of emotional range.

Openness to experience, is the extent to which a person is open to experiencing a
variety of activities. Persons with a high openness to experience are eager to try new
activities, show high artistic interests and love beauty, both in art and in nature. They
have good access to and awareness of their own feelings, are very imaginative and
have a high readiness to challenge authority, convention, and traditional values,
They are intellectually curious and tend to think in symbols and abstractions.

To analyze the language style also, IBM AlchemyLanguage was used.
IBM AlchemyLanguage distinguishes the style of language between “analytic”,

“confident”, and “tentative”. The parameters range from 0 to 1, with 1 corresponding
to a 100% likelihood that the particular emotional tone is present in the text

Besides the sentiment analysis, the social network of all actors in an epic was
calculated and visualized on a Web site (see http://master.it-praeder.de), and their
indegree, outdegrees as well as network size and density was calculated (Wasserman
and Faust 1994). This additional analysis allows to better understand and explain
possible changes in humankind’s attitude towards violence, as conflicts (Dziubinski
et al. 2015) and thus violence are affected by the underlying social network of
humans. Because conflicts between two or more entities affect not only the
conflicting parties but often lead to spillovers through the network of relations on
other neighboring third parties (Dziubinski et al. 2015). Thus comparing the devel-
opment of epics social networks size and structure over time to the development of
language and its violence tendencies in epics plots over time can support and help
explain the observed changes in language.
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3 Results

Figure 1 shows the results of the sentiment analysis of the 110 epics from 2100 BC to
2010AD, aggregated by averages per century, and calculated with ToneAnalyzer
and LIWC. As we can see, the overall emotionality tents to be more negative, with
particularly high levels of sadness and fear. However this is to be expected, consid-
ering that epics center around deeds of grandeur or heroism of significance to the
community (Beissinger et al. 1999) and that such heroic deeds are most often
performed by raising and solving mostly violent conflicts.

In addition, particularly in the first millennium AD, we observe high fluctuation
in emotionality.

Figure 2 illustrates the development of sentiment (i.e. overall emotional tone of
the plots of the epics) calculated with AlchemyLanguage. While the sentiment trend
line is slightly positive indicating a positively increasing emotional tone, it is in the
negative range reflecting the generally more negative emotionality observed in Fig. 1
and is not statistically significant. Informally, we nevertheless can say that the
sentiment of the epics has been increasing slightly over the last 4000 years, in
spite of all the violence in the most recent epic we analyzed, Games of Thrones.
For the analysis in Fig. 2 only the 49 epics with a sentiment deviation of 0.3 on the
positive or negative side were included.

Figure 3 shows the sadness of all 110 epics distributed over time, calculated with
IBM ToneAnalyzer. We find that sadness is decreasing over time, although again not
statistically significant. Nevertheless, this further supports our hypothesis that pos-
itivity in epics is going up, and sadness going down.

From Figs. 1, 2, and 3 emerges a differentiated picture, where the subcomponents
of sentiment show different trajectories. It appears that most epics have overall
strong negative sentiment.
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Fig. 1 Different emotions over the centuries from 2100 BC to 2010 AD
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Further condensing sentiment into four major phases, we observe a u-shaped
curve as shown in Fig. 4, with negative sentiment (i.e. more negative emotions) until
1350, more positive sentiment (i.e. more positive emotions) from 1350 to 1800, and
negative sentiment for the period from 1800 until today.

Sadness is quite dominant for all epics, in all epochs, however it is decreasing for
the immediate past. Fear however is growing over time, measured and aggregated
into 4 data points. Happiness has a spike in 1500, and is slowly increasing overall.

In a final analysis we categorized the epics by region of origin, into five regions:
MiddleEast, Asia, Africa, America, and Europe. When simply comparing the aver-
age values of the epics from the different regions, we found that the ancient Middle
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East epics such as Gilgamesh are more “tentative”. Asian epics have more “joy”, and
African epics have more “positive emotions”. On the other hand, European and
American Epics show more “analytical thinking” and are less “tentative”. We
suspect that these last two properties might be influenced by the more recent modern
epics such as “Games of Thrones”.

When applying a varying intercept multilevel regression model to the 110 epics
of the five different regions with “age” as dependent variable (Table 1), we found
that the age of an epic is explained partially through the language style of the epic.
The variables “emotional range” (the authors’ level of neuroticism) and “tentative
language” are significant. The less tentative the language is, and the less emotional
range (less neuroticism) the language has, the more modern is the epic.

The negative effects of “tentative language” as well as “emotional range” we
observe, might be due to a shift in the purpose and knowledge of the epics over time.
Modern epics like “Games of Thrones” are fictional, written particularly for enter-
tainment purposes. Therefore the universe, i.e., the time, environment and interde-
pendencies of an epos are fully known, which might be reflected in the language.
The main purpose of ancient epics is the preservation of historical events and
teaching of moral concepts. Due to lack of knowledge of the actual historical
event and changing environment circumstances in human history in the long
timespan the epos was passed down, there is much more uncertainty that might be
reflected in the language. Therefore we see a decline in “tentative language” and
“emotional range” over time. In addition a the negative effect of emotional range,
i.e. a decline in neuroticism might also be a reflection of the observed although not
significant positive increase in emotional tone even if the overall sentiment
(i.e. emotional tone) is on the negative side.
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In line with this observation the high interclass correlation as well as the sub-
stantial variation of mean age in the five regions with a standard deviation of 1300
years reflect human evolution over time and mirror the rise and fall of advanced
civilizations and with it the evolution of cultural heydays of different regions over

Table 1 Varying intercept multilevel regression results, regressing the 110 Epics in the 6 different
Regions against their age. Predictors are group (region) mean centered

Depended variable: age Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Regression coefficients (fixed effects)

Intercept 1023.974 1023.935 1023.537 1022.843

(0.080) (0.080) (0.080) (0.081)

Emotional tendency

Anger 51.95902 154.9731 276.4459

(0.893) (0.693) (0.462)

Disgust 55.71526 173.0391 384.4662

(0.862) (0.589) (0.216)

Sadness �413.9309 �123.5488 281.1427

(0.469) (0.835) (0.625)

Author personality traits

Openness �20.65198 532.5112

(0.964) (0.271)

Agreeableness 156.3928 327.548

(0.535) (0.249)

Conscientiousness 497.2998 354.0083

(0.140) (0.271)

Extraversion 192.9523 267.3015

(0.537) (0.386)

Emotional range �895.5592 �1190.146

(0.039)** (0.005)***

Language style

Confident �23.11262

(0.951)

Tentative (LIWC) �23917.62

(0.003)***

Analytical thinking (LIWC) 16.06683

(0.098)

Variance components (Random effects)

Intercept (variance among epics
between regions)

1297.246 1297.37 1298.641 1300.862

Residual (variance among epics
within regions)

485.6962 484.4044 470.9669 446.4617

Interclass correlation 0.8770547 0.8776485 0.8837644 0.894623

Log likelihood �848.03549 �847.75614 �844.80511 �839.19953

LR chi2 0 0.56 (3) 6.46 (8) 17.67(11)

Prob. > chi2 0 0.9058 0.5958 0.0895*

*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05 ***p < 0.01
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time. Putting it in other words, regions subsume the change of language over time
and a large part of the difference in language can be explained by the different
regions where the epics are originating.

Besides the sentiment, also the social network of actors in the different epics was
calculated and visualized because conflicts and violence affect not only the
conflicting parties but through the network of relations also other neighboring
third parties (Dziubinski et al. 2015). A change in networks of actors in epics over
time reflects a change in networks in societies of time and thus gives further insight
to changes of humanity’s attitudes towards violence over time.

The network of actors of each epic was constructed based on links between actors
onWikipedia. A link is drawn if the Wikipedia page of an actor in an epic links to the
Wikipedia page of another actor in the same epic (Fig. 5).

Figure 6 illustrates the actor network of “Games of Thrones”, with Tyron
Lannister, Jon Snow, and Joffrey Baratheon being the most central characters.
This corresponds to the plot of “Games of Thrones” where these three actors are
key figures.

While the number of actors is growing over time (Fig. 7) with the older epics
having fewer actors (Gilgamesh has 14), the density of the social network is going
down over time (Fig. 8), which means that in the ancient epics almost every actor
was interacting with most other actors, while in the more recent epics there are
subplots, where only a subgroup of actors is interacting with each other.

Fig. 5 Actor network of Ulysses (see http://master.it-praeder.de/graph/ for live online version)
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Fig. 6 Actor network of “Games of Thrones” (see http://master.it-praeder.de/graph/ for live online
version)
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Assuming that dense networks lead to an increased and faster diffusion of conflict
and violence (Dziubinski et al. 2015), the increase of actors in epics and decline in
density of epic actor networks over time help to explain and support the decline in
violence expressed in world literature.

The observed albeit not significant positive increase in emotional tone as well as
the significant observed decline in neuroticism and tentativeness indicate a decline in
violence expressed in world literature. A decline in actor network density which
theoretically should reduce or at least slow the spread of conflict and violence thus
further explains and support the in world literature observed violence decline
over time.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

We have introduced a novel way of looking at the evolution of cultures and their
attitudes towards violence through the style of language in epics over time. We find
that in spite of the neutral writing style of Wikipedia, the synopsis of the plot differs
enough to demonstrate key differences in the use of words over time and regions. As
a long-ranging trend we find indeed more positive and less sad language as time
progresses, older epics are sadder and more negative than newer ones. We also find
that older epics tend to have fewer actors, who are all connected, while more modern
epics tend to split into subplots of isolated groups of actors. We also found that
African and Chinese epics show more positive emotions than epics from the Western
world.
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While the number of our analyzed epics is comparatively small, the analysis still
has led us to interesting results. If we wanted to verify our findings on a larger scale,
we would have to build a system on the scale of Google ngrams, analyzing the full
text of a representative sample of epics over 4000 years. Such a project unfortunately
is right now far above the resources of our team. In the meantime, it would be more
feasible to increase the scope and the number of works of World literature, which are
available as a synopsis in Wikipedia, to include in our analysis additional categories
besides epics such as for example plays and novels.

To conclude, we have indeed been able to show that epics in modern times show
more positive sentiment—in spite of all the violence in Games of Thrones—and
consequently support Steven Pinker’s argument that humanity is getting less and less
violent and thus that societal resilience seems to be increasing.
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GalaxyScope: Finding the “Truth of Tribes”
on Social Media

Joao Marcos De Oliveira and Peter A. Gloor

Abstract This paper introduces GalaxyScope, a novel system to distinguish differ-
ent interpretations of “truth” for different virtual tribes. It extracts the tribes from
Wikipedia through analyzing its categories “Ideologies”, “Lifestyles”, and “Culture”,
leading to tribes such as “capitalism”, “socialism”, and “liberalism”. It then calculates
the most influential “tribe leaders” through their association on Wikipedia with these
concepts. To score their influence in Wikipedia, we use a novel metric we call
“reach2” which measures how many people somebody can reach within two degrees
of separation on Wikipedia living people pages. It subsequently calculates the
vocabulary on Twitter of the tribe leaders, and uses these words to automatically
assign individuals to tribes, as well as calculating the relevance of text documents
such as tweets or news items for each tribe.

1 Introduction

Quantum physics suggests that there are many different universes, with our current
world being embedded into just one out of infinitely many other universes. Currently
it seems humans are breaking up locally in many different multiverses. Each of these
universes has its own reality, defining fact or fiction for the inhabitants of the
universe. Each universe is inhabited by its own tribe, with its own belief system.
Based on most recent history, we can for instance group these different multiverses
into three main universes, each inhabited by a different tribe. The three tribes are the
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ultra-patriots, which we term the “fatherlanders”, the technocrats, which we call the
“nerds”, and the environmentalist, here called the “treehuggers”. We use these three
simple tribes to explain the basic idea, later in the paper we will describe how we
develop a more fine-grained tribal hierarchy. While members of these three tribes are
spread out around the world, living side by side, they are living in different worlds.
Members of these three tribes live in all countries, although usually members of one
tribe dominate a particular region or country. The fatherlander tribe wants to recreate
the national states of the early twentieth century with strong borders protected by
fences and walls. The members of the nerd tribe are believers in a global world ruled
by capital and technology. Together with the members of the third tribe, the
treehuggers, who want to conserve nature and the environment, they are currently
on the defense against the fatherlanders.

Each of the three virtual tribes is living in their own reality, and is defining their
own truth. Law and order, family values, and God and fatherland are the undisputed
foundation of the fatherlanders, as is unquestioning belief in progress through
science and technology for the progressives, and the quest to conserve the environ-
ment while restricting economic growth at any price for the treehuggers. Note that
while we have split humanity in three main tribes for this introductory analysis,
reality is much more complex, and all of us are members of many smaller and larger
tribes. In the remainder of this paper we describe a system to automatically catego-
rize anybody into their different tribal affiliations, and also check for the “truth
content” of particular statements in the context of each tribe.

2 Building a Tribe Detection System

Through Coolhunting in social media, on newsfeeds, Twitter, Wikipedia, and online
forums we can try to shed some light on these alternate realities. When looking at
news, key topics, and social networks among the key people in each of these
universes, we can make these different echo chambers transparent, and try to
increase awareness among the different tribes for alternate realities. What is fake
news for one universe is fact for another!

With the cacophony of new information appearing daily on social media and the
Web, a tool to separate fact from fiction is sorely needed (Gloor et al. 2017). The
continuous stream of tweets from Donald Trump and other influencers in the
alt-right sphere creates a confusing mix of real and fake news (Allcott et al, 2017).
The goal of the proposed system GalaxyScope, is to categorize and visualize News
information on social media and the Internet. GalaxyScope will extract the most
relevant information about

• key people
• key brands and topics
• fake and real news
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on any search topic, such as for example “Steve Bannon”, “Pizzagate” or “Nike”.
GalaxyScope is motivated by the three “T”’s: “Trust”, “Transparency”, and “Tribes”.
Through making the influencers behind fake and real news transparent, it will
increase trust by identifying the tribes, whose members are living in their own
separate alternate realities.

2.1 Analyzing Fake News

What is truth for one tribe, is fake news for the other tribes (Gloor et al. 2016). For
example, at the end of the 2016 US Presidential elections, in early November an
absurd claim was made, accusing Hillary Clinton to run a pedophile ring out of a
pizza restaurant in Washington. Called “pizzagate”, it became a favorite call to arms
among right-wing extremists and Donald Trump supporters, leading one incensed
fanatic to drive a few hundred miles from Salisbury, North Carolina to Washington
DC, and firing his automatic gun in the pizza restaurant. Most of this rumor
spreading was happening on social media (Petrovic et al. 2013).

The next picture shows the word cloud generated from the 18,000 tweets, most of
the words are dark red, indicating that they are used in negative context. The word
“Clinton” is in dark red, as the tweeters are mostly accusing Hillary Clinton to molest
little children. The word “Trump” stands out in green, as they see him as the savior
(Fig. 1).

Figure 2 below shows the Twitter network, each node is a person tweeting, a link
between two people means either that one person is retweeting a tweet sent by the
other person, or is mentioning the other person in a tweet.

There is a large cluster in the center of the network, made up of believers in the
fake news. They are reinforcing each other, and increasing the traffic in their echo
chamber. The few supporters of Hillary, trying to debunk the fake news, are pushed
aside, their tweets are ignored by the large echo chamber of conspiracy theory
believers. The people in the periphery (the “asteroid belt”) are tweeting into the
void, as their tweets are ignored from friends and foes alike.

Figure 2 illustrates the challenges that an automatic fake news detection system
faces. While the fatherlanders discussions pizzagate form a large connected compo-
nent on Twitter, the nerds defending Hillary Clinton, and debunking the fake news,
are quite isolated, and are not spreading each other’s news. In order to identify the
pizzagate discussion leaders (which we call the tribe’s leaders), we need to calculate
their network position using metrics such as betweenness centrality. At the same
time, as the Word Cloud in Fig. 1 illustrates, the consistent word usage and sentiment
will also identify the context of the fake news, with the fatherlander’s tribe’s leader
(Trump) shown in positive context, and the rest of the words shown in consistently
negative context. The discussion about the same news item by another tribe, the
nerds, would show the same descriptive words, with the same sentiment, but with the
other tribe’s leader (Trump) in negative context.
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Since the 2016 US Presidential Elections fake news have achieved new promi-
nence, with right- and left-wing journalists accusing each other to spread them. Fact
checking news Web sites have been set up, where paid staff and volunteers manually
check the accuracy of news (Allcott and Gentzkow 2017). In earlier work,
researchers have identified fake tweets by cross-checking them with trusted news
sources such as Reuters or Bloomberg (Gupta et al. 2013a, b, 2014). Additionally,
Jimmy Wales, the founder of Wikipedia, has also created a community-based
initiative to fact-check fake news.

In this paper, we take the declaration of news by different tribes as “fake” or not
as one of the main motivations for our tribe detection and classification system.

3 Our Solution

A tribe can be described as a concept, idea or a thing that its members believe or like.
To define the tribes we created a system named “TribeCreator”, this system auto-
matically help the user to find people that belong to a defined tribe. The TribeCreator

Fig. 1 Twitter Word Cloud generated from 18,000 tweets about “pizzagate” (words in red have
negative sentiment)
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does this by using four different search functions: Profile description, tweets,
followers, and friends.

The “profile description” can be used to find a user that has a description that
matches with the tribe (for example “I love nature” is a description that matches with
the concept of a Treehugger). Search for tweets can be useful to identify people that are
tweeting about a certain topic or hashtag, like #ArtificialIntelligence or #blockchain for
the “nerd” tribe (Becker et al. 2011). The “followers” and “friends” functions can be
used to find users that follow or are followed by a Twitter account, using this function
we can find users that are connected with an account that post tweets related to the tribe,
showing an interest in the subject (Fig. 3).

Once we have identified members of each tribe we can collect their Twitter
timeline, those tweets allow us to create a tribal vocabulary and our machine-
learning model to find the tribes of a given user. We now also have the data to
analyze what those tribe members are posting about. To understand the context of a
trive, we created three visualizations: First, a network view that allows us to see the
top 50 nodes by reach2 for the tribe. Second, a hashtag word cloud view to identify
the top hashtags for the tribe, and finally a table with the most frequent links posted
by it members (Figs. 4 and 5).

Fig. 2 Twitter retweet network generated from 18,000 tweets about “pizzagate”
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To identify the most influential leaders overall, we are using Wikipedia. One of
the most popular categories in Wikipedia are the people pages. Wikipedia editors
have put together “notability criteria” that clearly define if a person deserves
inclusion into Wikipedia or not. We use the people pages in Wikipedia to identify
the most influential people as well as the tribes they belong to through their links to
the most central concept pages such as “veganism”, “liberalism”, “socialism”, etc.
At the same time we construct co-occurrence links for the most significant pages for a
person found by a subject-driven centrality-measuring algorithm similar to Google’s
page rank. While Google’s page rank is fixed for each website, giving them a
determined value, our ranking algorithm is topic-related. E.g. the “Huffington Post”
has very high relevance for debates about politics, but a low relevance for conversa-
tions about “pet food” (Gloor et al. 2016).

Table 1 illustrates the most influential tribal leaders, based on Wikipedia’s people
pages. We measure the importance of people through calculating their reach-2 metric

Fig. 3 Example of a profile search for “I love nature”
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Fig. 4 Network view illustrating that different actors have a different influence in each tribe, for
example the size of Donald Trump in the fatherlander tribe is bigger than his size on the nerd tribe

Fig. 5 Twitter hashtags for Fatherlander and Nerd tribe in TribeCreator
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on Wikipedia, i.e. the number of other Wikipedia people pages than can be reached
within two degrees of separation from a particular people page. Reach-2 is a proxy
for social capital, as it basically measures the influence of the people a person is
connected to.

As Table 1 illustrates, themost influential people are the most recent US presidents
plus Hillary Clinton, followed by two musicians and two celebrities from the film
industry. Figure 6 shows the distribution of the different professions among the top
100most influential people by reach-2. Show business celebrities dominate the list, as
73 out of the top 100 are actors and musicians.

The first spiritual leaders, Pope Francis (position 107), and the Dalai Lama (270)
come much further down in the ranking. The same is true for business leaders, with
Bill Gates being the most highly ranked leader coming at position 132. Philosophers
and other thinkers of big ideas are even further down the list.

Figure 7 illustrates the Wikipedia link network collected with the category fetcher of
Condor (Gloor 2017), which constructs a link network for all pages belonging to a
particular category. The network in Fig. 3 includes all pages belonging to the category
“Ideologies”. The size of a node is its betweenness in the network. As we can see, the
most influential concepts, and thus a candidate for a tribe are “Socialism”, “Capitalism”,
“Liberalism”, and “Feminism”. The same process has been repeated for the Wikipedia
categories “Lifestyles” and “Cultures” (renamed “recreation” for clarity in Fig. 6).

Table 1 Top most influential
living people in the English
Wikipedia, sorted by reach-2

Name Reach2

Barack Obama 111,398

George W. Bush 89,476

Donald Trump 73,081

Bill Clinton 68,839

Hillary Clinton 66,538

Bob Dylan 51,433

Elton John 49,950

Barbra Streisand 49,514

Steven Spielberg 48,903

Fig. 6 Percentage of
domains of top 100 most
influential people in English
Wikipedia
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Our final approach combines the pieces described above, using dynamic semantic
social network analysis, NLP (natural language processing) and machine learning.
Figure 8 illustrates the main component of our system. We calculate a bipartite graph

Fig. 7 Four tribal categorizations derived from Wikipedia categories

Fig. 8 Key components of GalaxyScope
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of all Wikipedia concepts, linking them by the people sharing the same concept. For
example, Bill Clinton is connected to the three concepts “vegan”, “environmentalism”

and “US president”. By ranking the most important concepts we identify the tribes.
In the last step, we assign an individual person through their word usage on the

Facebook wall, or the Twitter feed to a particular tribe based on similar word usage
to the tribal vocabulary. To match a certain brain, or a certain news item to a tribe, we
can do a similar word matching to the bag of words calculated for the tribe.

Figure 9 illustrates the tribefinder component of GalaxyScope, Entering the Twitter
id of a person (US Vice President Pence, and Elon Musk in the examples below)
shows their tribal affiliations, Pence is a big fatherlander, while Musk comes out as a
nerd. Similarly we can see their lifestyles where both are members of the “YOLO”
(“You Only Life Once”) tribe, while Musk also has a large transhumanist affiliation.

Fig. 9 Tribefinder components of GalaxyScope
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4 Conclusion

We have introduced a new way of measuring “truth” for different segments of
society. We identify the most influential tribes, through their tribal leaders on
Wikipedia, as well as their vocabulary on Twitter. This allows us to assign other
people, brands, ideas, and news items to tribes. While first results are encouraging,
much more work is needed to make this a useful and scalable system.
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Wuity as Higher Cognition Combining
Intuitive and Deliberate Judgments
for Creativity: Analyzing Elon Musk’s Way
to Innovate

Xin Wang and Peter A. Gloor

Abstract Derived from unifying dual-process theories of cognitive psychology, we
propose a new concept of deliberate intuition as a construct of higher-level cognition
that integrates intuitive and deliberate judgments. We introduce “Wuity” cognition
embedded into Chinese philosophy, which is defined by the capability of deliberate
intuition and intuitive insights, based on imagery reasoning and non-dualistic think-
ing and manifested as mindful observation and visual analogy. We develop a
framework of five features of Wuity and six steps of Wuity-based innovation. As a
case study illustrating our method, we analyze Elon Musk’s way to innovate and
discuss common aspects of Wuity as a higher cognition and creative thinking way of
innovators in East and West.

1 Introduction

Psychological and cognitive theories and management science enjoy the longevity of
William James’s suggestion that human reasoning involves two distinct processing
systems: one that is quick, effortless, associative, and intuitive; the other that is slow,
effortful, analytic, and deliberate. Nisbett and his colleagues find that Westerners
tend to engage in context-independent, analytic and conceptual processes by focus-
ing on a salient object independently of its context, whereas Asians tend to engage in
context-dependent, holistic and intuitive perceptual processes by attending to the
relationship between the object and the context in which the object is situated (Peng
and Nisbett 1999; Nisbett et al. 2001).
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A wealth of psychological and management research has been conducted in an
effort to resolve the debate whether those two systems obey dual-processes theories
or whether there is an overall framework of humans integrating the two conflicting
ones. Bird (1988) claims that entrepreneurial intentions are structured by both
rational/analytic thinking (goal-directed behavior) and holistic/intuitive thinking
(vision). Evans and Stanovich hold a default-interventionist and parallel-competitive
assumption, which means that intuitive (Type 1) answers are often prompted rapidly
and with little effort when people are confronted with novel problems. Where they
lack relevant experience, however, these answers may be biased, inappropriate and
fail to meet the goals set. Thus reflective (Type 2) reasoning intervenes and replaces
default intuition slowly and delicately (Evans and Stanovich 2013; Thompson 2009;
Thompson et al. 2011). Sowden et al. (2015) propose that creative thinking may rest
on the parallel and serial combination between type 1 and type 2. (Kruglanski and
Gigerenzer 2011) provide convergent arguments away from dual-processes theories
and evidences for a unified theoretical approach to both intuitive and deliberative
judgments. They propose that the very same rules can underlie both intuitive and
deliberate judgments, and believe that deliberate judgments are not generally more
accurate than intuitive judgments. Less effort can lead to higher accuracy.

The conceptual and empirical difficulties entailed by the partition between intu-
itive and deliberate judgments, and their alignment with multiple similar dichoto-
mies have impeded a deeper examination of the psychology of judgment, it is
therefore time to move beyond imprecise dualisms and toward specific models of
the judgmental process (Kruglanski and Gigerenzer 2011). In this paper, we intro-
duce a new concept which we term “Wuity” cognition, embedded into the context of
Chinese philosophy. “Wuity” is the capability of developing sensible intuition into
intuitive insights through imagining and reasoning based on imagery rather than
logic, rooted in a non-dualistic opposite view of Daoism and Zen culture. We
integrate research results from cognitive science to explore its role as a higher-
level cognition to harmonize intuitive and analytic processes. We also provide
evidence how the higher-level Wuity cognition synthesizes deliberative intuition
and visual analogy reasoning for creativity, through a six-step Wuity-based innova-
tion process model and a case study of Elon Musk’s innovation process.

2 Related Work

2.1 Higher Cognition

Cognition is the mental action or process of acquiring knowledge and understanding
through thought, experience, and the senses (Oxford Dictionary 2016). It encom-
passes processes such as knowledge, attention, memory and working memory,
judgment and evaluation, reasoning and “computation”, problem solving and deci-
sion making, comprehension and production of language. Human cognition is con-
scious and unconscious, concrete and abstract, as well as intuitive and conceptual.
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Cognitive processes use existing knowledge to generate new knowledge. A higher
and creative cognition can bind and harmonize intuitive and delicate information
processing, from a non-dualistic opposite view, as is held by Daoism which believes
that the true nature of reality is non-dual (yang and yin interact with each other and
create new insights), and all binary opposites are either unrealistic or inaccurate
descriptions. Kruglanski and Gigerenzer (2011) propose that deliberation can
become intuitive (intuitive deliberation), for example a novice piano player engaged
in 10,000 h of training would perform perfectly (assuming some talent). On the other
hand, intuition can become deliberate (deliberate intuition), through training the mind
to be attentive and through reasoning by imagery.

2.2 Deliberate Intuition

Francisco and Burnett (2008) propose deliberate intuition as the intentional engage-
ment of intuitive skills in the service of uncovering hidden relationships, ideas and
insights to harmonize intuitive and deliberate information processing while gener-
ating creative changes. This paper explores how intuitive insights can be legitimized,
and how intuition can be actively encouraged in creative problem solving. How to
systematically gain intuitive insights is not discussed in this paper and is left for
further research. Rationality and analysis are the dominant thinking models in the
Western scientific world. The Eastern thinking model on the other hand builds on
deliberative intuition and reflection. We introduce “Wuity” cognition embedded into
Chinese philosophy, medicine and practices, which is defined by the capability of
deliberate intuition and intuitive insights. Subsequently we analyze the three parts of
Wuity thinking: (1) features, (2) cognitive model and (3) processes to explore how
new ideas might be developed through deliberate intuition.

3 “Wuity” Cognition

Informally, Wuity cognition is embedded into Chinese philosophy, medicine and
practices, which is defined by deliberate intuition and intuitive insights, based on
imagery reasoning and non-dualistic thinking, the core of which is the “Qu Xiang Bi
Lei” cognitive model (Zhang and Cheng 1991; Fengli 2010), which manifests as
mindful observation and visual analogy.

3.1 Definition

Wuity (悟wù intuitive insights 性xìng nature) is the capability of developing sensible
intuition into intuitive insights based on non-binary opposing views and visual
thinking, relative to achieving a deep understanding, higher cognition and insights
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into essence through intuitive perceiving, observing with awareness, visual analyz-
ing and knowing previously undiscovered relationships and opportunities in the
process of cognitive dynamics. It emphasizes returning to the heart, going back to
the origin of the problem and putting aside the dualistic opposition (for example yin
and yang, black and white). It has its base on intuition, imagination, metaphor, and
analogy reasoning. Wuity cognition featured by the “Qu Xiang Bi Lei” cognitive
model is the collective subconscious of Chinese people. It is rooted in the traditional
culture and religions of Daoism, Zen, and Confucianism, but it transcends the
religious meaning of mindfulness or Vipassana. It evolved into the “Qu Xiang Bi
Lei” cognitive model and has been applied to philosophy, literature, medicine,
mathematics, engineering, agriculture and so on, since Daoist philosopher Zhuangzi
first mentioned Wuity 2000 years ago (Zhuangzi 21,Tianzifang, line 33; Liu 2003).
Yang Yi believes that Wuity is the advantage of the Chinese traditional way of
thinking; Oriental Wuity and Western rationality are two important achievements in
the history of human thought, they can compare with and complement each other
(Yang 2008).

3.2 Five Features of Wuity Cognition

Based on earlier work, adopting the case study method of management science in the
context of a Chinese aerospace innovation team, we propose a framework of Wuity
thinking consisting of four elements and a Wuity-based innovation process with six
specific steps. From a cognitive perspective, we find that Wuity thinking helps
innovators to distill insights into essence through the process of entering the delib-
erate intuition thinking process after getting stuck in analytic thinking, and thus
gaining innovative solutions through rational reconstruction with a rigorous scien-
tific methodology (Wang and Li 2017).

Wuity cognition is composed of five characteristics, the (1) mindful inquiry to
deeply dig into the essence of a question; (2) zero mentality to put down the bounds
of previous experience and knowledge; the (3) non-binary mindful observation
method to see things as a whole; the (4) between- domain inspiration by visual
analogy; and (5) to finally get insights.

3.2.1 Mindful Inquiry

Mindfulness is a state of mind that permits insight, presence, and reflection, in
which one focuses on experience in the present moment in a non-judgemental way
(Kabat-Zinn 1994; Marlatt and Kristeller 1999). A non-judgmental way means
suspension of existing experience and knowledge on the impact of observation.
Mindfulness includes both formal type meditation practice (e.g., sitting meditation,
walking meditation, and so on) and informal type mindful practice in everyday life
(e.g., mindfulness of eating, mindfulness of driving, and so forth) (Kabat-Zinn 1990).
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Mindful inquiry offers a holistic reconstruction of reflective thinking, which
holds mindfulness and inquiry in a dialectic inter-relationship. “Mindful inquiry
combines the Buddhist concept of mindfulness with phenomenology, critical theory,
and hermeneutics in a process that puts the inquirer in the center” (Bentz and Shapiro
1998). Mindful inquiry of Zoan is the tradition of Zen Buddhism to get the source
and the nature of the problem and oneself. This is the process of reconstructing the
problem (Goel 1997). “Grasping the difficulty in its depth is what is hard. For if you
interpret it in a shallow way the difficulty just remains. It has to be pulled out by the
root; that means, you have to start thinking about these things in a new way. The
change is as decisive as that from the alchemical to the chemical way of thinking.
The new way of thinking is what is so hard to establish. Once it is established the old
problems disappear” (Wittgenstein and von Wright 1998).

3.2.2 Letting Go

Letting go, or zero mentality or beginner’s mind or “empty cup” mentality, is the
most familiar and convenient strategy to prepare and clarify the mind. It is the
preparation for mindful observation. If an innovator is getting stuck in the routine
thinking model, past hurts and old injustices might prevent her/him from observing
clearly and attentively, s/he would be unable to move forward or to experience joy. A
let-go attitude and behavior might lead to a radical reboot to get past yesterday’s
thinking (Smallwood and O’Connor 2011; Smallwood et al. 2013).

3.2.3 Mindful Observation

Dekeyser et al. (2008) point out four aspects of mindfulness: mindful observation,
non-aversion, non-judgment, and letting go; Epstein (2003) thinks mindful practice
includes core features: attentive observation, critical curiosity, “beginner’s mind” and
presence. All descriptions of mindfulness emphasize the importance of observing,
noticing, or attending to a variety of stimuli, including internal phenomena, such as
bodily sensations, cognitions, and emotions, and external phenomena, such as sounds
and smells (Dimidjian and Linehan 2003; Kabat-Zinn 1990; Segal et al. 2002).Mindful
observationmeans observing and seeingwith awareness, which is the careful attending
to internal and external phenomena (e.g., thoughts, emotions, sounds, smells, or
proprioceptive sensations) (Dimidjian and Linehan 2003; Linehan 1993; Baer et al.
2004). As Schwartz et al. (2005) state, ‘Perhaps the essential characteristic of mindful
observation is that you are just watching, observing all facts, both inner and outer, very
calmly, clearly and closely’. This implies a detachment from the ‘things’ being
observed. Learning, therefore, is not solely a matter of what one knows, but also of
whom learners become (Borgo 2007; Pavlovich and Krahnke 2012).

Scientific observation usually refers to the observation from binary opposing
views, or outward observation, in which subjective observers are separated from
the object observed. The effects of observation depend on certain tools, such as eyes,
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telescopes or microscopes to observe the external world. Observers have to maintain
an objective attitude to avoid any personal subjective assumptions affecting results.
The limitation of this approach is that it can’t apply to observing a person’s mind and
sub-consciousness. On the contrary, mindful observation is from the non-binary
opposing view, also known as inward observation in Daoism or Vipassana (Insight
Meditation) in Buddhist tradition, emphasizing that the observer and the observed
are whole or unified. There is no need to distinguish between subjects and objects,
observers have to carefully perceive and scan what is observing or seeing intuitively
to keep a seamless observation and achieve deep understandings of relationships of
overall structure and detailed parts. The cognitive results depend on the status of the
observer, just as revealed by the principle of physical uncertainty. So the observer
makes himself/herself to be an accurate and reliable observation tool, just as a mirror,
through training their mind, reflecting images or phenomena or mental images by
imagery-based thinking, and eliminating the influence of the subjective status.
Mindful observation is not against scientific observation, whose purpose is to find
undiscovered parts that have never been attended to with careful awareness and
non-judgment. Rather it complements or hints at the findings of scientific observation.

3.2.4 Visual Analogy/Metaphor

Visual analogy is an analogical reasoning process based on the similarity and
connection among dynamic perceptual imagery and mental images. Visual mental
images have led many people to liken it to “seeing with the mind’s eye” (Pylyshyn
1973); however, for a long time researchers have failed to evidence its role in
information processing and imagery-based reasoning, and hold an argument that
all mental activity relies on symbolic, propositional representations, and the experi-
ence of imagery is like “the heat thrown off”. Based on new findings from neuro-
science many researchers have revived the idea that mental imagery involves a
special format of thought, one that is pictorial in nature (Pylyshyn 2003). In 2011,
Lewis et al. (2011) successfully integrated visual mental images and visual percepts
in two experiments, which provide new evidence for imagery-based thinking as
depictive representations. Goldschmidt (2001) proposes that the use of visual anal-
ogy in problem solving is an example of similarity-based reasoning, cognitively
facilitated by imagistic operations. These findings provide evidence for the hypoth-
esis that certain analogical reasoning processes can be imagery based. Wang and
Lawson (2015) show a dual representation position that takes visual mental imagery
as a key representational format, suggesting complementary and integrating roles for
verbal and pictorial representations in accounting for certain cognitive phenomena.

A faculty for analogical reasoning is an innate part of human cognition, while the
concept of a sound, inferentially useful analogy is universal (Gavetti and Rivkin
2005). Therefore visual analogy and metaphors have been used at different points in
the history of Western scientific thought (Gentner and Jeziorski 1993). The Chinese
Daoism Schemas of Yin and Yang, Five Agents and Ba Gua are all visual analogies
based on non-dualistic thinking. Analogical reasoning can be used to classify two or
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more types of objects in terms of structure, function, causality, symmetry, and model,
among others. Analogical reasoning is a kind of probabilistic reasoning, the similarity
or connection between objects makes it possible to obtain the correct conclusion
while the difference between them leads to the conclusion with probabilities. Normal
analogy reasoning is a kind of reasoning method developed by conceptual logic, its
intermediary for reasoning is attributes, with strict connotation and extension. How-
ever the intermediary of visual analogy is images, including both images of objects or
phenomena and mental images. With multidimensional features and contents of
images, contrary to a single attribute of conceptual logic, connections between two
analogical images are multidimensional, dynamic and easy to imagine. Visual anal-
ogy is often applied to solve non-routine problems. The type of analogy is known as
‘between-domain’, where the analogical source, and the target problem belong to
different and distant domains. In cases in which source and target are embedded in the
same or very close domain, the analogy is called ‘within-domain’ (Casakin 2004).
Dejong (1989) claims that within-domain analogies are mainly based on surface
similarities, and therefore are easier to establish. Vosniadou (1989) proves that
successful analogical reasoning can be employed between any two objects that
belong to the same domain provided it involves transferring an explanatory structure
from one item to the other. Visual displays belonging to a remote domain (between-
domain sources). Researchers such as Holyoak and Thagard (1989), and Keane
(1988) have found that novices and experts show different preference in establishing
structural analogies, which lead to different results.

3.2.5 Gaining Insight

Gaining a clear and deep insight is the most productive result of Wuity thinking.
Once good analogy between different domains is found, confusion and contradiction
caused by superficial observation will be swept away, and one will enter a transpar-
ent state with a clear mind and insights into essence. The study of insights started in
the 1970s as a branch of cognitive psychology. Researchers pointed out that people
tend to encounter an obstacle, commonly known as “getting stuck” on their way to
insight. At the same time, insight is considered to be gained through a cognitive
restructuring process, which is the only way to the right answer (Epstein 1984). We
provide evidence that insights are gained through putting full attention to the target,
developing visual analogy, and mapping integration between two domains: one
domain is the resource domain, the other is the target domain, the relationship
between them is called within-domain or between-domain. If an innovator could
find good analogies from unrelated between-domain and build undiscovered rela-
tionships between them, the probability of gaining sudden insight is much higher.
Especially, innovators build visual analogies between the knowledge world and the
action world.
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3.3 Cognitive Model of Wuity-Based Thinking

“Qu Xiang Bi Lei” means integrating mindful observation and visual analogy/
metaphor, especially adopting dynamic images by mindful observation and visual
analogizing/metaphoring between images of different domains. “Qu” means
“adopting or selecting”; “Xiang”/ “象xiàng

” is a general term for images, mental
images, and phenomena, which means xiang-based thinking or imagery-based
thinking; “Bi Lei” means reasoning by visual analogy or natural metaphors (Wang
1997). It is a kind of cognitive thinking model used by the ancient Chinese to study
the laws of nature, which is based on the similarity of different images and the
leveraging of mindful observation and visual analogy/metaphors. As a core feature
of classical Chinese visual thinking, these images are dynamic and changeable,
resulting from mindful observation at different time points in the process of cogni-
tive dynamics. There is also a similar connection along the evolution of different
images. These forms of images are not only the images of phenomena seen by the
eye, but also the mental images that reflect what is perceived, even a grand or whole
image as a rule or law. The purpose of adopting dynamic images is to realize the
transformation from what has been seen to what is to be known, from the surface to
the nature. Visual analogizing is based on the dynamic images to illustrate not the
superficial association between two types of those images, but the deep level
association or innate relationship, even if these connections or similarities are not
off-the-shelf or ever used by others, but alien linkages that have not been discovered
or explored until now.

It was through the “Qu Xiang Bi Lei” cognitive model that China’s ancient
people mastered the laws of nature, thus creating the important structural relation-
ship diagram of the yin and yang, five agents, Ba Gua, and then applying them to
multi-disciplines such as ancient literature, arts, Chinese medicine, geography,
mathematics, chemistry, engineering and other fields, embodied in the traditional
culture of Taoism, Confucianism and Zen culture and religions and Gong Fu such as
Taiji. Once good “Qu Xiang Bi Lei” is found, confusion and contradiction caused by
superficial observation will be swept away, and one will enter a “transparent” state
with an enlightened mind (Ren et al. 2011). Its purpose is to realize the transforma-
tion of something seen into something known, fuzzy intuitive insights into a clear
theoretical concept (Wang and Liu 1993).

3.4 Six Steps of Wuity-Based Innovation

We proposed the framework of the Wuity-based innovation process consisting six
steps and adopted the case study method to verify it on the team level in the China
aerospace context (Wang and Li 2017). The six steps include: (1) getting stuck—in
the thematic knowledge domain; (2) letting go—returning to the original source as
the restarting point; (3) mindful observation—toward getting a whole picture of the
associated objects; (4) visual analogy—triggering inspirations of the underlying link
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between the two mapping domains; (5) gaining insight—clear and deep, into the
complex context, and (6) implementing—obtaining innovative solutions based on
rational reconstruction with a rigorous scientific methodology (Fig. 1).

4 Case Study

4.1 Case Study Method

We illustrate the Wuity-based innovation method in a case study related to Western
innovators. Our goal is to verify the applicability of the theoretical model and provide
a relevant competitive interpretation through learning transfer theory (Simmons
2016). Since the framework of Wuity cognition is rooted in Eastern culture, we
propose to make it clear in a case study to verify it in the Western innovation context

Fig. 1 Six steps of Wuity-based innovation
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(Eisenhardt 1989; Eisenhardt and Graebner 2007). We chose the case of Elon Musk,
because it is highly enlightening and provides a rare opportunity to light up and
expand the relation and logic between different constructs (Siggelkow 2007). We
provide self-sufficiency in theoretical elaboration to clarify all the constructs men-
tioned. At the same time, we select the data most relevant to theoretical constructs in
the case study and offer closely related details so as to provide readers with a concrete
and convincing example of every construct.

4.2 Data Sources

Elon Musk is known as a “real-world version of Iron Man”, the most innovative
businessman after Steve Jobs and a “Da Vinci style” Renaissance generalist. He is
currently the CEO/Chairman of six state-of-the-art technology companies such as
Space X, Tesla electric vehicle, Solar City, Hyper Loop, Open AI and Neurolink as
well as Tesla’s main product designer. His innovative history is of an “American
dream”, illustrating an entrepreneur’s adventurous spirit and the hard work of the
engineer. Our study is based on the following three kinds of data: (1) Interview
videos. We watched many interviews and selected chats related to research, for
example interviews of Tiecon Live Studios TiEcon2008, The Future Of Energy And
Transport, Qsinghua University Interview and Timothy Kenny. Modeling Report.
(2) Books. For instance “Elon Musk: Tesla, SpaceX, and the Quest for a Fantastic
Future” by Ashlee Vance (Vance 2017), another is “Elon Musk: A Biography of
Business, Success and Entrepreneurship (Tesla, SpaceX, Billionaire)” by B Storm.
(3) Media papers and websites. Some articles, reports and e-courses related to Elon
Musk and his companies and so have been retrieved and studied.

4.3 Case Analysis

In this case study, we analyze those data points in the spatial and temporal dimensions.
On one hand, we find four metaphors that Elon Musk mentioned and that are cited by
media frequently, and compare them with the four features of Wuity cognition. On the
other hand, we sorted out the process that Elon Musk developed when experimenting
with the Space X rockets and motors and analyze it from the six steps view.

4.3.1 Elon Musk’s Five Metaphors

1. The tough thing versus mindful inquiry
“The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy” was one of Elon Musk’s favorite books
when he was a teenager. He said, “I read The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy,
which was quite positive. It taught me that the tough thing is figuring out what
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questions to ask, but that once you do that, the rest is really easy. I came to the
conclusion that we should aspire to increase the scope and scale of human
consciousness in order to better understand what questions to ask. Really, the
only thing that makes sense is to strive for greater collective enlightment” (Easto
2017). Before starting Space X, one question that Musk often thought about was
why couldn’t persons go to Mars to live? By constantly inquiring, he believed
that people did not do it, not because no one thought of it, but because people
thought it was impossible to succeed and because for the individual the cost was
too expensive. In this case, the problem became how to find a practical path to
transport individuals to Mars. He further asked the question, “Why can’t I enter
the domain of space flight to help people reduce the cost of going to space?”
Eventually, he took “greatly reduce the total cost of the rocket” as a fundamental
issue of development. So, through mindful inquiry Elon Musk began to change
the rules of space travel (Mosher 2016).

2. Glasses þ abyss versus Letting go
Elon Musk said, “A friend of mine has a saying: ‘Starting a company is like

chewing glass and staring into the abyss.’ You have to do lots of things you don’t
like” (Musk 2017). “Failure is an option here. If things are not failing, you are not
innovating enough; Optimism, pessimism; we’re going to make it happen. As
God is my bloody witness, I’m hell-bent on making it work” (Zachary 2016).
Judging from those quotes, it seems that Musk knows how to keep a beginner’s
mind and letting go pessimistic emotion. His most traumatic years were around
2008–2009; he desperately needed financing for electric car venture Tesla during
the global economic recession. “It was the last hour of the last day that financing
needed to be closed, or the company would go bankrupt,” he said (Musk 2012).
The stock market had gone into a free fall, and investors kept changing the terms.
Musk took over the reins as CEO and funneled millions of his own money into
Tesla. He not only is staying in the mode of continuous exploration, but also
always starts again after a failure, without being interrupted by his negative
emotions. In 2008 after the first three rocket tests failed, he faced the risk of
bankruptcy, however he persisted on the last day and never gave up, reviving the
raising of funds and launched successfully in the fourth rocket test.

3. Knowledge as a semantic tree versus mindful observation
In Musk’s Reddit AMA interview, when answering how he learned so much so

fast and took it (learning) to a whole new level, Musk wrote, “It is important to
view knowledge as sort of a semantic tree—make sure you understand the
fundamental principles, i.e. the trunk and big branches, before you get into the
leaves/details or there is nothing for them to hang onto”(Musk 2015b). As a cross-
spanning expert-generalist, Elon Musk enjoys reading, “his ability to master
several different fields isn’t magic. At first, Musk’s reading spanned science
fiction, philosophy, religion, programming, and biographies of scientists, engi-
neers, and entrepreneurs. As he got older, his reading and career interests spread to
physics, engineering, product design, business, technology, and energy. This thirst
for knowledge allowed him to be exposed to a variety of subjects he had never
necessarily learned about in school”(Simmons 2016). With the focus of his
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interests changing and experiencing new business practices, Musk constantly
obtains new concepts of different disciplines of the knowledge world, it is mindful
observation strategy that helps him arrange the priority sequence between all kinds
of knowledge based on sematic understanding and sense-making in a deliberate
and intuitive way, he builds a dynamic and holistic semantic tree of different
disciplines, which reflects his own knowledge view as a knowledge map. He
builds an integrated view of his knowledge tree intuitively by observing his own
mind and sub-consciousness inwardly.

4. Cross-specialization connection versus visual analogy
Facing problem-solving in the business world, Elon Musk did not copy rou-

tines that others made, but broke the path dependence, gained inspiration through
creatively connecting two domains and observed them together as a whole. He
could then visually analyze the advantages of one domain and disadvantages of the
other domain, and thus found insightful new innovative opportunity that had never
been discovered before. When Elon Musk was asked “if time could be reversed
how will you redesign and select your career, and your life to maximum and to
perfect, and what’s your advice to students in Tsinghua University?” he answered,
“I think it is a good idea to study a broad range of subjects, a lot of innovation
comes through cross-specialization from one area to another, because increasingly
as the knowledge basis grows we become quite captured in the siloes of our
knowledge. Maybe someone is specialized in one area or another area, and if
you can combine these specialties and create some composites of the parts, there
are a lot of innovation opportunities by doing that. I think to have general
knowledge of domains is very important. Even specializing in two areas, I think
there are great opportunities. If you look and see what has been done in one
domain, and what parts of that domain could be transferable to another domain. If
you can combine them, that would be quite helpful” (Musk 2015a).

5. First principle versus insights into essence
Elon Musk mentioned the first principle several times in different circum-

stances. “If we put in the time and learn core concepts across fields and always
relate those concepts back to our life and the world, transferring between areas
becomes much easier and faster. As we build up a reservoir of ‘first principles’
and associate those principles with different fields, we suddenly gain the super-
power of being able to go into a new field we’ve never learned before, and quickly
make unique contributions” (Musk 2015a). It was in a brainstorming session that
he suddenly realized that the first principle would help him solve the question of
rocket improvement and low cost strategy, he disclosed it in “The Future Of
Energy And Transport interview” (Musk 2012). Actually, the first principle is
insight that he gained through connecting the two domains of the knowledge
world and the action world. At the same time, he applied this insight to provide
rules both for communicating with employees and for logical analytic thinking in
the business world. To resume, the first principle is multifunctional, it is an
insightful common principle that could be applied to the knowledge world as
the premise of logical analysis and to the action world as a simple rule to
communicate with people (Kruglanski and Gigerenzer 2011; Bingham and
Eisenhardt 2011).
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4.3.2 The Process of Innovation in Developing Space X

In this section we analyze the process that Elon Musk developed to experiment with
the Space X rockets and motors and analyze them using the six steps view. His
innovation process is divided into six steps:

1. getting stuck
“Unwilling to pay what U.S. rocket companies were charging, Elon Musk made

three trips to Russia and tried to buy a refurbished Dnepr missile, but found deal-
making in the wild west of Russian capitalism too risky financially” (Chaikin 2012).

2. letting go
When the Russians refused to negotiate, Elon decided to build the rocket

himself—the modern Falcon 9 in 2002 (Cantrell 2015). Robert Zubrin, president
of Pioneer Astronautics said “When I first met him in 2001, he knew absolutely
nothing about rockets, though he clearly had a scientific mind, By 2004, he had
learned a fair amount, and by 2007 he knew everything” (Hull et al. 2014). “Musk
also keeps a small collection of books on his desk—a sort of autodidact’s guide
on how to build rockets: Huzel and Huang on the fundamentals of liquid pro-
pellants, Sutton and Biblarz on propulsion elements, J.E. Gordon’s Structures: Or
Why Things Don’t Fall Down” (Kluger 2012).

3. mindful observation
“Elon can get to near mastery level on a subject in a pretty short amount of

time through sheer will. What he’s very good at is processing complex informa-
tion for a wide variety of fields very well.” “There’s little in his educational
background that should have made him ready to make cars and rockets. He
largely learned aerospace by reading textbooks given to him by a friend and
interviewing experts and his own employees. He does—and this is true—help
design the rockets” (Vance 2016).

4. visual analogy
Elon said, “If we put in the time and learn core concepts across fields and

always relate those concepts back to our life and the world, transferring between
areas becomes much easier and faster”. “I think it is a good idea to study a broad
range of subjects, a lot of innovations come through cross-specialization from one
area to another, because increasingly as a knowledge basis grows we become
quite adept through the siloes in our knowledge. I think to have general knowl-
edge of domains is very important. Even specializing in two areas, I think there
are great opportunities” (Musk 2015a).

5. gaining insight
“For example with rockets and cars, the auto industry is very good at produc-

ing large complex mechanical objects at low cost. It is remarkable how little the
car costs this way, and applying those manufacturing technologies to rocketry is
very helpful. Going the other direction, rocketry is very good at making things
very light. Because if it is not this way, it could not be sent to the orbit. So if you
apply those techniques to cars, you can help with making lighter cars, and it
allows cars have greater range. So this is an example of cross-specialization”
(Musk 2015a).
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6. implementing
For the rocket industry, Elon Musk combined the advantages of low-cost

pipelines and thrust-adjustable engines in the automotive industry with the high
cost and non-reusable disadvantages of the rocket industry. First, the Space X
Company took the lead in the field of aerospace in assembly line production
mode. Second, Space X Falcon Rockets achieved a smooth landing and a
successful recovery, the “gray falcon” rocket engine is the key to success
(Musk 2015a; Tesla News 2015).

5 Discussion and Conclusions

Applying the case study method, we find that Elon Musk’s four innovation meta-
phors of “The tough thing”, “glassesþabyss”, “knowledge as a semantic tree”,
“cross-specialization connection” and “first principle” correspond to four features
of Wuity thinking (zero mentality, mindful observation, visual analogy, and insights
into essence). His innovative process of developing and testing Space X corresponds
to the six steps of Wuity-based innovation. Wuity-based innovation is used to
interpret Elon Musk’s way to innovate through learning transfer (Simmons 2016).
Wang Shuren believe that, imagery-based thinking and the Wuity method are the
source of original innovation, to innovate is to break the bondage of conceptual
thinking, return to the original and natural thinking (Wang and Li 2006; Wang
2012). We have shown that Wuity is a way to combine common cognition and
creative thinking of innovators in East and West, although more discussion and
rigorous empirical studies are needed in the future.

From the perspective of unifying dual-processes theories of cognitive psychol-
ogy, we proposed a new concept of deliberate intuition as higher-level cognition of
integrating intuitive and deliberate judgments, and introduced Wuity cognition
derived from the context of Chinese culture. We used the framework of the five
features of Wuity, “Qu Xiang Bi Lei” thinking Model and the six steps of Wuity-
based innovation to uncover the mechanism to gain deliberate intuition and insights
throughWuity cognition. The case study methodology was adopted to illustrate Elon
Musk’s Wuity-based thinking, deliberate intuition and the process of innovation.
From Wuity to deliberate intuition, we find three premises are very important to pay
attention to and to explore further, which are mindfulness (mindful inquiry, letting
go and mindful observation), imagery-based thinking (visual analogy and ‘Qu Xiang
Bi Lei’ cognitive model) and Non-dualistic thinking (deliberation and intuition,
conceptual thinking and imagery-based thinking).

In The Innovator’s DNA, authors Jeff Dyer, Hal Gergersen, and Clayton
M. Christensen build on the idea of disruptive innovation to outline the five
discovery skills that distinguish the Steve Jobses and Jeff Bezoses of the world
from the run-of-the-mill corporate managers. Those five skills are questioning,
experimenting, observing, associating, and networking. Comparing with our five
features of Wuity-based innovation, which includes mindful inquiry, letting go,
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mindful observation, visual analogy, and insights, we believe our five features play a
complimentary role to the five skills for innovators above. Mindful inquiry is a
process of reconstructing a problem to find the nature of the question, which is
connected to the innovators’ spirituality and inner call, it is different from critical
questioning the outside world. Letting go is of great importance for innovators,
especially entrepreneurs, to clear the negative effects and try other alternatives and
experiments. A better combination of mindful observation and visual analogy/
metaphor, which is the thinking model of Eastern philosophy might help develop
insights that lead to simple rules, maybe even a roadmap for the next steps.
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A Method of Generating Societal Vision
Based on the Social Systems Theory

Norihiko Kimura, Haruka Mori, Yuzuki Oka, Wataru Murakami,
Rio Nitta, and Takashi Iba

Abstract In this paper, we propose a method of generating societal vision based on
the social systems theory. When trying to generate innovation for the future society
by some kind of new technology, we must have a vision of how the technology will
spread in the society and change it. It is quite difficult to imagine how a new
technology will spread to and influence the whole society, considering the high
complexity and opaqueness of the modern society. To generate innovation and
design a better future, some frameworks to understand society as a whole are
necessary. In this paper, we first refer to some existing methods for thinking about
the future and indicate how they are not appropriate to our research question due to
the lack of a framework to understand the societal wholeness. Second, to create the
framework, we (1) refer to the social systems theory that considers society as an
autopoietic system whose elements are communication, (2) utilise the perspective of
a functionally differentiated society and (3) refer to the functional method to analyse
the social systems. Further, on the basis of the theory, we propose a method of
generating societal visions, and also show the worksheet that is used to practice the
method. Through this work, we enable a user to think about the network of the
functional systems of the society and its change, and then to imagine the influence or
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spreading diffusion of the innovation to various areas outside the target domain of
the innovation.

1 Introduction

Since the beginning of the twenty-first century, several kinds of technological
innovations have been generated in various fields. When trying to generate innova-
tion for our future society by some kind of new technology, we must have an image
or vision of how the technology will spread in the society and change it. If the image
or vision is attractive and persuasive, we can pursue an innovation on the basis of the
vision and gather collaborators or funds.

Even though such a future vision is necessary for innovation, it is quite difficult to
imagine that a new technology will spread to and influence the whole society. As the
modern society is highly complex and opaque, we can only imagine the change
around the technology or its domain and cannot imagine how the technology
changes the whole society. In such a situation, some frameworks to understand the
society are necessary in order to imagine the society and design a better future
society.

In this context, this research proposes a method of generating the future vision for
understanding society, by referring to social systems theory, which has abundant
concepts and theories for grasping a complex society.

2 Studies About the Methods of Thinking for the Future

There are some methods of predicting and thinking about the future in several fields.
In the field of organisation management, there is a method called Scenario

Planning, wherein managers (1) set two axes of the scenario, which will cause
changes in future, (2) consider the extreme situation of each axis and (3) combine
them to create multiple scenarios (Heijden et al. 2002). Organisations use this
method to formulate their business strategy in preparation for those scenarios.

In the field of design, future-oriented design methodologies such as Speculative
Design and Design Fiction are proposed. Speculative design considers designing ‘a
means of speculating how things could be’ and inspires ‘people’s imaginations to
flow freely’. In this method, designers design some futuristic products, and based on
them, they debate and think with audiences about people’s desired future (Dunne
and Raby 2013). Similarly, design fiction is the method of exploring the future by
writing the fiction in which there are some futuristic products that do not currently
exist (Sterling 2009; Bosch 2012).

We, authors, have also developed and practiced the method called Future
Language that transforms the visions of the desired future into words (Iba 2016b;
Kimura et al. 2016). Future Language comprises Future Words, which are
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vocabularies written about the desired future. By making these words, this method
enables us to talk about the future and share the vision in the communities or
organisations, for instance.

These methods are useful for discussing the future and deciding how organisa-
tions and communities should behave on the basis of the foreseen future. However,
although those methods can inspire the visions around products and technologies, or
the organisations and communities, they are not suited to inspire ‘societal’ visions
because the methods do not provide us the framework to understand the society in its
entirety. In this complex society, we want whole societal visions and not just visions
about technologies or communities.

Therefore, in this research, referring to the social system theory proposed by the
sociologist Niklas Luhmann, we will extract a framework to understand the society
as a whole, and based on that understanding, we will propose a method to generate a
future vision of the society.

3 Social Systems Theory

The social systems theory considers (1) society as an autopoietic system whose
elements are communication and (2) the modern society as a set of functional
systems. To analyse the society, we also refer to his functional method.

3.1 Social Systems

Luhmann (1927–1998) was a sociologist who applied the system theory of
autopoiesis to sociology in order to tackle the fundamental question of ‘how society
is possible’.

The system theory of autopoiesis is advocated in biology, which defines a system
as the network of the recursive production process of the elements (Maturana 1981).
Luhmann generalised this theory and applied it to his own sociology as the social
systems theory; the theory considers society an autopoietic system whose elements
are communication. Communication, in this theory, is not understood as a transfer-
model, but as a triple selection—a selection of information, utterance and under-
standing (Luhmann 1984). As communications are events that vanish instantly, the
continuous recursive reproduction of communication is crucial to social systems.
Autopoietic systems are closed in operational levels, and hence, they cannot procure
their elements from the environment, including other systems; in other words, the
systems need to self-reproduce their own elements.

Luhmann emphasised that the autopoietic system theory reformulated the central
problem of the system theory from the difference between whole and part to system
differentiation and built it into the new paradigm (Luhmann 1984). The former sees a
system as comprising a certain number of parts and the relations among them, which
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means that it only consider the internal aspects of a system; the latter considers a
system as the difference between a system and its environment, which means that in
order to generate and maintain a system, the system needs to continue making a
difference from its environment and other systems by reproducing its own elements
constantly. According to Luhmann,

System differentiation is nothing more than the repetition within systems of the difference
between system and environment. (Luhmann 1984)

For example, to generate and maintain a social system, it needs to be differenti-
ated from the psychic system by reproducing communication constantly.

Luhmann divided social systems in three types: interactions, organisations and
societies (Fig. 1) (Luhmann 1984). These types are distinguished on the basis of the
level of complexity of communication that systems could handle. Interactive sys-
tems could handle only communication that has a limitation of the number of topics
or people, for instance, face-to-face communication. Organisation systems could
deal with communication ‘that extend far realm of co-present people’ (Borch 2011)
but have a limit for membership. The type of societies is the sum of all communi-
cation, according to Luhmann, and, in his career, he particularly explored this type of
social systems.

3.2 Modern Society as a Set of Functionally Differentiated
Systems

According to Luhmann, human society has had several societal structures to form
social order; he defined the structure of the modern society as a functionally
differentiated society.

The functionally differentiated society is the society divided into subsystems that
fulfil necessary specific functions for society; for example, politics, economics, law,
science, art, religion, education, etc. (Fig. 2). In previous research, one of the
authors, Iba, suggests to add the co-creation system as the vision of creative society
(Iba 2016a).

Each functional system is differentiated from the type of societies-system; and
each system has its own way to reproduce continuous communication to maintain its
autopoietic system, in other words, to continue distinguishing itself from its envi-
ronment (including other systems), so that it is quite probable that each system
differentiates from the whole society. As mentioned above, a system can only exist

Fig. 1 Three types of social
systems (Luhmann 1984)
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when it has something different from the environment. To maintain its own com-
munication system, each system has a specific function in society, communication
media, binary code and programmes (Table 1).

As mentioned above, each functional system has a specific function that is
necessary for society; for instance, the function of the politics system is procuring
the capacity to enforce collective building of decisions, and the function of the
economics system is ensuring future supply under scarcity (Luhmann and Kieserling
1998; Luhmann 1988) (Table 1, second column).

To fulfil these functions and maintain a nexus of communication, functional
systems have their own communication mediums. Communication media provides
support to increase the probability of communications, such as power in the politics
system or money in the economics system (Luhmann and Kieserling 1998; Luhmann
1988) (Table 1, third column).

Moreover, functional systems have their own binary code, a two-sided form
(positive side and negative side, like A/not-A) as a way to describe society, in
order to structure communication, such as government/opposition in the politics
system and payment/not-payment in the economics system (Luhmann and
Kieserling 1998; Luhmann 1988) (Table 1, fourth column).

To assign each target to a positive side or a negative side of the binary code,
functional systems have programmes. Programmes express the decision rules to
structure communication codes, such as manifests, constitutions and elections in the
politics system or prices and investment programmes in the economics system
(Luhmann and Kieserling 1998; Luhmann 1988) (Table 1, fifth column).

Understanding society as a functionally differentiated system means that the
modern society ‘has no central agency’ (Luhmann 1981); in other words, the society
is decentred and ‘there is no central perspective from to which to observe social
phenomena’ (Borch 2011). Therefore, when analysing and solving social problems,
it is necessary for each functional system to present its own solution based on its
function and communication.

Fig. 2 Functionally
differentiated society
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3.3 The Functional Method

Analysing society using the social systems theory, Luhmann adopts the functional
method, which is used in anthropology and sociology. The functional method of
Luhmann is characterised as equivalent functionalism and is the method for
(1) analysing an actual solution of some social issue and (2) seeking and comparing
other virtually functionally equivalent alternatives. The equivalent functional
method emphasises seeing that actual solutions are contingent and comparing
possible functionally alternative ways to solve problems and not just to clarify the
linkage between the cause and the result of the societal problem, which is previous
functional method. According to Luhmann,

The relation between the problem and its solution will thus not be grasped for its own sake;
rather, it serves as a connecting thread to questions about other possibilities, as a connecting
thread in the search for functional equivalences. (Luhmann 1984)

The equivalent functional method (i) establishes an abstract problem for compar-
ison, called a functional reference point and (ii) defines the range of functionally
equivalent and substitutable alternatives to solve problems, called equivalent area
(Luhmann 1970) (Fig. 3). The functional method is a comparative method, i.e. the
method is a heuristic way to shift our attention from the actual solution to still virtual
better different solutions.

According to Luhmann, the functional method will be effective when it is used
with the system theory because the system limits the possibilities of choices
(Luhmann 1970). If there are no limits, the functional reference points could be
defined arbitrarily and the possibilities of equivalent alternatives within the equiva-
lent area would be infinite. Referencing a system, we could define the functional
reference points as a problem of maintaining the system and could think of other
solutions within the limited equivalent area that are possible ways only in the system.
Thus, if there are some societal problems, each functionally differentiated system
thinks of the solutions and handles them within a limited range within its own
system. Then, if necessary, we could compare each solution and choose a better
one; in other words, in the modern society, there is no choice but to do so (Luhmann
1986).

Table 1 Examples of functional systems

Functional
system Function Media Code Programme

Politics Procuring the capacity to enforce
collective building of decisions

Power Government/
opposition

Manifests, con-
stitutions election

Economics Ensuring future supply under the
condition of scarcity

Money Payment/
not-payment

Prices, invest-
ment
programmes
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4 Vision Generation Method

On the basis of the social system theory, we propose a method to draw visions of the
future society. In the following, we will introduce the method and the worksheet
using that method, which is currently being created.

4.1 Generate Functionally Equivalent Alternatives

Paraphrasing the perspective into drawing a societal vision, we need to present the
visions on the basis of the functions and communication of each functionally
differentiated system. Drawing visions of a decentred modern society will be
possible by analysing the problem from the viewpoint of each functional system,
drawing visions of each functional system and comparing or integrating the visions.
The equivalent functional method such as finding functional equivalents is effective
for analysing and generating new ideas of each system.

However, there remains the question of how to discover new functional equiva-
lents. Although generated ideas are based on the present societal premises and
existing technologies, it is not certain whether the ideas will be applicable in future.
For the rapidly changing future society, it is necessary to consider solutions (func-
tional equivalent alternatives) that are not still actualised.

Therefore, in this research, we propose a method of generating functional equiv-
alent alternatives by expanding the equivalent area based on new technologies
(Fig. 4); in other words, this method aims to make us imagine the expanded
equivalent area, and, on the a basis of the new generated equivalent alternatives,
draw visions of the future society. However, without any trigger, the equivalent area
could not be expanded; hence, some factors are required to expand the equivalent
area to areas where possible virtual solutions exist. Examples of such factors are new
technologies, tools or philosophy. The triggers to expand equivalent area are
depending on those who use this new method. After selecting the factors and
expanding the equivalent area, we can generate the ideas.

Fig. 3 The equivalent
functional method
(O ¼ functional reference
point, X ¼ equivalent area,
A–D ¼ functionally
equivalent alternatives)
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Therefore, the process of the method proposed by this research is as follows:
(1) imagine a social system whose element is the nexus of communications,
(2) assign a certain functional system, (3) analyse and list current actual functional
equivalent alternatives needed to maintain the system, (4) select some factors to
expand their equivalent areas and generate new ideas of functionally equivalent
alternatives and (5) draw the vision from the perspective of the functional system
based on the new ideas. Then, (6) repeat this process in other functional systems and
(7) draw a whole societal vision by comparing and integrating the each system’s
visions (Fig. 5).

4.2 Vision Generation Worksheet

We are now developing a worksheet that applies this method to use in workshops;
we call it a ‘vision generation worksheet’. Each worksheet corresponds to each
functional system. Participants of the workshop proceed on the steps above from
(1) to (5) in one sheet, draw the vision of the system and then change to another
worksheet of another system. Working on each sheet and each system, we could
compare and integrate the visions from each system’s viewpoint, and then, we could
get the vision of the society as a whole.

Below, as an example of the worksheet, we show the vision generation worksheet
of the politics system (Fig. 6) and some examples of it in practice (Fig. 7).

These worksheets are developed on the basis of the books written by Luhmann—a
series of books that he wrote after the late 1980s. Each book is about each functional
differentiated system and is titled ‘X as a social system’ (X, for instance, stands for
economy, law or science). He wrote these books on the basis of the social systems
theory and the functional method and revealed the mechanism of each system. We
researched these books and other related books about each functional differentiated
system and extracted the essences of each system.

Fig. 4 Expanding
equivalent area by new
technologies
(O ¼ functional reference
point, X ¼ equivalent area,
A–D ¼ functionally
equivalent alternatives,
T¼ some new technologies,
E ¼ generated new
functionally equivalent
alternatives, new ideas)
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Fig. 5 The process of vision generation method

Fig. 6 Vision generation worksheet of the politics system
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a method of generating the societal visions on the basis of
the social systems theory that provide us a framework to understand the society and
generate ideas; we also presented worksheets that apply the method to use in
workshops. Thus far, we have developed two worksheets, corresponding to the
politics system and the economics system. In future research, we will develop
other worksheets, corresponding to other functional systems that Luhmann presents,
for e.g. the law system, science system, education system and mass media system.

Through this work, we aim to be able to imagine the influence of an innovation
spreading over various areas outside the target domain of the intended innovation.
An innovation will change not only the domain in which it occurs (for example, the
technological innovation of autonomous cars will certainly change the future of
driving and traffic) but will also cause changes in the law system and economics
system, which will further influence the politics system and other systems. The
functional systems of the society are mutually influential and constitute a network of
functional systems within themselves (Fig. 8). Thus, a change in one system will
influence the other systems through the network. In the systems theory, the mutual
influence between the systems is called structural coupling. By those worksheets, we
could (1) track the vision under the consideration of the network of functional
systems and its change and (2) imagine the spreading of the innovation.

Acknowledgements We want to acknowledge Yuma Akado, and Konomi Munakata for the help
in designing and improving our method and worksheets.

Fig. 7 Examples of practiced worksheets
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Peer Learning via Dialogue with a Pattern
Language

Takashi Iba

Abstract In this paper, we study the way of peer learning via dialogue that uses a
pattern language. Pattern languages are a collection of patterns to describe design
knowledge that exists in particular areas of a profession. For the past 7 years, we
have been holding workshops for dialogue with a pattern language in order to realise
peer learning. In this paper, we introduce the dialogue workshop using the Learning
Patterns, a pattern language for creative learning, and analyse the data of our survey.
The results of 710 valid responses show that 92.4% of participants learned some-
thing new about the way of learning, when they read the book of the Learning
Patterns; 91.5% reflected that the dialogue was important to learn the ways of
learning; 95.7% of participants considered this activity of listening to others signif-
icant for various reasons; 90.3% thought the pattern language was helpful for sharing
their experience with peers; 88.3% were able to imagine how they can actually take
actions of the patterns they chose; and 96.5% of participants thought reading the
pattern language and participating in the dialogue workshop was enjoyable.

1 Introduction

Our society is becoming more complex and diverse day by day. In such a society,
identifying problems by ourselves and creatively thinking of solutions from various
perspectives is essential. People need to learn by constructing their own living
knowledge based on their situation and not by merely memorizing existing ideas;
Learning how to generate new ideas and how to think is also necessary. In addition,
in such fluid and dynamic changing age, the fixed textbook is a limited learning tool
because of the cost and time required to collect and update the diverse knowledge
and write it down into a textbook.
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On the other hand, you can find people who have different experience from you
just by looking around you. That is, different people have different practical knowl-
edge in various domains. In such environment, peer learning—learning from
peers—is paying attention not only in schools but also outside them.

In this paper, we introduce pattern languages as media for peer learning, present
how to use them in a dialogue for exchanging narratives of experience, and demon-
strate a dialogue workshop using a pattern language. Because we have already
published qualitative feedbacks from participants of the dialogue workshop (Iba
2015), this paper focuses on the quantitative survey results of our practices.

2 Pattern Language as Media for Peer Learning

Pattern language is collection of patterns that describe practical knowledge in a
certain domain. Each pattern is written in a format of Context, Problem, Solution,
and Consequence, and has a name, which can be used as common words among
people. The pattern language we present in this paper is the Learning Patterns, which
is a pattern language for creative learning. It has 40 patterns for rules of thumb and
tips for learning in a creative way, as shown later.

The originator of the pattern language was Christopher Alexander, the architect
who proposed it in order to develop design knowledge of building and town
(Alexander et al. 1977; Alexander 1979). Ten years after the book was published,
Alexander’s idea of pattern language was adopted in the field of software design
(Beck and Cunningham 1987; Gamma et al. 1994).

Since the 1990s, an increasing number of fields have adopted the methods of
pattern language (Manns and Rising 2005, 2015; Hoover and Oshineye 2009;
Pedagogical Patterns Editorial Board 2012). On the basis of this background, we
have been creating pattern languages in a new area of knowledge concerning human
actions such as learning (Iba and Iba Laboratory 2014a), presentation (Iba and Iba
Laboratory 2014b), collaboration (Iba and Iba Laboratory 2014c), education, busi-
ness, social innovation, policy-making, and even beauty in daily life.

The Learning Patterns, on which we focus in this paper, consists of 40 patterns
(Fig. 1). At the centre of the pattern language is the pattern Creative Learning, and
the three main patterns for such learning: Opportunity for Learning, Learning by
Creating, and Open Learning surround the Creative Learning. The subsequent
patterns are grouped into three categories. The first group, patterns Nos. 4–15, relates
to Opportunity for Learning. The second group of patterns, Nos. 16–27 shows
patterns related to Learning by Creating. The third group, pattern Nos. 28–No.
39 relates toOpen Learning. These patterns help learner achieve a Creative Learning
through their interactions.

Figure 2 shows the format of a pattern in the Learning Patterns. The left-hand
page gives you a brief idea of the pattern’s meaning. On the top left side of the page,
you will see the Pattern Number, Pattern Name, One-liners to explain the pattern,
and Illustration. At the bottom of the page are Quotes related to the pattern. The
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right-hand page offers more detail about the pattern. Listing from the top, the
Context, Problem, Forces, Solution, and Actions are all described.

3 Dialogue Workshop for Peer Learning

Pattern languages are used in dialogue for reflecting on the speaker’s experiences,
talking about them with others, and making a plan for future actions using the pattern
language.1 Note that Iba (2012) presents a pattern language for designing this type of
workshop. In what follows, we show our practices of the dialogue workshop using
the Learning Patterns.

The dialogue workshops using the Learning Patterns have been held at the
Faculty of Policy Management and Faculty of Environment and Information Studies,
Keio University, since 2011. All freshmen at the two faculties, approximately
900 students, have participated in these workshops and talked about their experi-
ences of learning in light of the patterns (Fig. 2). About 6500 students have
participated in the workshops over the past 7 years.

The main aim of the workshop is to change the mindset of students, who often
define “learning” in the narrow sense by limiting it to studies in school. Another aim
is to provide them with an opportunity to learn from their peers (other students), and
to make them realise that they can learn by peer learning. We also expected the
workshop to be an ice-breaking event for freshmen to kick off their campus lives.

Fig. 2 Format of a pattern in the Learning Patterns

1We held similar dialogue with the Learning Patterns in several international conference: 3rd
International Conference on Collaborative Innovation Networks 2011 (COINs2011) in Switzerland,
2nd Asian Conference on Pattern Languages of Programs (AsianPLoP2011) in Japan, and 19th
Conference on Pattern Languages of Programs (PLoP2012) in US.
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The workshop was held as part of an obligatory class for freshmen, where the
names of classes were “Policy Management Studies” and “Environment and Infor-
mation Studies”. Each class had approximately 450 participants. In the first class, we
handed out the booklet of the Learning Patterns to all participants, and explained the
homework they needed to complete to prepare for the workshop. Specifically, the
students were asked to read the booklet, think about their experience with the patterns,
and make marks on the Dialogue Workshop Preparation Sheet (Fig. 3) in the
followingmanner: first, circle the patterns that they have experienced before, noticing
that the learning experience is not limited to traditional “learning” in a school setting;
it may include experiences in sports, music, extracurricular activities, and hobbies;
second, choose five patterns that they would like to incorporate into their learning in
the future, and put a star mark beside them.

In the next class, which took place 1 week after assigning the homework, we had
a dialogue workshop with the pattern language. In the workshop, participants were
free to mingle and to find and talk with other participants for about 45 min. We set a
rule that participants must talk only to people they do not know, so participants could
easily talk to people whom they have never talked to before. This rule makes the
dialogue setting feasible even if participants are shy and hesitating to talk with new
people. In the workshop, when they find someone who has experienced a pattern
they want to master, they listen to the other participant’s story. The workshops were
held twice a year in April, with about 450 participants at in each workshop (Fig. 4).

After the workshop, students were asked to submit a second homework: Their
first task was to reflect on what they learned from other students in the workshop and
write it down. Second, they had to write a plan for learning to gain five patterns
they’d chosen. In addition, we ask them to give us feedbacks about the workshop
experience, and the analysis of this paper is the results of this survey.

Circle all patterns that
you have experienced.

Put a start mark on just 5
patterns that you want to
gain in the near future.

Fig. 3 Dialogue workshop preparation sheet (for the Learning Patterns)
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To understand the experience of participants in the dialogue workshop, Iba
(2015) analysed qualitative feedback from the participants and got the following
results. First, participants said they enjoyed talking to people to whom they have
never talked before (one of the rules was that participants must talk only to people
they did not know). Moreover, most participants said the workshop was fun and
interesting and they even made new friends, although the main goal of the dialogue
was learning.

Second, to actualize the patterns they wanted to implement, the participants
gained ideas about specific actions they could take and also learned that the same
pattern can have various applications. In the workshop, participants were often
motivated by other people’s attitudes and experiences of learning in the case of
Learning Patterns, and by seeing the diversity of the experiences of others. Through
the workshop, the participants gained a broader viewpoint of the world and them-
selves and were better able to share and solve problems they were facing.

Third, the workshops not only allowed participants to learn something unique
about others, but also to discover new aspects in themselves by using the pattern
language to talk about themselves. In the dialogue, they also sometimes discovered
that they had experience with a pattern that they did not realize they had experienced
before.

In a different study, Iba (2014) demonstrates a bar chart of aggregated data about
how many patterns participants have already experienced, and Iba (2015) further
shows the growth of individual experience in terms of the Learning Patterns on a

Fig. 4 Dialogue workshop using a pattern language (Keio University, 2017)
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radar chart. However, so far there are no studies that examine the feedback of
participants quantitatively. In the next section, we present the quantitative survey
results about the experience of the dialogue workshop.

4 A Survey on Dialogue Workshops with the Learning
Patterns

We conducted the survey on dialogue workshops with the Learning Patterns among
the students who participated in the workshop at Keio University in 2017. The
survey covers everything starting from the students’ experience of reading the
pattern booklet to their experience of the workshop itself. The number of valid
responses of this survey is 710. Note that the survey was conducted in Japanese, with
the results shown below translated into English for the purposes this paper.

To measure the students’ grasp of the premise to the workshop, we asked the
participants how many patterns they had already experienced among the 40 patterns
of the Learning Patterns. The answers are shown in Fig. 5.

In addition, we asked whether they had learned something new about the way of
learning when reading the book of the Learning Patterns. The result in Fig. 6 shows
that 92.4% of participants, in total, gained new insights about the way of learning
when they read the book of the Learning Patterns.

Fig. 5 Answer for the question “Howmany patterns you have already experienced in 40 patterns of
the Learning Patterns?” [N ¼ 710]
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As shown above, most participants gained new insights when reading the book of
the Learning Patterns. Furthermore, most of them learned new things in the dialogue
workshop as well. Figure 7 shows the result of the answer to the question “After
reading the book, you joined the Dialogue Workshop. When did you learn the most
about the way of learning?”. This result shows that 91.5% of participants in total said
the dialogue was important in their learning process.

In questions about the workshop, we asked them how many people they talked
with in the 45 min of the dialogue workshop. The result is shown in Fig. 8.

Further, Fig. 9 shows the answer to the question, whether they thought it was
important for them to listen to the learning experiences of others, and whether it
helped them to think about their own way of learning. This result shows that 95.7%
of participants in total consider the activity of listening to others important.

0.7%
6.9%

38.2%

54.2%

Strongly agree
Agree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Fig. 6 Answer for the question “Did you learn something new about the way of learning, when you
read the book of the Learning Patterns?” [N ¼ 710]

When I read the book alone

In the Dialogue Workshop

I got findings from reading
the book, as much as the
workshop
I did not get any finding from
those ac�vi�es

6.9%

62.3%

29.2%

1.7%

Fig. 7 Answer for the question “After reading the book, you joined the Dialogue Workshop. When
did you learn the most about the way of learning?” [N ¼ 710]
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Related to this question, the participants who answered that the activity of
listening to others was important, were then asked, what was good about the
dialogue workshop using the Learning Patterns, Multiple replies were allowed
here. The results in Fig. 10 show that there are various reasons why the participants
considered this workshop significant.

In our past qualitative study of dialogue workshops (Iba 2015), participants said
that pattern languages helped them share their experiences. This time, all participants
were asked the question “Did you feel that the Learning Patterns helped you to tell

60.6%
35.1%

3.8%
0.6%

Strongly agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Fig. 9 Answer for the question “Do you think it was important for you to listen to the learning
experiences of others, in order to help you think about your own way of learning?” [N ¼ 710]

Fig. 8 Answer for the question “How many people did you talk with in the Dialogue Workshop?”
[N ¼ 710]
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someone your own stories of learning in the dialogue?”. The result in Fig. 11 shows
that 90.3% of all participants thought that the pattern language was helpful in sharing
their experience with peers.

One of the purposes of holding a dialogue workshop with pattern languages is to
be able to imagine a future scenario when the participants will apply the patterns into
practice based on what they learned from their peers. Figure 12 shows the answer to
the question “About the five patterns you have chosen; are you now able to imagine
clearly how you can actually take action?”. The results demonstrate that 88.3% of
participants thought that after the workshop they were able to imagine how they
could take actions of the patterns they chose.

38.6%

51.7%

9.2%
0.6%

Strongly agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Fig. 11 Answer to the question “Did you feel that the Learning Patterns helped you to tell someone
your own stories of learning in the dialogue?” [N ¼ 710]

77.7

38.3

44.4

40.3

29.1

69.5

29.5

57.7

Fig. 10 Answer to the question “If you chose “Strongly agree” or “Agree” in the previous question,
please answer this question. What was good about this dialogue workshop where we have shared
our own learning experiences using the Learning Patterns? Please check all that apply”
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According to our past qualitative survey (Iba 2015), some participants said they
realized, during the workshop, that they already had experience of patterns that they
had marked as “no experience” when first reading the book of the Learning Patterns.
We were interested in how many people found this to be true, so this time we
included this question in the survey. Figure 13 shows the answer, demonstrating that
82.0% of participants realised, during the workshop, that they already had experi-
ence of patterns that they had originally chosen as “no experience” when reading the
book of the Learning Patterns.

Figure 14 shows answer to the question about the experience of reading the
Learning Patterns book and participating in the dialogue workshop, “All in all, was it
enjoyable for you to read the Learning Patterns and to have the dialogue with

18.0%

82.0%

Yes

No

Fig. 13 Answer to the question “Were there any patterns you realised, during the workshop, that
you already had experience of, even though you had chosen them as “no experience” when reading
the book of the Learning Patterns?” [N ¼ 710]

23.2%

65.1%

11.1%
0.6%

Strongly agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Fig. 12 Answer to the question “About the five patters you have chosen; are you now able to
imagine clearly how you can actually take action?” [N ¼ 710]
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others?”. Figure 14 shows that 96.5% of participants thought it was enjoyable.
Finally, Fig. 15 shows the result of the answer to the question, “Would you
recommend this workshop about the Learning Patterns to the freshmen coming
next year?”. It shows that 95.9% of participants would recommend this workshop.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced the dialogue workshops with pattern languages, exam-
ined one case of a dialogue workshop using the Learning Patterns, and studied the
result of the survey completed by workshop participants. The results presented in
this preliminary study reflect a subjective response to the workshop experience. In

95.9%

4.1%

Yes

No

Fig. 15 Answer to the question “Would you recommend this workshop about the Learning
Patterns to the freshmen coming next year?” [N ¼ 710]

59.2%
37.3%

2.8%
0.7%

Strongly agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Fig. 14 Answer to the question “All in all, was it enjoyable for you to read the Learning Patterns
and to have the dialogue with others?” [N ¼ 710]
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order to confirm the effectiveness of the dialogue with a pattern language, a wider
study with experimental and control groups is necessary, and is planned for the
future.
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Using Open Dialogue Patterns to Improve
Conversation in Daily Life

Masafumi Nagai and Takashi Iba

Abstract This study explores a novel way of using Open Dialogue Patterns to
improve everyday communication. Open Dialogue is a dialogue-based approach fre-
quently utilised in psychotherapy and has been proposed to apply to other situations.
We organised the essence of Open Dialogue by using pattern language so as not to be
limited to the field of psychotherapy (Iba et al., Open dialogue patterns: a pattern
language for collaborative problem dissolving. Viking Conference on Pattern Lan-
guages of Programs, 2017; Nagai et al., Basic patterns for dialogical meeting: open
dialogue patterns, Part2. 22st European Conference on Pattern Languages of Programs
(EuroPLoP2017), 2017). In this study, we employed a learning programme to improve
everyday conversation using Open Dialogue Patterns and confirmed four participants
and ten cases. The results reported herein suggest that these patterns are effective
through ‘utilisation to deepen understanding of interpersonal relations’, ‘induction of
the inquiry of effective dialogue’ and ‘recognition of the dialogue as a design issue.’

1 Introduction

Many problems in modern society occur due to complications associated with human
relationships. Issues such as bullying and power harassment arising from problems in
human relationships are constantly occurring in workplaces and schools, and dilution
of human relations is becoming a noticed problem in people’s everyday lives.

When trying to resolve these problems, the common approach is to seek the
causes in the individual involved. The problem is considered to reside within the
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individual, and thus the problem could be solved if the person’s behaviour is
improved. Some may even blame the individual, saying that ‘The problem happened
because of your behaviour’, or ‘this would not have happened if you had done
better’. Although the guidelines for improvement of such an approach are easy to
understand, they ignore the fact that all individuals exist within a continuum of
various relationships. In a certain relationship, he/she may have been forced to take
the action that resulted in problems.

Under these circumstances, it is necessary not only to find the causal factors that
reside within the individuals who are involved but also to gain perspective from
surrounding relationships. By improving these relationships with the surrounding
people, it becomes possible to create situations where problems do not occur. In this
investigation, we aim to solve problems or prevent problems beforehand by urging
improvements in daily communication and human relationships.

2 Open Dialogue Patterns

The purpose of Open Dialogue Patterns is to solve individuals’ problems by
inducing dialogue that involves various people related to the situation (Iba et al.
2017; Nagai et al. 2017). We referred to the method of Open Dialogue, a dialogue-
based approach with a proven track record of effectiveness in the field of psycho-
therapy. Additionally, we organised the essence of Open Dialogue by using pattern
language so as not to be limited to the field of psychotherapy.

2.1 Open Dialogue

Open Dialogue is a family therapy method developed by a team led by Mr. Jaakko
Seikkula of Jyväskylä University, which has been implemented at Keropudas Hospital
in the West Lapland region of Finland since the 1980s (Seikkula and Arnkil 2014).

Historically, medical doctors would diagnose conditions such as schizophrenia
and then would employ approaches such as medical treatment and hospitalisation.
The Open Dialogue approach, however, is a treatment in which open dialogical
meetings with people related to the situation are performed. In other words, it treats
patients as part of a larger social network, rather than isolating them as an indepen-
dent individual. Therefore, these dialogical meetings convene important people from
around the patient as well as the necessary medical professionals, rather than having
a one-on-one medical examination with the patient. Furthermore, this technique does
not utilise a one-way conversational approach for diagnosis; rather, it is an interac-
tive two-way conversation. By repeatedly conducting dialogical meetings and trying
to talk about experiences that had been difficult for the patient alone to express, the
symptoms abate and causal behaviours gradually cease to exist.
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The effectiveness of this approach has already been demonstrated in Finland
where the recurrence-prevention rate is high, and the hospitalisation period is shorter
than that of the patient receiving normal treatment such as pharmacotherapy
(Seikkula and Olson 2003).

2.2 Pattern Language for Describing Practical Knowledge

In organising the knowledge of Open Dialogue, we used a method called pattern
language. Pattern language was originally created by the architect Christopher
Alexander, as a method of knowledge documentation to ease resident participation
in the design of urban buildings and towns (Alexander et al. 1977). A pattern
language consists of patterns, which each pattern containing a piece of knowledge
that is labelled with a ‘pattern name’, and is described in the order of ‘context’,
‘problem’, ‘solution’ and ‘consequence’. It is a method that has also been applied
outside of the architecture domain, including software design and human action
(Helm et al. 1994; Iba 2013).

2.3 Overview of Open Dialogue Patterns

The Open Dialogue Patterns consist of 30 patterns in total. The core patterns consist of
ExperiencedWorld, Various Voices andCo-Created Understanding, supplemented by
nine patterns for each core pattern that provide suggestions of specific practices
(Fig. 1). Each category, along with a brief description of the pattern name and contents,
will be provided in the upcoming paragraphs.

Fig. 1 The whole structure of Open Dialogue Patterns
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The first core pattern, Experienced World is about understanding the speakers’
way of perceiving things through dialogue and using this frame to grasp their
experiences. To effectively practice this method, nine patterns can be employed as
illustrated below. Labels and expertise are to stop the individual from being As a
Living Person. This also means recognising others As a Living Person too. It is
important to have a Deep Listening to their pace of thoughts and utterance as well as
a choice of words so that you can use the Exact Same Words.

Simple yes/no questions should not be utilised during the dialogue. Thus, practice
question that will enable the individual to answer in his/her own words, known as
Open Question should be used. Also, take a Pause for Thinking so that the person
you are having a dialogue with has ample time to think about what they want to say.
When they have fully answered your question, make sure you also appropriately
Respond to What is Said.

To understand their Experienced World, it is imperative to use not only your point
of view but also their Inner Viewpoint. Sometimes there may be a strong emotional
expression, which is a great opportunity to put those experiences that could not be
expressed in words through a Tunnel of Emotion. In case of this situation, make sure
you settle a Respectful Mind towards dark and tough experiences they may have
faced in the past.

The second core pattern, Various Voicesmeans to carry on a dialogue with people
who surrounding situation. The aim is to share a variety of narratives from the person
and the various interpretations from the surrounding people. To effectively practise
this pattern, the practitioner can follow the nine patterns as below. First, we must have
our identified Significant Others join in and have everybody Working as a Team.
Then, gather those members in one place and request them to arrange themselves as
Sitting in a Circle.

As for dialogue, send out Invitation for Utterances from the beginning and ask
them questions. Rather than trying to summarise the story, it is important to proceed
with a Slow-Paced Conversation and to create a welcoming atmosphere in which
everyone can speak frankly. Also, make sure to appropriately respond to any
comments so that a Chain of Responses is created.

Also, be sure to not only pay attention to words but also focus on the Tiny Sign
that each person gives, such as a little expression or tension. Moreover, thinking that
the move of your feelings is more natural As a Living Person, express it and let
Emotional Resonance happen. Showing Reflecting Talk with the supporting team
members will prompt the individuals to think for themselves, which may lead to a
new thought process.

The third core pattern Co-Created Understanding refers to the capture of circum-
stances responsible for the generation of the problem, and through re-speaking in
dialogue, we will start to gain a new understanding, which will enable us to dissolve
the problem itself. To correctly practice this method, the nine patterns listed below
can be utilised. Initially, there is a First Meeting in Crisis; a meeting in which the
person’s emotions and speech are easy to elevate. Also, because it is an unstable
period, an Everyday Meeting and Continuous Engagement with the same members
are required as this will bring psychological continuity and security.
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Through this dialogue, we grasp and share our Diverse Understanding, rather
than defining who is right or wrong. Tolerating an Ambiguous Situation will occur
throughout this process; however, rather than trying to quickly summarise it, it is
necessary to endure this uncertain state. By doing so, you and Significant Others will
experience Transformation of Meaning of the situation.

A further important aspect is to direct the dialogue towards an Ever-Widening
Perspective rather than converging on one agreement point. And then you should do
Finding Together, rather than giving advice from the standpoint of a specialist. The
experience of such a dialogue will bring about a common language and important
experience among participants, and the group will begin to form a Community for the
Future.

3 The Application of Open Dialogue Patterns in Daily
Life-Conversation

We curried out a learning programme to improving everyday conversation by using
Open Dialogue Patterns. In this instance, we confirmed a total of four people and ten
cases in which the patterns were utilised and feedback was collected from partici-
pants after the programme.

3.1 Outline of Dialogue Class: A Learning Programme
of Dialogue

To discern the efficacy of the Open Dialogue Patterns when applied in other
contexts, such as collaboration or human relationship in everyday life, we held a
dialogue class, which is a programme targeted towards those who want to improve
their general dialogue skills.

A Dialogue Class is a learning programme with the purpose of acquiring general
knowledge and skills to conduct effective dialogue by using Open Dialogue Patterns
as a support tool for learning. Participants learn Open Dialogue Patterns and practise
them in daily life. This programme consists of four sessions. Participants learn about
Open Dialogue Patterns in each session, practise the patterns in daily life, and learn
from each other’s practice in the next session (Fig. 2).

This time, a total of four people aged 20–30 years old with interest in dialogue
participated, and the first author of this paper assumed the role of the generator
(Nagai et al. 2016). Each session was conducted in one and a half hours once every
other week using an online video call.
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3.2 Utilisation Examples of Each Pattern

During the Dialogue Class, a total of ten cases in which the patterns were utilised
were confirmed. The utilisation results of the patterns are summarised in the form of
‘patterns performed’, ‘area of practice’, ‘what was practised’, ‘consequence’ and
‘what is learned’. These criteria aim to make participants aware of the influence of
their actions and to gain discoveries from them. Since a detailed description of the
contents is listed in the appendix in a table; here we briefly introduce the contents.

The breakdown of ‘patterns performed’ is as follows; seven patterns from the
category of Experienced Worldwere performed. These included Experienced World,
As a Living Person, Deep Listening, Exact Same Words, Open Question and
Response to What is Said. The Emotional Resonance from the category of Various
Voices was performed and two patterns from the Co-Created Understanding cate-
gory were also employed, which wereDiverse Understanding and Finding Together.

The ‘area of practice’ is diverse. For instance, dialogue around ‘when to advice
colleagues’, ‘relationship with girlfriend’, ‘about human relationships within shared
house’, ‘relationship with friends from the same project’, ‘at events to hold’ and so on.

Regarding ‘what was practised’, basically participants practise a solution and
action of patterns according to the situation at that time. For instance, there were
examples of participants practising the patterns’ solutions and actions according to
their circumstances, such as one participant who performed As a Living Person
noted, ‘I had always been advising my colleague in the form of ‘you should try ~~’,
but this time I consciously talked to him in a way that encouraged him to determine

Fig. 2 The image of dialogue class
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what he wanted to do’. Another participant who performed Response to What is Said
noted, ‘even when we are fighting, I brought myself to respond to what my girlfriend
was saying’. There were also results that did not work. For example, for Diverse
Understanding, although they are behaving according to the ‘solution’, which is
‘talk while distinguishing each other’s opinions and perceptions consciously, it
resulted in them only claiming their perceptions, and thus their opinions never
matched up, resulting in a negative outcome.’

In the ‘what is learned’ phase, there was also ‘learning about the pattern itself’ and
‘learning about the relations of each pattern’. With regards to the ‘learning about the
pattern itself’, the participant who performed Response to What is Said noted, ‘by being
conscious of responding to what she says, I could listen carefully to what she meant’.
Regarding ‘learning about the relations of each pattern’, there was evidence of learning
from a participant who noted, ‘sometimes, I said “It is better for you to do this”. I think it
would have been better to practise Deep Listening or Pause for Thinking.’

3.3 Impressions from Participants

As written below, we collected feedback from participants after completion of the
programme. The participants were asked through a free description questionnaire
about the Open Dialogue Patterns and Dialogue Class.

Answers to the questions on the Open Dialogue Patterns revealed comments
about triggers for learning about dialogue and hints for understanding others.

The comments regarding triggers for learning about dialogue are listed below.
One specific comment stated ‘Although it is difficult to actually use the patterns as
written, it is quite effective in applying to many cases and getting to know the open
dialogue. I learned more from patterns that I could not practice than those I was able
to practice’, while another stated, ‘Since it is possible to recognise the method of
each dialogue as a pattern, I think it will be easier to judge what I am doing right or
not doing right’.

The comment providing hints for understanding others stated that ‘I thought the
Open Dialogue Patterns are a way to show the direction of communication to deepen
understanding of others’.

With regards to the Dialogue Class, there were comments about the effectiveness
of learning with others, a period of the programme and suggestions to improve the
programme content.

The comment about the goodness of learning stated that ‘I think that if you talk
about what you have experienced, you will discover more things because others will
refer to it from a different viewpoint. However, we may spend too much time for one
episode, which is inevitable since I think that it will depend on the flow of the
conversation’.

One comment about the period of the programme stated ‘I think that the dialogue
is also influenced by the relationship with others. I think that it was good to do it in a
period of 1 month because it is possible to see others only from my sense of values
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since the other participants were people who I met only once or twice’, while another
said that ‘I thought that it is better to have 2 week intervals between the classes. I feel
like 1 week is a bit short to put what I learned into practice’.

Finally, one constructive comment which provided a means to improve the
programme content stated that ‘there were difficulties due to the short duration of
the programme. I think that I could have learned more deeply if I got a double
structure of having a look at the actual opportunity of dialogue and observed it’.

4 Consideration

Collectively, it was suggested that Open Dialogue Patterns are effective in the
following three ways: ‘utilisation to deepen understanding of interpersonal rela-
tions’, ‘induction of the inquiry of effective dialogue’ and ‘recognition of the
dialogue as a design issue’.

4.1 Utilisation to Deepen Understanding of Interpersonal
Relations

The first consideration is utilisation to deepen understanding of interpersonal rela-
tions. This investigation determined that it is relatively easy to utilise the Open
Dialogue Patterns in everyday life to deepen the understanding of an individual.

The patterns employed were included from the sections known as ‘experiencing
the world’ where ‘context’ assumes one-on-one conversation. There was also one
specific feedback comment, which said, ‘I thought the Open Dialogue Patterns are a
direction of communication to deepen understanding of others’.

From these results, it can be concluded that the Open Dialogue Patterns are useful
in deepening interpersonal understanding of others in daily life. The Open Dialogue
itself is intended to resolve symptoms through the dialogue with stakeholders, but
the aspect of having common words to share with others seems to have made it more
useful in everyday life.

4.2 Induction of the Inquiry of Effective Dialogue

The second consideration is to induce the inquiry of effective dialogue. Using
patterns, an individual becomes aware of his/her actions that were completed
unconsciously before. From this, the individual can discern what kind of influence
their actions impart.
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For example, when the dialogue practice goes reasonably well, there is learning
about the effect of a pattern, for example ‘by being conscious of responding to what
she says, I could listen carefully to what she meant’. In contrast, even if the
participant feels that he/she did not do well, for example in Diverse Understanding
or Experienced World, the participant still says, ‘I often learned from the patterns I
could not practice’.

These results suggest that the significance is not about whether the pattern is exactly
feasible, but that the guidance of exploration and learning is directed by the patterns.

4.3 Recognition of the Dialogue as a Design Issue

The third consideration is utilisation to recognise the dialogue as a design issue.
Although dialogue is an act that is not physically visible, participants were able to
think about how to combine different patterns to design a better dialogue.

For example, one participant noted that ‘not only claimingDiverse Understanding
but alsoDeep Listening and Tunnel of Emotionmust be carried out at the same time.’
And the other noted that ‘In some timing, I said “It is better for you to do this.” I think
it would have been better to practice Deep Listening or Pause for Thinking.’

These comments suggest that the participants concluded that combining and
using the patterns can improve the quality of his/her dialogue. Collectively, we
can conclude that the use of Open Dialogue Patterns enables people to think about
dialogue, as something that can be designed upon will.

5 Conclusion

This research suggests that the Open Dialogue Patterns are an effective means in the
following three points: ‘utilisation to deepen understanding of interpersonal rela-
tions’, ‘induction of the inquiry of effective dialogue’ and ‘recognition of the
dialogue as a design issue’.

Conversely, due to bias in some patterns, we also saw the possibility that there
may be patterns that are difficult to practice in an everyday context. For this reason,
we would like to continue implementing these patterns and closely examine the
utilisation possibilities of each.

Furthermore, it is expected that the program curriculum we designed for people to
learn about the Open Dialogue Patterns could be applied as a method of learning
other pattern languages. This was supported by the comment ‘I think that if you talk
about what you have experienced, you will discover many things because others will
refer to it from a different viewpoint’, which suggests that this method of pattern
language acquisition has the potential for future applications.
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assistance in writing this paper, and all members of the Open Dialogue Patterns Project.
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Open Dialogue as Coupling of Psychic,
Social and Creative Systems

Takashi Iba, Masafumi Nagai, and Tsuyoshi Ishida

Abstract In this paper, we study Open Dialogue, a psychiatric programme devel-
oped in Western Lapland, Finland, with the theory of autopoietic systems. Although
originally developed as a psychiatric programme, we anticipate that the approach can
be applied to not only psychotherapy but also educational and organisational
situations as a way of “collaborative problem dissolution,” because it is based on
the philosophy of dialogism, which is not limited to psychotherapy. In an attempt to
apply it in a more general context, we study the function of Open Dialogue in a
higher level of abstraction with concepts of systems theories, i.e. the Social Systems
Theory and Creative Systems Theory. Our consideration implies that Open Dialogue
can be understood well through a combination of chain of consciousness in the
psychic system, chain of communication in the social system and chain of discovery
in the creative system.

1 Introduction

Recently, Open Dialogue, a psychotherapy method, is attracting a lot attention in
Japan. Open Dialogue is originally a psychiatric programme developed in Keropudas
Hospital in Western Lapland, Finland. It was initiated by Jaako Seikkula, a Professor
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at the Department of Psychology, University of Jyväskylä, who is a clinical psychol-
ogist and family therapy trainer.

Open Dialogue includes those involved in a crisis, namely the important people in
the patient’s life, such as family members and social networks, gathering them
together to engage in meetings (Fig. 1) (Seikkula and Olson 2003; Seikkula and
Trimble 2005; Seikkula and Arnkil 2006, 2014). The aim of the meetings is to
develop a dialogue, giving a voice to all concerned, putting the person at the centre
without strategically trying to change him/her. Surprisingly, the symptoms of a
mental disease, such as schizophrenia, disappear through dialogue. In contrast, in
the old system, appointments and interventions with the psychiatrist are the only way
to seek solutions. The effectiveness of the measures adopted in Open Dialogues
includes number of relapses, rating of psychotic symptoms and social functioning,
employment status and hospital days.

Although the Open Dialogue approach was originally developed as a psychiatric
programme, we anticipate that it has applicability to educational and organisational
situations, because it is based on the philosophy of dialogism, which is not limited to
psychotherapy. Indeed, the approach presented by Jaakko Seikkula has been discussed
for wider consideration in communication and human relationship (Bakhtin 1981,
1990; Gergen 1999; Holquist 1990; Maturana and Varela 1972; Vygotsky 1978, 1986).

To understand the applicability from a different angle, we analyse the function of
Open Dialogue in a higher level of abstraction with concepts of systems theories,
including Social Systems Theory (Luhmann 1984, 1997) and Creative Systems
Theory (Iba 2010).

Fig. 1 Dialogical meeting in the Open Dialogue approach
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2 Overview of Open Dialogue

Here, we discuss the points that are to be conducted in the dialogical meeting of the
Open Dialogue approach. We use a vocabulary proposed in the Open Dialogue
Patterns (Iba et al. 2017; Nagai et al. 2017). The Open Dialogue Patterns is a pattern
language for practising a dialogical meeting, in which each pattern expresses
knowledge of what kind of problem frequently occurs in a certain context and
what is a good solution to the problem. In this paper, however, we use only words
(pattern names) to introduce what are conducted in the dialogical meeting. Note that
the words (pattern names) are shown in bold.

There are 30 patterns in the Open Dialogue Patterns. In the top level, there are core
patterns: Experienced World, Various Voices and Co-Created Understanding
(Fig. 2). Related to each of these three words, nine words are defined to showwhat are
important to realize them.

2.1 Understanding ‘Experienced World’

Imagine a situation where you are trying to understand the problem (the symptom in
the case of a psychiatric programme) the person (patient) of concern is facing. For
truly understanding his/her Experienced World, you must not diagnose him/her,
but listen to what he/she says As a Living Person. Then, it is important to engage in
Deep Listening, receive his/her saying and use the Exact Same Words to respond
without modifying them into words you are familiar with.

During the dialogue, your questions may better be Open Questions that allow
him/her to think and give his/her own answer, rather than asking question that
require only answers with Yes or No. Allowing for a Pause for Thinking is
important, so that he/she can have time to think about what he/she wants to say.
When he/she answers your question, it is important to give a Response to What is
Said.

To understand his/her Experienced World, you need to feel from his/her Inner
Viewpoint, not the objective or outsider’s viewpoint. Sometimes there may be

Fig. 2 Core patterns in Open Dialogue Patterns
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strong emotional expression; this is a great opportunity to go deeper through the
Tunnel of Emotion, so that he/she will be able to put hidden and complex thoughts
and experiences into words. It is also important to let you keep a Respectful Mind
for him/her who lives with dark and tough experiences.

Consequently, it will not only be you having a deeper and better understanding of
his/her Experienced World, but also, he/she can have the opportunity to talk about
his/her experiences he/she could not express before. The summary of patterns in this
category is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 ‘Experienced World’ in the Open Dialogue Patterns
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2.2 Generating ‘Various Voices’

In the Open Dialogue approach, multiple people related to the person facing the
problem are invited to the dialogical meeting to obtain multiple perspectives through
Various Voices.

First of all, you invite Significant Others of the person facing with the problem
and gather the member responsible for treatment so that you can be Working as a
Team, not alone. Then, all participants will be Sitting in the Circle.

During the dialogical meeting, you keep sending an Invitation for Utterances
to everybody. Rather than trying to quickly summarise the story, it is good to
have a Slow-Paced Conversation, where anyone can start to speak frankly. Subse-
quently, you must make sure to respond to any utterance and realize a Chain of
Responses.

It is important to pay attention to Tiny Signs that each person gives, such as a
subtle expression or visible tension. When somebody expresses emotion, it can be
beneficial to let Emotional Resonance develop and sometimes, it is important to
have a Reflecting Talk with the supporting team members, where other participants
can have a moment for thinking and producing a new voice.

Consequently, various narratives are drawn out from the participants and gradually
the person facing the problem will release from his/her stiffened and self-contained
thoughts, emerging from a dead-end situation and opening to new experiences. The
summary of patterns in this category is shown in Fig. 4.

2.3 Achieving ‘Co-Created Understanding’

Surprisingly, through dialogue meetings of the Open Dialogue approach, the prob-
lem disappears, because dialogue makes the participants express the problem with
various words so that together, a new understanding can be created. To achieve this,
the following points should be considered.

The First Meeting in Crisis is the meeting with the best timing because emotions
and speech of participants come up easily. Since this is an unstable period, Every-
day Meetings and Continuous Engagement with the same participants are neces-
sary, bringing psychological continuity and security.

In the dialogue, we acknowledge and share the Diverse Understanding without
judgement of right or wrong and tolerating Ambiguous Situations. Next, you will
experience a Transformation of Meaning for the situation.

What is important is that a dialogue should be conducted for acquiring Ever-
Widening Perspectives rather than converging to one point of agreement. It is also
important to make sure to keep Finding Together, not giving advice from the
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viewpoint of a specialist. The dialogue will provide a shared precious experience for
the participants and the group will become a Community for the Future.

As a result, interpretations of the problem will change and new understandings
will be generated and at the same time, the problem will dissolve naturally. The
summary of patterns in this category is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4 ‘Various Voices’ in the Open Dialogue Patterns
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3 Autopoietic Systems Theory

Following, we analyse what happens in dialogical meeting of the Open Dialogue
approach using the systems theory.1 Autopoietic systems were proposed by Humberto
Maturana and Francisco Varela in biology (Maturana and Varela 1972) as a unity

Fig. 5 ‘Co-Created Understanding’ in the Open Dialogue Patterns

1It is reasonable to use autopoietic systems theory, because the theorists of autopoietic systems,
Humberto Maturana, Francisco Varela and Niklas Luhmann, are referred in the literature on the
Open Dialogue (Seikkula and Arnkil 2006).
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where the organisation is defined by a particular network of production processes of
elements. Although the original area of autopoietic systems is biology, Luhmann
generalised the theory and used it to enhance his theories of social systems that include
communication as an element.

Based on these autopoietic systems theories, we suggest that what happens in
dialogical meetings of the Open Dialogue approach can be explained by coupling
psychic, social and creative systems (Fig. 6). To reach to this conclusion, we first
outline the Social Systems Theory, focussing on the parts of theory to understand the
function of Open Dialogue, then move on to the Creative Systems Theory, which is
necessary to understand another side of the Open Dialogue. Note that from here, the
technical terms used in the autopoietic systems theory are italicised.

In the Social Systems Theory, Luhmann formulates the human mind as an
autopoietic system, which is called a psychic system and where the primary element
is consciousness. The psychic system is a nexus of consciousness and the system
reproduces consciousness by consciousness. The consciousness may have no dura-
tion due to its momentary operation and requirement to be reproduced constantly.
Moreover, from an operational point of view, such a psychic system is a closed
system as it cannot send or receive communication outside the system. Since the
psychic system is operationally closed, you cannot directly access to its elements.
Psychic systems are mutually inaccessible, therefore, communication is required.

Fig. 6 Coupling psychic, social and creative systems
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In theory, communication is considered as the element of social system and
emerges between people. According to Luhmann (1984), communication emerges
from the synthesis of a three-part selection in social systems: selection of informa-
tion, utterance and understanding (Fig. 7).

Note that such a definition of communication is much different from the conven-
tional definition that is based on a metaphor of transference, where a sender passes a
message (information) to a receiver and then, the information moves from the sender
to the receiver. Luhmann pointed out that there is a limitation with this perspective,
since it is prepossessed with the existence of the same information transferred
between sender and receiver.

He claims that this perspective misses the understanding of the nature of com-
munication as social phenomenon. Instead, communication should be considered
as a social phenomenon related to meaning. Furthermore, I would like to emphasise
that Luhmann’s conceptualisation of communication is different from the so-called
‘communicative act’; the concept of communicative act, as implied by the name, is
based on the action theory rather than communication as mutual selection.

Communication can have no duration because it is a momentary operation that
must be reproduced constantly. From an operations viewpoint, such a social system
is a closed system as it cannot send or receive communication outside the system,
even from psychic systems.

In the Creative Systems Theory (Iba 2010), a creative process is formulated as an
autopoietic system, where elements are discoveries. In other words, a creative
process is a reproduction network of discoveries. Each discovery emerges only
when a synthesis of the following three selections occurs: idea, association and
finding (Fig. 8).

Fig. 7 Communication emerging from the synthesis of a three-part selection: information, utter-
ance and understanding
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4 Understanding Open Dialogue with Autopoietic Systems
Theory

Here, we present how Open Dialogue can be understood with the autopoietic
systems theory, introduced in this last section, including the Social Systems Theory
and Creative Systems Theory (Fig. 9). Note that pattern names of the Open Dialogue
Patterns are shown in bold and the technical terms of the autopoietic systems theory
are italicised.

4.1 Understanding ‘Experienced World’ in a Psychic System
Through Communication

In the dialogical meeting, it is quite difficult to understand the Experienced World
of people faced with the problem, because the psychic system (chain of conscious-
ness) is operationally closed. Therefore, Deep Listening, Inner Viewpoint and
sometimes the Tunnel of Emotion is necessary to understand the chain of con-
sciousness of a person.

As mentioned above, however, psychic systems are mutually inaccessible; there-
fore an understanding can be achieved via a chain of communication, such as Open
Questions and Response to What is Said. Due to closeness of psychic systems and
social systems, there is no guarantee that what is said by one person will be the same
of what is understood by another one, therefore, it is important to use the Exact
Same Words. In addition, because the chain of consciousness and the speed of the
process in a psychic system cannot be visible from outside, it is crucial to allow for
the necessary Pause for Thinking.

Fig. 8 Discovery emerging from the synthesis of a three-part selection: idea, association and
finding
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Psychic systems observe the action of each other, thus, participating in the
dialogue As a Living Person with a Respectful Mind can be recognised by the
person facing the problem. As a result, he/she will trust that person and expect that
what he/she says will be listened to carefully in the dialogue. Thus, psychic systems,
which are mutually inaccessible in principle, can penetrate each other via the chain
of communication.

4.2 Generating ‘Various Voices’ by Chain of Communication
in a Social System

Dialogue is mainly conducted as a chain of communication. Unlike communication
in functional systems of society, such as economy and science, the chain of com-
munication with regard to a difficult problem hardly continues. Therefore, the Open
Dialogue offers to set up an environment for dialogue by inviting the Significant
Others, participating andWorking as a Team and Sitting in the Circle. This is the
environment for the dialogue in social systems and creative systems.

As introduced above, communication emerges when the information with inten-
tion of utterance is recognised (understanding) in the dialogue. Therefore, in the
dialogue, the participants need to recognise the Invitation for Utterances in the
precious chain of communication and not just think in a psychic system. Slow-Paced
Conversation and Chain of Responses, which are also chains of communication,
encourage participants to start to speak frankly, meaning that successive communi-
cation can emerge.

Furthermore, another communication emerges when the information with uncon-
scious or hidden intention of utterance is recognised as Tiny Signs. Emotional
Resonancemakes the chain of communication to flow smoothly as the environment.

Fig. 9 Coupling psychic, social and creative systems in the Open Dialogue
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Reflecting Talk is making a sub-social system in the dialogical meeting; therefore,
other psychic systems will observe the chain of communication from the outside of
the dialogue.

Thus, where it is improbable to keep a certain type of communication, social systems
can become probable by setting up the environment and chain of communication.

4.3 Achieving ‘Co-Created Understanding’ by Chain
of Discovery in a Creative System

Achieving only a chain of communication is not enough for the Open Dialogue. In
the dialogical meeting, a new shared understanding among participants of the
meeting is generated. The Co-Created Understanding should be considered as
phenomenon in the creative system (chain of discovery).

What happens in the dialogue towards Co-Created Understanding is Transfor-
mation of Meaning through Ambiguous Situations based on the Diverse Under-
standing from all participants. This occurs as chain of discovery in the creative system
along the dialogue. As explained before, discovery emerges when finding an associ-
ation of an idea to the on-going creation. In the dialogical meeting, new meaning is
generated via the chain of discovery. Finally, a new understanding is created.

Intensive collaboration hardly occurs without any forces that make people con-
centrate in the creation. Thus, Open Dialogue offers to set up the environment and
keep a tension for creative systems. The First Meeting in Crisis helps in the
emergence of a chain of discovery, because the necessity of dialogue is very clear
for everyone. The Everyday Meetings guarantee the continuation of the chain of
discovery and the Continuous Engagement functions as a platform to generate the
chain of discovery.

To truly dissolve the problem, the discovery with Ever-Widening Perspectives
is significant for the participants to keep being creative also in their future. Finding
Together through the generation of a chain of discovery along a chain of commu-
nication is very important in the Open Dialogue. A new understanding should be
co-created by all participants, not just one part of them. This group will be able to
become a Community for the Future for themselves, allowing to couple psychic,
social and creative systems in the daily life.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we studied the Open Dialogue approach with the theory of autopoietic
systems. Open Dialogue can be understood well within the combined frame of the
chain of consciousness in the psychic system, the chain of communication in the social
system and the chain of discovery in the creative system. On one hand, this shows what
happens in dialogical meetings of the Open Dialogue approach in the psychiatric
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programme. On the other hand, this also shows that the Open Dialogue can be
considered as not only a psychiatric programme but also a collaboration method in a
broader range of social domains, because the systems we discussed are not limited to
psychotherapy as they consider fundamental systems of mind, communication and
creation. In future, we would like to discuss about this possibility with readers.
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StoryWriting for Creative Revising of Ideas

Konomi Munakata, Shuichiro Ando, and Takashi Iba

Abstract This paper presents the mechanism and methodology of creative revising
in design processes. Creative revising is the process of concept development where
brainstormed ideas are continuously expanded with many fresh insights and are
layered with increasing complexity. This paper begins with a discussion on the
factors that make the creative revising process difficult. It arrives at the conclusion
that a fixed definition of ideas in the early stages hinders their development. Creative
revising requires the practitioner to continuously obscure and redefine notions, and
we found that designers could explore the different potentials of their ideas by
writing stories. This method of creative revising ameliorates the coherence and
complexity of the design as a whole. This paper therefore proposes that the writing
of stories is an effective way of revising ideas and one that could prove to be a
valuable method that would enable designers to ensure the sustainable improvement
of their works.

1 Introduction

Csikszentmihalyi (1996) defined creativity as an act, an idea, or a product that
changes an existing domain. A considerable number of studies have been conducted
on creative processes in various fields, including business management. Studies on
the mechanisms of the generation of new concepts and research on the methodolo-
gies for the creation of innovative ideas have especially caught public attention.
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Although Csikszentmihalyi (1996) stated ‘creative work is never done’, the
sustainable improvement of work is actually difficult at a practical level in the
sense that we have to keep lookingwith fresh eyes at what has already been generated.

In this paper, we use the nomenclature Creative Revising to denote the continuous
process of idea development and discuss the mechanism of how ideas can be
elaborated in the design process after being generated. In addition, we suggest
Story Writing as an effective way of achieving the aim of creative revising.

2 Creative Revising

The creative process has traditionally been described as taking a five-phased pro-
gression (Fig. 1): preparation, incubation, insight, evaluation and elaboration
(Csikszentmihalyi 1996). Ideas are below the threshold of consciousness in the
first two steps, and emerge in the insight phase. Only the ideas which are considered
as valuable are then developed in the phase of elaboration in order to be produced in
the form of a design.

Haruki Murakami, a Japanese writer, described in his book that he wrote a short
story in three days and spent more than a year to rewrite it a dozen times (Ellis and
Hirabayashi 2005). In re-exploring what he had already done, he discovered more
‘right’ characters, found better expressions and even imagined a plot that he had not
thought of before. His story became more complex and nuanced as the writing was
processed, and ultimately, it became completely different from its first draft.

Christopher Alexander (1979), an architect, called such a process a creative
‘Process of Repair’. It is the continuous course of improving the designs of buildings
according to the real events which actually happen there, regardless of whether it is
performed in the designer’s mind or on the actual site. He says that repeating such acts
of building generates a unified organic whole which is coherent and more complex.

The author of worldwide bestselling books, Stephen King (2000), described the
method of revising as follows: ‘I love this part of the process because I’m rediscovering
my own book, and usually liking it. That changes. By the time a book is actually in
print, I’ve been over it a dozen times or more, can quote whole passages’.

Therefore, it is evident that the process of elaborating ideas in the course of their
creation often involves many fresh insights. It is not a process which takes place

Fig. 1 Five phases of a
creative process
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under the creator’s control but one where many new fresh insights could
unintentionally emerge, even after one has just put in the finishing touches on the
original ideas. In this way, it is less linear and more recursive with many loops
involved (Csikszentmihalyi 1996). To emphasise such continuity and increased
complexity with dynamic retouches on the initial ideas, we call the phase of idea
elaboration in the creative process Creative Revising in this paper.

3 Story Writing as a Creative Revising Method

Creative Revising is actually very difficult in the sense that we have to reflect and
redevelop the ideas which were just generated by us. We believe that meaning offers
the key to solving this problem. Every single idea of design generated in our head
has a fixed meaning with a sort of specific description when they are put into words
to be mentioned and mulled over. This, however, removes the flexibility of ideas,
makes it difficult for us to explore the other possibilities which they potentially
possess and keeps us adhered to the initial definitions of ideas.

Niklas Luhmann, a prominent sociologist in the twentieth century, made several
important statements on this meaning (Luhmann 1984). He explained that a function
ofmeaning is to distinguish the actuality and the potentiality.Meaningmakes it clear
as to what was selected and what was not from all the other potentials in this complex
world. Therefore, he says, ‘meaning is a very potent technology to reduce the
complexity of the society’ (Baecker 2002, p. 172). From this passage, it can be
understood that it is necessary to loosen the fixed meaning of existing ideas and
make them ambiguous again to regain the complexity of ideas and explore their
essences and hidden potentials.

Now a question arises: How can we make the generated ideas ambiguous again?
According to Csikszentmihalyi (1996), whereas words transform fragile thoughts
and feelings into concrete thoughts, ‘poetry and literature allow the creation of
experiences that we would otherwise not have access to; they take our lives to higher
levels of complexity’ (p. 238).

This indicates that writing a story about the brainstormed ideas would allow us to
explore their hidden potentials, redefine them and enhance the coherence and
complexity of the design as a whole. Therefore, we hypothesise that story writing
would be an effective method for creative revising so as to elaborate and reconstruct
the original ideas once generated for a better output of design.

3.1 Story Writing in Design Thinking

Although a story itself is usually recognised as a creative output, the concept of story
writing has recently been brought to attention as a way of developing ideas, especially
in the field of design thinking. It helps designers to predict the uncertain future and to
prototype and evaluate their ideas in a costless way. Design Fiction (Sterling 2009),
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for instance, is an approach to explore and criticise future possibilities by creating
speculative scenarios (Sterling 2009; Bosch 2012). Scenario Planning is also a
method to think about the potential problems in the future and to develop the
organisational skills to survive in this fast-changing society (Heijden et al. 2002).

Both methods indicate how creating stories during the designing process can
maintain the flexibility of ideas and bring designers to divergent ways of thinking.
Ideas are supposed to churn around in the specified context of a story, and they keep
being developed in the process of creating stories. Therefore, in the beginning stage of
writing a scenario, the ending is usually not planned, and there is usually no ‘must’ in
this usage of story writing. It is very similar to howMurakami starts writing his story
without any sketch or outline, and he just ‘gives the characters a place to grow’ and
‘waits for the ending to come naturally’ (Murakami and Kawai 2016, p. 62).

3.2 The Mechanism of Creative Revising with Story Writing

When the method of story writing is applied to the creative revising, it is expected
that writers experience a dynamic change in their initial ideas. In this section, we
explain the mechanism.

Creative revising should start with a set of clearly stated brainstormed ideas. Each
idea has a fixed meaning with a specific description (Fig. 2a). Some ideas are then
selected from the list to construct a story (Fig. 2b). In this way, they interact with
each other in the specific context of the story so that they could lose their concrete
definitions to some extent and get more ambiguous (Fig. 2c).

In developing a story, the essence of each idea keeps being questioned. Therefore,
two ideas which have similar essences or functions may be integrated, whereas one
which has multiple potentials could be differentiated (Fig. 3d). New alternative ideas
might be discovered in this phase as well. This process of the adjustment of the story
and its individual ideas is repeated until the transformation of ideas spontaneously
comes to the end when the story obtains consistency as a whole (Fig. 3e). The
framework of the story is then removed, and each idea has to be re-defined (Fig. 3f).
It should be observed that the remaining list of ideas is somehow different from the
first stage.

Fig. 2 Obfuscation of ideas
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This process should be repeated, by choosing different sets of ideas or adding
some other surrounding ideas (Fig. 4g), constructing different stories (Fig. 4h) and
making their meanings ambiguous again (Fig. 4i).

In repeating these processes by writing various stories with different combina-
tions of ideas and different contexts, the essence and potentials of ideas are deeply
explored and rediscovered. Ideas thus get transformed into better definitions. In this
repetition of the obfuscation and redefinition of ideas, we can switch divergent and
convergent thinking so that we are able to keep reflecting on the initially generated
ideas. Therefore, it would be reasonable to suppose that story writing is an effective
method for the revising of ideas in creative processes.

4 Creative Revising in Student Residence Project

In this section, we discuss how story writing could be applied to the actual design
process. We applied the method of story writing in the process of creative revising
for the ideas generated in the Student Residence Project.

The Student Residence Project is a collaborative project with a Japanese archi-
tectural design company, UDS Ltd., conducted by four members of Iba Laboratory
in 2016. Our goal in this project was to make the everyday life of university students
more imaginative and creative. We conducted several workshops with other students
in our campus to brainstorm new ideas to form a creative community (Fig. 5).
Seventy-nine ideas were generated in total and forty among them were selected to
be called ‘Future Words’ (Iba 2016) and put into the idea list.

Fig. 4 Repetitions of story writing with different set of ideas

Fig. 3 Redefinition of ideas after integration, differentiation and generation
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4.1 Process

To conduct an investigation into the transformation of ideas in creative revising, it is
first necessary to clearly state the definitions of the initial set of ideas. Therefore, we
used a specific format to describe every single fragment of ideas, called Future
Word, as shown in Fig. 6. This format aims to clarify exactly what each idea is about
and why it is important, with a name that symbolises its essence (Iba 2016).

Second, in order to develop the future words on the list, each member worked
independently for two months on writing various stories with the future words. This
is what we call future stories. Here are two examples of future stories where future
words were embedded and emphasised with the bold letters and brackets.

. . .It was a Saturday morning, already half past nine. I had to be at my part time job by 10 am.
As I ran through the first floor, I saw lots of new faces in the <Floor Lounge> today. Oh,
we have the <Welcome Party> tonight. I remember we did the <Self-Design of Welcome
Party> last year as well. I first thought it would be really challenging to plan the party
ourselves and let the seniors follow the plan. But it was not, actually. I forced my
<Community Leader> to sing a welcome song and it was supper funny. . . (‘Saturday
Morning in the Residence’ by Shuichiro Ando)

. . .This residence is a place to grow new creative leaders who can lead the creative society
coming in the future, from different perspectives. Here is not the place to get lectured by
someone else, but the place to develop yourself . . . People who are known as creative know
well about their own strengths, abilities and roles. Students in this residence therefore get
many opportunities to know about themselves through the <Dialogue by Extremes>,
<Mixed with different colours> and <Seat-reserved Cafe>. In a nutshell, this residence
is a prototype of an educational system in future, which supports students to become active-
lifelong-learners who can develop their abilities by themselves and have confidence in their
qualitative works. . . (‘Student Residence from the perspective of education in future by
Konomi Munakata)

4.2 Results

As the diagram below shows (Fig. 7), we could see some significant changes in the
initial set of ideas after two months of continuous story writing. Some future words
were integrated, differentiated and removed, whereas new ideas were also added to

Fig. 5 Workshops with campus students
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Fig. 6 Future word ‘self-design of welcome party’

Fig. 7 Change in future words in story writing
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the list. Most importantly, the names of the future words, which symbolised the
essence of each idea, have dynamically changed in the continuous process of story
writing. These results lead us to the conclusion that story writing enabled the
continuous self-reflection of ideas and helped us to re-develop the original ideas.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have discussed how the fragments of ideas could be elaborated by the
proposer using the process of writing stories. The approach opens up the mechanism
of idea elaboration in the creative process and develops a methodology for creative
revising with story writing. Although this calls for further investigation, creative
revising is evidently a topic which should be further, especially in the field of design.

In fact, there are some areas of design which put a lot of weight on idea revising
and which have developed their own ways of creative revising, for example, the
concept of a Writers Workshop. This is a collaborative revising process for writers,
who gather at one place and make comments on each other’s work. There is also a
semi-permanent revising project conducted by Alexander (1977). Oregon University
was constructed, and it keeps being repaired according to changes in its reality. It is
obvious that ideas and designs could keep evolving and becoming more fascinating
in an uninterrupted revising process. Therefore, we anticipate that further studies will
be conducted to develop the methodologies of the creative revising.
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